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INTRODUCTION 
The K-meson was discovered less than two decades ago in cosmic ray 
studies. The different decay modes of the "heavy mesons" were given names 
such as neutral V_, θ or τ meson, because their parentage was not evident 
right away . When the accelerators in the GeV energy region came into op­
eration, it became clear that the K-mesons belong to an isotopie spin 
doublet made up of К and К mesons, while K~ and К constitute the anti-
particles. In the classification scheme of Gell-Mann and Nishijima, К 
and К have the strangeness quantum number S = +1 and the antiparticles 
have S = -1. The mass of the K-meson is almost 500 MeV. The spin of the 
K-meson is zero. The decay of the K-meson is a "weak interaction process", 
as is apparent from the "relatively" long mean life. It is interesting to 
note that the analysis of the pionic decay modes of the K-meson to deter­
mine its spin and parity led to the discovery of the nonconservation of 
parity in weak interactions. This is often referred to as the θ - τ 
Puzzle. 
In the classification scheme based on unitary symmetry, the four 
K-mesons belong in an octet of pseudoscalar mesons together with the three 
pi mesons and the eta meson. The К and π mesons are assigned a negative 
parity. 
The neutral K-meson has a peculiar quantum mechanical behavior 
which is unique in physics. When a neutral K-meson is produced it has a 
definite strangeness; for instance, the reaction π + ρ -*· Λ + К produces 
only К 0 mesons with S = +1. The decay of this К beam occurs via two dif­
ferent neutral K-mesons: a short-lived one called Κ„ with a half-life of 
about 10 seconds and a long-lived one called К with a half-life of 
-8 
about 6 x 10~ seconds. These two mesons have different principal decay 
modes and Κ
ς
 as well as K. do not have a definite strangeness. This un­
orthodox behavior of a neutral K-meson beam was first discussed by Gell-
Mann and Pais, Ref. (Ge.55). It led to the discovery of the К meson. 
The truly baffling phenomenon, unique to the К - К system, is that of 
regeneration, which was predicted to occur by Pais and Piccioni, Ref. 
(Pa.55). When a beam of К mesons--which can be obtained conveniently from 
* Historical notes are given by Dalitz, Ref. (Da.57) and Nishijima, 
Ref. (Ni.63). 
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any source of К or К by letting the K,, decay—passes through a block of 
material, then the beam that comes out of the block consists partly of K° 
mesons. This regenerated K„ beam has exactly the same momentum and direc­
tion as the incoming K. beam. It is worthwhile to point out that the 
observation of two different neutral K-mesons with a mass difference of 
the order of "h/fg is proof that the sign of the gravitational mass of the 
К meson is the same as that of its antiparticle, the K 0 meson, see Ref. 
(Go.61). (τ
ς
 is the mean life of the K_ meson.) 
Recently, refined experiments on the decay of the neutral K-meson 
have revealed that CP is not conserved, Refs. (Ch.64) and (Ab.64). CP 
stands for the product of the operations of charge conjugation and parity. 
CP nonconservation, coupled with CPT invariance, implies a violation of 
time reversal invariance. This is of utmost importance in particle 
physics. 
An interesting new development in high energy physics is the theory 
of equal-time current commutators instigated by Gell-Mann, Ref. (Ge.62). 
Applications of this technique to K-decay have been very successful. In 
particular, it has brought a better understanding of non-leptonic strange­
ness non-conserving decays, such as K. -»• π + π + тг . 
Chapter 1 begins with a brief survey of some general properties of 
the К -К system in order to introduce the necessary terminology and def­
initions. Next, the theoretical framework for describing the various 
decay modes of the K-meson is discussed. We restrict ourselves to the 
currently accepted Cabibbo version of the universal current x current form 
of weak interactions and discuss only briefly the |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule, the 
AS = AQ, rule, universality and locality. This is followed by a discus­
sion of the experiments which led to the downfall of CP invariance and its 
many consequences, in particular with respect to the decay modes of the 
neutral K-meson. The last part of this Chapter is devoted to the theory 
of equal time current commutators applied to various decay modes of the 
K-meson. 
In Chapter 2 the details of two spark chanter experiments on the 
decay of the long-lived neutral K-meson are given. The first experiment 
was performed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, U.S.A., on the 33 GeV 
Alternating Gradient Synchroton; it deals specifically with the decay 
modes К -•• π + ir" • π and with К. -•· π • π" + γ. The second experiment 
was performed at the Argonne National Laboratory, U.S.A., with the 12.5 
GeV Zero Gradient Synchrotron; investigations of the decay mode 
K. •*' π + e + ν will be described in this work. Other results obtained 
this experiment will be presented briefly in Section 1.7. 
In Chapter 3 the experimental results will be compared with the 
theory. This is followed by conclusions and a summary. 
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CHAPTER 1 
DECAY PROPERTIES OF K-MESONS 
AND THEIR THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION 
1.1. THE K 0 - K 0 SYSTEM 
The existence of two particles K0 and K0 with opposite strangeness 
follows from the conservation of strangeness in strong interactions and 
the fact that the isotopie spin of the K-mesons i s one half. Weak inter­
actions, responsible for K-decay, do not conserve strangeness and К and 
К can decay into two pions, three pions, etc. For instance, Κ ••π • π" 
and К0 -*- π + π" are "legitimate" decays. Thus, the K0 and K0 s tates, 
which are well defined states with a definite strangeness, are coupled 
through reactions such as 
κ
0
 Χ
 π
+
 •
 π
- Χ κ° 
and similar ones. Geli-Mann and Pais, Ref. (Ge.55), were the ones to draw 
attention to the coupling between the К and К states. They suggested 
that the neutral K-meson, which is observed in the laboratory and which has 
a definite mass and decay rate, is a particle mixture of К and К . They 
pointed out further that there are two orthogonal representations of the 
К - К system, giving rise to two different neutral K-mesons. The origi­
nal work was based on the assumption of С invariance, which was later found 
to be violated. The theory of the К - К 0 system was reformulated on the 
basis of CPT invariance by Lee, Oehme and Yang, Ref. (Le.57). Literature 
on the К - К system can be found, for instance, in Refs. (Le.66), 
(By.65) and (Sa.63) and in the aforementioned paper by Lee et al., Ref. 
(Le.57). 
The operators С, Ρ and Τ indicate charge conjugation (that is, the 
unitary transformation particle -*· antiparticle), parity (a unitary coordi­
nate inversion transformation), and time reversal (an antiunitazy trans­
formation for t -*• - t) respectively. In the Heisenberg representation the 
transformation of a quantized spin zero field, described by the field 
operator <|>(r,t), is given by 
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СФС^.^С'
1
 = nc<t.
+
 ( î , t) 
Τ φ ί Ϊ Λ ) ! - 1 = η
τ
Φ(ΐ,-ΐ) , (1.1. la) 
where t means Hermit ian conjugate, and the phases η,,, η
Γ
 and η have ab s о-
lute value equal to 1. Furthermore, we have 
СРТф£,ОСРТ = п
с р т
ф
+ (-^,- і ) 
СРф(?,ОСР = n ^ C - î . t ) . (1.1.1b) 
There is an important theorem, called the CPT theorem, which is necessary 
for the description of K-decay. The CPT theorem, which was formulated in 
the fifties by Schwinger, Lüders and Pauli, states: an interaction Lagran-
gian or Hamiltonian for locally interacting fields, which are Hermitian and 
invariant under proper Lorentz transformations, commutes with CPT in any 
order. Literature about the CPT theorem can be found in Refs. (Sc.53), 
(Lu.57), (Pa.55A), (To.64) and (To.66). At present the CPT theorem is 
commonly used. In the Appendix we review its experimental justification. 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall assume CPT invariance in this work. 
The state ¡К > is defined to be an eigenstate of the strong and 
electromagnetic Hamiltonian (H • H ) with strangeness S = +1. We für-
st γ 
ther define 
ІК^ = CPT|K 0> . (1.1.2) 
Thus, ІК > commutes with (H ^  + Η ) as well, but it has S • -1. Consider 
» ι
 v
 st γ * 
о —с 
a coherent mixture of К and К 
described by the wave function 
", whose amplitude at its proper time t is 
Ψ(ΐ) = a(t)|K0> + Ъ ^ Л к ^ . 
Following Lee, Oehme and Yang, Ref. (Le.57), we write 
ψ(0 = Ψ e" A t , 
λ being the decay constant. 
The time dependence of the wave function is given by 
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i
 Ht * (M " Ί ί Γ ) ψ Ξ ΗΓ ψ (1.1.3а) 
1 -1 
where Ηρ = M - i ІГ is the "effective Hamiltonian*·. IL· is not Hermitian; 
however, it can be split here in such a way that both M and Г are Hermitian 
2 x 2 matrices. Г is the decay matrix and M is the mass matrix. Invari­
ance under CPT has as a consequence that M . = Μ«. Ξ M 0 and Г . = Г Ξ Г , 
see Ref. (Le.57). Thus, we can write: 
M 
M 
V 
"R +ІМ, 
ІМ
Т
 M 
» Г ш 
г 
О 
ІГ
І 
1Г
І 
г 
О 
(1.1.3b) 
Equation (1.1.3а) has two eigenstates; they are given by the eigenequations 
(ir
 + iM)|K°> = As|K°> , 
( i r
 + i M ) | K ° > « A L | K ° > , 
and the solutions are 
|K°>- (|p|2* |q 2|r 1 / 2 {p|K0> • qlK 0» . 
|K°> - (|p|2 • |q 2|r 1 / 2 {p|K0> - qlK 0» . (1.1.4) 
with p 2 = r R + iFj + 21(^4· iMj) and q 2 - r R - il^ • 2i(MR - iMj). For 
a comprehensive survey of the phase conventions used by various authors, 
see Ref. (To.66, Sect. 3 and Appendix D). Note that in general K„ and К 
are not orthogonal because the effective decay Hamiltonian is not Hermitian. 
The eigenvalues are: λ„ » •=· Γ + iM + ·=• (pq) , 
І^  
2 Ό λ. = 4 Γ. • ІМо - j (pq) 
If the К decay rate is denoted by Γ
ς
 . and the К mass by m- ,, then the 
eigenvalues can be written as: 
λ5 = 7 rs + imS ' 
\ = I rL + i mL ' 
In the wake of the discovery of the nonconservation of parity and 
charge conjugation in weak interactions. Landau, Salam, Lee and Yang pro­
posed CP invariance for all known interactions. CP conservation leads to 
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interesting observable effects, notably, a means to distinguish Κ
ς
 from 
K°. One can see this as follows: when all interactions are CP invariant, 
L· 
the eigenstates of the neutral K-meson must be eigenstates of CP also. 
One may choose CPJK > = |κ > ; then one can define: 
¡KJ> = ì/2 {|κ0> • l^} , 
|K°> = i y ^ {|K0> - IKS) . (1.1.5) 
It is clear that CP|KJ> = + |Κ°> and CPCK^) = - |К°>, and thus that |KJ> 
and |К2> are the two possible eigenstates of the neutral K-meson. 
Definition (1.1.5) was chosen to conform our notation with that of 
recent papers on neutral K-decay and with the classical papers by Gell-Mann 
and Pais, Ref. (Ge.55), and Lee, Oehme and Yang, Ref. (Le.57). The merit 
of the opposite definition, which is based on СР|к > = - |К > and which is 
used in some textbooks, is that the К and π are treated on the same footing, 
which is consistent with the SU(3) classification in which К and тг belong 
to the same pseudoscalar octet. 
Comparing Eq. (1.1.5) with Eq. (1.1.4) one sees immediately that CP 
invariance means ρ « q = 1 while K„ becomes K., and K. becomes K.. Also, 
CP invariance means that Γ. = M. = 0 in Eq. (1.1.3b). It is always true 
that CPJir + π > = +|τΓ + ¥ > . Therefore, K. can decay into two pions 
and K- cannot. In other words there are two different neutral K-particles: 
1) the K. meson, which is the CP even eigenstate; it decays mainly into 
two pions; 2) the K- meson, which is the CP odd eigenstate; it decays into 
three pions, or into a pion plus a pair of leptons, only one of which is 
charged, etc. Since the phase space for the decay K. -»• 2π is larger than 
for K- •* 3π, the half-life of K. is shorter than that of K- (provided that 
nonconservâtion of parity has no appreciable effect on the rates). 
Until recently all experiments indicated that the above-mentioned 
K. and K. mesons were the physical manifestations of the neutral K-meson, 
in support of CP invariance. Then, in the summer of 1964, it was discov-
ered that the long-lived neutral K-meson (believed to be K.) decayed into 
two pions, Refs. (Ch.64) and (Ab.64). Barring anomalous regeneration and 
other farfetched possibilities, this proves that CP is not conserved. By 
virtue of the CPT theorem this implies time reversal violation, a long 
cherished principle in physics. At present, it is believed that the viola-
16 
tion of CP is not large because the observed rate for K° •* π + ir" is 
IJ 
small and there is no other case of CP violation known. Two of the exper­
iments discussed in this work, namely the charge asymmetry in K0_ and Κ0 , 
helped in demonstrating that CP is not violated greatly. These experiments 
are analyzed in detail in Sections 1.7, 3.1.4 and 3.3. A survey of experi­
ments that check conservation of CP is given in the Appendix. 
A suitable parameter to express the CP violation is 
η
+
_ = A(K° -*> π* + 0/A(K° * ** + if") =
 ь
/
 5 . (1.1.6) 
Its value is experimentally determined, Ref. (De.67), to be 
|η
+
_| « (1.90 ± 0.07) x 10"3 . (1.1.7) 
Wu and Yang, Ref. (Wu.64), have made the following phenomenological 
analysis. A new parameter ε may be defined such that ρ • 1 + e and 
q • 1 - ε (it is assumed that CPT is valid, otherwise there are two e's). 
Thus, 
|K°> » [2(1 + |e| 2)]' 1 / 2 [(1 • ε)|Κ0> • (1 - ε) [ïS] , 
|κ£> - [2(1 • |e| 2)]' l / 2 [(1 • ε)|Κ0> - (1 - c)\7?>] . (1.1.8) 
One can now make the following distinctions: 
a) If future experiments should demonstrate that Re ε jí 0, then 
11 + e | jí 11 - ε |, and neither K_ nor K. is an eigenstate of CPT. 
b) If new experiments should show that Re ε • 0, then |p| » |q| and 
the observed CP violation can be described by a phase difference between 
ρ and q. 
When higher order terms are ignored, we find the following expres­
sion for ε: 
2iM + Γ
τ 
e* Я-
1
-
1
* Τ? Ц ПТ F T · (1.1.9) 
ρ + q 2(m
s
 - mL) - і(Г5 - І^) 
Next we consider the К - decay in the context of the preceding dis­
cussion. We write <I ІН |к0> = A ехр(іб ) , where δ i s the тг-тг S-wave 
O'W' о г о о 
phase shift for I » 0. From CPT invariance and the convention that 
CPT|K0> * \T?> we find that 
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<I H ìr> = A* exp(i6 ) 
o1 w' о
r v
 о * 
where A is the amplitude for transition to the I » 0 state (standing 
wave). Likewise we have 
< I 2 | H W | K 0 > « A 2 exp(i<52) and < I 2 | H W | K 0 > = A* ехр(іб2) . 
(1.1.10) 
The "outgoing" ττ-π wave in K-decay i s an isotopie spin mixture: 
| irV> - (/2 | i
o
> + | l 2 >)//3 . 
Thus, the decay amplitude of Κ
ς
 . i s given by 
e
s,L = 1 / Л C p p * + 4 4 * ) " 1 / 2 { [ ^ A
o
 + A2 exp i ( 6 o - 6 2 ) ] ρ ± 
[ ^ A
o
 • A* exp i ( 6
o
- 6 2 ) ] q} ; 
the phase of К was chosen such that A2 s real > 0; the + sign stands for 
Κ
ς
 and the - sign stands for K.. One finds thus, to lowest order in the 
small quantities, that 
V S Ves = ε + [ І I m A 2 e x p i^2'6o)]/^ A o ' 
Now define 
ε' = [i Im A2 exp i ( 6 2 - 6 o ) ] / / 2 Ao , (1.1.11) 
and we get the following simple expression: 
η = ε • ε' . (1.1.12a) 
Following the exact same arguments as presented above one finds that 
where 
n = e - 2ε· , (1.1.12b) 
oo 
η Ξ A(K° - π 0 • π0)/Α(Κ° - π 0 • Λ . 
oo L ο 
It i s clear from the definition in Eq. (1.1.11) that any experimental evi­
dence indicating that ε' / 0 means that the transition matrix element A. 
causes a certain CP violation, while e' = 0 would indicate no CP violation 
in A2. On the other hand, from the expression for ε in Eq. (1.1.9) , one 
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sees that evidence for e jí 0 does not enable one to say much useful. One 
could spl i t Г and M into sums of different contributions: Г = Г • Г. • 
Г. + Г- • . . . , where the subscripts indicate the ιπτ(Ι*0), ππ(Ι=2), lep-
tonic, 3π, e t c . , decay modes. A similar spl i t t ing can be made for M, see 
Refs. (Wu.64) and (To.66), but without new (and diff icult) experiments one 
cannot draw useful conclusions. 
We have assumed that the Coulomb corrections can be ignored and 
further that the rate (Kg , ·* π + π" • γ) i s small. Later on we shall 
describe a search for the unknown decay mode K° -*• ir + π" + γ, to justify 
L· 
the last assumption. The experimental status of C, P, etc., invariances 
is discussed in the Appendix. 
In conclusion we recapitulate the conventions in our terminology, 
namely, K. and K. denote the CP even and odd eigenstates, while the short 
lived neutral K-meson is denoted by K„ and the long lived is K. . Thus, 
|K°> - [2(1 • |е|2)Г1/2 {(l • ε)|κ0> • (1 - еЛк^} » 
» [2(1 • |ε|2)Γ1/2 {|κ°> • е|к°» , 
|Κ°> - [2(1 • |ε|2)Γ1/2 {(1 + e)|K0> - (1 - ε ) ! ^ « 
- [2(1 • |ε|2)]"1/2 {|κ°> - ε|κ°>} . (1.1.13) 
1.2 PROPERTIES OF K-MESONS 
The mass and mean life of the various K-mesons are given in Table 
(1.2.1). The branching ratios for decay modes of the К meson are given 
in Table (1.2.2). The main decay modes of K° and of the charged K-meson 
and their branching ratios, which will be of use later, are listed in Table 
(1.2.3). The numbers quoted are those from the January 1967 compilation 
by Rosenfeld et al., Ref. (Ro.67), supplemented with recent measurements. 
The decay modes of the K. meson can be conveniently divided into 
three separate classes: 
a) Kj_, or semi-leptonic strangeness non-conserving weak decays. 
A satisfactory description of these processes is given in the V-Α theory, 
Refs. (Su.58) and (Fe.58)—the universal vector minus axial vector coupling 
19 
P a r t i c l e 
К
0 
L 
г 
•ί-Ί 
ί 
κ
0 
s 
κ* 
Mass 
4 9 7 . 8 7 ± 0 . 1 6 MeV 
4 9 3 . 8 2 ± 0 . 1 1 MeV 
• ( 0 . 4 8 ± 0 . 0 2 ) И/Тд « 
• ( 3 . 6 3 ± 0 . 1 8 ) χ Ι Ο " 1 2 MeV 
Mean L i f e 
( 5 . 1 5 + 0 . 1 4 ) χ Ι Ο " 8 s e c 
( 0 . 8 7 ± 0 . 0 1 ) x I O " 1 0 s e c 
( 1 . 2 3 S ± 0 . 0 0 6 ) x 1 0 " 8 s e c 
Ref. 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
De. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Table 1.2.1. Mass and mean life of K-mesons. 
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Κ(000) 
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R a d i a t i v e 
R a d i a t i v e 
Neutr. Lept. 
Neutг. Lept. 
Neutr . Lept. 
K0 1 3 
K0 
Curr. 
Curr. 
Curr. 
Branching Rat io 
( 3 6 . 8 1 2 . 2 ) χ 1 0 " 2 
( 2 7 . 6 1 2 . 3 ) x 1 0 " 2 
( 1 1 . 4 ± 0 . 5 ) x 1 0 " 2 
( 2 3 . 3 ± 2 . 3 ) x 1 0 " 2 
( 1 . 5 0 1 0 . 1 1 ) x 1 0 " 3 
( 4 . 4 1 0 . 9 ) x 1 0 " 3 
< 3 χ 1 0 " 3 
( 7 . 4 + 1 . 6 ) x 1 0 " 3 
< 1.6 x 1 0 " 6 
< 1.8 x 1 0 " 5 
< 9 x 1 0 " 6 
Ref. 
De. 67 
De. 67 
De. 67 
De. 67 
De. 67 
Cr. 67 
This work 
С Р . 67 
Во. 67А 
Во. 67А 
Во. 67А 
Table 1.2.2. Branching ratios of К 
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Table 1 
V
e 
V 
e 
\ 
\ 
У 
. 2 . 3 . 
Co ••enti 
Ъ 
<2 
Ь* 
< . 
< . 
τ* or !((••-) 
τ ' or Κ(*00) 
С' " " 
С' " • 
^ . AS -
С . Δ5 -
·*% 
-ч 
•ч 
-Ч 
Radiât, θ* 
Radiât, т* 
Neutr. Lept. 
Neutr. Lept. 
Branching 
Curr. 
Curr. 
ratios 
Branching Ratio 
(69.3±1.2) я IO"2 
(J0.Í11.2) ж IO"2 
(1.610.9) к IO"3 
< 7.3 * 10"S 
(62.410.S) » IO"2 
(1.911.2) * IO"5 
(21.010.3) « IO"2 
(4.7510.18) » IO"2 
(3.4110.22) » IO"2 
(5.610.1) и IO"2 
(1.7110.08) к IO"2 
(3.810.8) » IO"5 
< 2 η IO"6 
< 1.4 « IO"5 
< 3 * IO"6 
(2.210.7) я 10'A 
(1.010.4) « IO"4 
< 1.1 * IO"6 
< 3 « IO"6 
of K° and K+. 
Ref. 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Au. 63 
Во. 67A 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
Ro. 67 
of hadron and lepton currents in the Cabibbo version, Refs. (Ca.63) and 
(Ca.66). This theory incorporates the ideas of the two-component neutri-
+ 
nos, a local coupling of the lepton (1',ν) pair and y-e symmetry; it is 
very adequate for describing leptonic decays of strange and non-strange 
particles and for muon capture. 
b) K0_, or non-leptonic strangeness nonconserving decays. Until 
recently this mode was treated mainly in terms of a phenomenological theory 
called the linear matrix element approximation. The reason for this is 
that little practical can be said about a matrix element that involves only 
strongly interacting particles. The algebra of equal-time current commu­
tators has produced some interesting developments to the theory of К _ decay. 
See, for instance, the report by Cabibbo, Ref. (Ca.66). 
c) К , or rare decay modes, which encompasses the leftovers. They 
include the CP violating two pion decay, the radiative two pion decay, radi­
ative К°
я
 and K0- decays (not yet observed), and К . decays (not yet seen). 43 π3 44 
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Included in this category are the leptonic decays К -*• μ + μ 
and К. •*• e • e". These decays should not occur when neutral lepton cur-
rents are forbidden, save for electromagnetic effects. The leptonic decays 
have been searched for, but not seen, and the absence of these decay modes 
provides support for the "no neutral lepton currents" rule. 
Note that the leptonic decay of the charged K-meson, that is, 
± ± + ± 
К -*• μ + ν and К •+ e + ν , is the dominant mode. These leptonic decays 
are well understood in terms of the above-mentioned V-Α theory. 
1.3 THEORY OF К
г з
 DECAY 
In the current times current theory of weak interactions, Ref. 
(Fe.58), the coupling in first order between various interacting systems 
is, in the local limit, given as the product of a single current and its 
Hermitian conjugate: 
Hint = W^) JI ' J> * (1.3.1) 
G is the weak coupling constant, λ is the Lorentz-index, and the factor /l 
is an historic reminiscence. The weak current consists of two parts: 
J> = J l * J5 ' (1.3.2) 
J, is the leptonic current; it has the form 
J
> • ^e V 1 + V e + ^ V1 + V μ ' ( 1 · 3 · 3 ) 
where ν , e, ν and are the Dirac spinors for the e-neutrino, the elec­
tron, the μ-neutrino and the muon respectively, γ. and γ
ς
 are the Dirac 
matrices, with γ 5 = γ. · γ 2 · γ_ · γ. and λ = 1,2,3,4. 
J. is the weak interaction current of hadrons. 
In the V-Α theory, Refs. (Su.58) and (Fe.58), the interaction of 
the weak currents is limited to the vector-axial vector type interaction. 
The V-Α theory is consistent with present experimental evidence. Cabibbo, 
Ref. (Ca.63), has proposed that J. is a sum of components transforming 
according to the eightfold representation of SU(3), which we can denote as 
J. with i = 1, 2...8. Furthermore, it is suggested that the vector part 
of «K is in the same octet as the electromagnetic current. The vector 
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contribution can then be deduced from the electromagnetic properties of 
strongly interacting particles. For AS • 0 currents, this assumption is 
equivalent to the conserved vector current theory (CVC). The relevant oc­
tet for the description of K-meson decay is the pseudoscalar meson octet 
constructed of π, К and η. Cabibbo postulates that J, is parameterized in 
terms of an angle θ as follows: 
j j = cosecjj + ijj[) + sine(jj • ijjj) . (1.3.4) 
The angle θ is appropriately called the Cabibbo angle. 
The octet J^ has mixed parity, each member is the sum of a vector 
current j, and an axial vector current g., where i is the SU(3) index 
1 = l,2f...o» 
Ti .i i 
h • h + «λ · 
It is usually assumed that the angle θ is the same for vector and axial 
vector currents. This is a reasonable assumption in the limit of an un­
broken SU(3) where the masses of kaon and pion are equal, but it gives 
complications in the physical world where m» / m . 
The Cabibbo schema implies three selection rules: 
.a) The strangeness conserving current has ΔΙ = 1. 
b) The strangeness nonconserving current has AS/AQ = +1 and obeys 
the leptonic |Δΐ| S I/2 rule; this then implies the third rule: 
c) No AS = ±2 currents. 
The amount of experimental evidence supporting the second and third rule 
is limited. 
The Cabibbo theory has been spectacularly successful in relating 
the decay rates of the various leptonic weak decays of strange and non-
strange particles. Furthermore, the assumption of octet hadron currents 
in conjunction with the theory of equal-time current commutators has led 
to a calculation of the vector to axial vector coupling constant ratio and 
to various relations among weak processes. 
The following discussion of the spectral density of K»_ decay does 
not depend on the correctness of the Cabibbo hypothesis—but it is entirely 
consistent with it. 
A diagram of Kj_ decay is shown in Fig. 1.3.1. The square box indi­
cates the weak decay. The four-momenta of the particles are indicated with 
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К(Рк,т к) 
— TTÍP-n-.m 7Г,Р ) 
Fig. 1.3.I. Diagram of K-_ decay. 
a capital P, the invariant mass of a particle is indicated by a small m, 
and the three-momenta by a small p. The relevant lepton current for 
K 0 -»• π" + A • ν is νΥ\(1 + Ύς)^» where A represents the electron in К _ 
and the muon in К _ decay. The relevant hadron current is j». The same 
parity is assigned to К and ir, which requires the use of the vector cur­
rent in K._. We assume a local lepton coupling; this means that ¿ and ν 
are taken at the same space-time point. Since there are two hadrons in­
volved in the decay, the hadronic current is specified completely by two 
linear combinations of the four-momenta of the hadrons. The usual form is 
<IT|J!¡|K> = f+(q2) (PK • Ρ
π
)
λ
 + f_(q2) (PK - Ρ π ) λ , (1.3.5) 
where f and f are "form factors". The local lepton coupling implies that 
these form factors are a scalar function of P. + Ρ = P
v
 - Ρ . The natural 
¡L V К TT 
choice for t h i s sca lar function i s the invariant four-momentum transfer, 2 2 2 2 2 q , and q = (Р„ - Ρ ) = т.. + m - 2P„P . The metric used i s the one with 
— — K i l J \ T T IvlT 
Ρ = +m . In the rest frame of the K-meson one has P
v
 · Ρ = m„ E : thus, 
К TT К IT 
2 2 2 
q = nij. + m - 2m„ E . ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) 
The matrix element for Κ -»•π + ¿ + v i s thus 
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M = ì Jï G 5Іп [ f + ( q 2 ) ( P K • Ρ π ) λ + f _ ( q 2 ) ( P K - Ρ π ) λ ] 
• [ ν γ λ ( 1 + γ 5 )Α] . ( 1 . 3 . 7 ) 
For the time being we assume Τ invariance, which implies that f and f 
are r e l a t i v e l y real (have the same phase). 
The d i f f erent ia l t r a n s i t i o n rate of a system A going in to a f inal 
s t a t e В i s : 
du> = (2ТГ)4 | М | 2 Π ( П К / Е ^ Π (1/2E ) δ 4 (Ρ - Pg) . (1 .3 .8 ) 
The factor m./E. i s for each fermion and (2E.)~ for each boson in the 
i n i t i a l and f inal s t a t e . Furthermore, for each f inal s t a t e p a r t i c l e there 
3 3 
i s a density of s t a t e s factor d ρ./(2π) . Subst i tut ion of Eq. ( 1 . 3 . 7 ) 
into Eq. ( 1 . 3 . 8 ) , and summing over the sp ins, gives the decay probabi l i ty, 
Ref. (Ja.63) . 
ЗОЕ- · ^ f r < ' 4 S S - 4"* - V 
m
2
 E m2 
- Г Г Т -
+
 Г^ і
Е
 - І
( 1
 -
ζ )
^ - Ε
π
) | 2 } , (1.3.9) 
π π 
2 2 2 - 1 2 2 2 
where Ç(q ) = f_(q ) / f (q ) and W = (2m ) (m + m - nu) = Ε(π) max. In 
the case of К _, the mass of the lepton i s only 1/2 MeV, and a l l terms 
with m. can be ignored, provided f i s not very much larger than f . This 
i s not the case, as one can e a s i l y prove using the observed branching 
r a t i o s for К _ and К _. Thus, for К _ decay, the spectrum i s given by 
* = «ЬіЕІі fj {2. A E V - ш > - Επ» . (1.1.10) 
Ζ ir 16π 
Figure 1.3.2 shows the equal density contour p l o t for Κ , obtained from 
Eq. ( 1 . 3 . 1 0 ) , assuming f to be constant. When an experiment should find 
a deviat ion from t h i s d i s t r ibut ion, which i s a function of Ε , then the 
2 π 
form factor f (q ) i s not constant. Any deviat ion which i s a function of 
E or E would ind icate a non-local lepton in teract ion. 
μ e 
The pion spectrum in the K-meson center of mass system is obtained 
from Eq. (1.3.10) by integrating over E and multiplying by the phase space 
factor. Assuming for a moment that f is constant, we find: 
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Fig. 1.3.2. Equal density contour plot for Κ , decay. 
θ J 
dN ,2 . 2, . 3 4 - l §-- ¿sinhH***)-1 mjlfj' IJJ (E 
, * 
(1.3.11) 
This pion spectrum i s i l lustrated in Fig. 1.3.3. The electron spectrum i s 
(under the same assumption of constant f ) as follows: 
dN 
dE G s in θ(8π ) " mv f j
2
 E2(K - E
e
) 2 /(m K - 2Ee) (1.3.12) 
2 2 2 
with К * (m„ + m - m )/2m
v
. The neutrino spectrum is very similar to the 
λ β TT λ 
electron spectrum, except at the two kinematic extremes. 
Before proceeding we want to comment that in the discussion of K._ 
decay, we assumed the V-Α theory from the beginning. One might ask what 
the reason is that the scalar and tensor (S and T) couplings were not con­
sidered. There are three arguments : a) other weak interactions such as 
π decay and y capture prefer the V-Α theory, Ref. (Ja.63); b) the ob­
served branching ratio for К _ is that predicted for a V/A coupling, in 
hopeless disagreement with S or T; c) the K-_ decay spectra prefer a V/A 
coupling over S or T. This point is illustrated in Figs. 1.3.4 and 1.3.5, 
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where the experimentally observed K._ spectral density is shown, together 
with the theoretical predictions for a pure scalar, vector and tensor in­
teraction. The theoretical distributions were taken from the literature, 
Ref. (Ja.63). The experimental points, corrected for efficiencies, are 
those of the Illinois group, Refs. (11.67) and (Са.ббВ). Figure 1.3.4 
shows the density of events, corrected for efficiencies, as a function of 
the electron energy for a constant neutrino energy (E = 127 MeV) in К _ 
decay. Figure 1.3.S shows the density of events, corrected for efficien­
cies, for bands of constant pion energy as a function of the neutrino 
energy in К _ decay. The theoretical curves are those for scalar, tensor 
and two vector possibilities. The theory is normalized to the data inde­
pendently for each band. The comparison of the data with the theory in 
bands of constant pion energy can distinguish between scalar, vector and 
tensor interactions without reference to form factor variations. Especially 
for К _ decay, the evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of a vector inter­
action. The same conclusion has been reported for the decay of the charged 
K-meson, Refs. (Br.62) and (Ве.ббВ). 
In the above derivations it was assumed that the form factors are 
constant. The overwhelming influence of the lepton term on the spectra, 
through the vector nature of the interaction, is clearly shown thereby; 
see Fig. 1.3.3. Next to be considered is the variation of the form factors. 
There is no reliable theory for this, but there are several speculations. 
They have been discussed in survey papers such as that of Jackson, Ref. 
(Ja.63). We shall just mention the basic ideas: 
a) a conserved vector current for AS = 1 transitions, Ref. (We.58); 
b) the asymptotic conservation of the AS = 1 vector current and 
dispersion relations, Refs. (Do.59), (Be.60) and (Pr.62); 
c) the use of equal-time commutation relations. This will be dis­
cussed in Section 1.8. 
If the form factor variation is small, it is convenient to expand it 
in the following way: 
f ± (q 2 ) = f±(0) {1 • X±(q2)/iiiJ + . . . ) . 
If one assumes that the for« factor variation is dominated by the 
K*(891) resonance (see under "b" above), one finds that λ
+
 = 0.027. 
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1.4 ISOTOPIC SPIN AND AS - AQh RULE IN K £ 3 
The K,- and K.. decay modes are related through the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients of the isotopie spin algebra. A handy way for computing the 
proper coefficients is the Wenzel spurion method, Ref. (Ja.63). The two 
form factoxs f
±
 for the various K.- decays can be written as follows: 
K* * π 0 • I* * ν 
f-fcOC1) - - Λ73 f
±
(l/2,l/2) • ^273 f
±
(3/2,l/2), AS - Ai^ (1.4.1a) 
K0 * π" • i* • ν 
f
±
(K0) - /Ι/Ζ f
±
(l/2,l/2) • ЛТЗ f
±
(3/2.1/2)f AS - ^  (1.4.1b) 
K0 -»· π" • Ä* • ν 
f±<F) - g±(3/2,3/2), AS - -AQh . (1.4.1c) 
f
±
(l/2,l/2), f
±
(l/2,3/2) and g
±
(3/2,3/2) are the isotopie spin 
plitudes, corresponding to the values of (ΔΙ,ΔΙ.) « (1/2,1/2), (3/2,1/2), 
and (3/2,3/2), respectively. The AS « AC^ rule i^lies that g(3/2,3/2) « 0 
and the leptonic |Al| - 1/2 rule inplies that f(3/2,1/2) - g(3/2,3/2) « 0. 
The last rule "explains" the first, but not vice versa. The relation 
between the AS « AQ. and the |Al| » 1/2 rule is a consequence of the Gell-
Mann-Nishijima relation which can be written as AQ « AI, * (1/2)AS. 
From Eq. (1.4.1) one obtains: 
K° * IT" • i* • ν 
ί
±
(ΐφ " ^73 f
±
(l/2,l/2) • Л7Б f
±
(3/2.1/2) - Л Д g
±
(3/2,3/2) 
(1.4.2a) 
К j * π" • I* • ν 
f
±
(K®) - Л7І f
±
(l/2,l/2) • Λ76 f
±
(3/2,l/2) • Л7? g
±
(3/2,3/2) . 
(1.4.2b) 
At present the experimental evidence concerning the existence of 
g
±
(3/2,3/2) f 0 is conflicting. One might argue that g
±
(3/2,3/2) jf 0 
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implies As = 2 transitions, which are thought to be extremely small be-
cause of the observed smallness of the mass difference Am = m(K.) - m(Kç); 
Li О 
see Ref. (Ok.57). One can write Am = 2 <К0|м.|к0>, where M. is the matrix 
element between К and К , due to the weak interaction. If AS = 2 transi­
tions are allowed, we get Am ^ » 10 /τ,,. If only AS = 1 transitions are 
allowed, then Am is of second order in the weak interactions and Am ^  ti/τ . 
О 
Experimentally i t i s found that Am = 0.5 ti/x . This argument does not 
О 
hold when AS = 2 transitions occur only in the leptonic channel, nor when 
the AS s 2 transition is odd under charge conjugation. Some experimental 
support for the validity of the no AS - 2 rule is found in Ξ decay; see 
Ref. (To.66). There is so far no conce11ing reason to put g
+
(3/2,3/2) = 0. 
An experimental upper limit for the parameter g
+
(3/2,3/2) could, in prin-
o 
A3 
ciple, be obtained from a study of decay oscillations of the K.- mode  
a pure К or К beam. At present, the experimental investigation of this 
problem is controversial and does not warrant a quantitative analysis, 
except to say that g
±
(3/2,3/2) is smaller than half f
±
(l/2,l/2); see Ref. 
(Hi.67). 
The rates for K-, and K-, are in reasonable agreement with the lep­
tonic (Al) = 1/2 rule, Ref. (Tr.65). However, a comparison of the rates 
is insufficient to derive a quantitative conclusion concerning the presence 
of (Al) = 3/2 transitions. A further complication arises from the recent 
observation of a small CP violation in К decay, and hence the experiments 
that were analyzed on the assumption of K_ decay require a re analysis in 
terms of К decay by substitution of Eq. (1.4.1) in Eq. (1.1.8). Further-
more, the form factors can now be complex. 
In view of the above, we conclude that the leptonic |Al| S 1/2 rule 
and the AS = AQ, rule for K-decay are not supported as yet by conclusive 
experimental evidence. Both rules are implied in an elegant way in the 
Cabibbo assumption about the octet transformation properties of the weak 
current of strongly interacting particles. 
It is pointed out that the existence of |Al| = 3/2 transitions 
would imply that the variation of the form factor in К-- and K._ are slight­
ly different. When the variations of the form f actor are parameterized as: 
f
±
(q2) = f
±
(0) {1 • >
±
q 2/m 2} , (1.4.3) 
one obtains directly that: 
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λ±(φ 
η f±il/2tl/2nil • f±(3/2,l/2)>3 1 - Л ^ί3/2,5/2»53 
Л f±(l/2,l/2) • f±(3/2.1/2) - Л g±(3/2.3/2) 
(1.4.4a) 
f±(l/2,l/2)> - П f+ (3/2,1/2)\ 
λ (К*) - ^ i i = ¿ i . (1.4.4b) 
f (1/2,1/2) - Л f (3/2,1/2) 
λ.., λ., and λ__ are constants, пашеіу the foia factor variations associated 
with the three isotopie spin amplitudes (1/2,1/2), (3/2,1/2) and (3/2,3/2). 
1.5 THEORY OF K ^ DECAY 
The current times current interaction gives a satisfactory descrip­
tion of leptonic decays because the form of the lepton current is known, 
Eq. (1.3.3). For semi-leptonic interactions the same form for the leptonic 
current is used. The hadronic weak current is unknown. As discussed in 
Section 1.3, the shape of the spectrum in К _ decay is fortunately domi­
nated by the known leptonic term. 
In К . there are only unknown hadronic currents, plus the complica­
tions of the final state interactions of the pions about which there is 
insufficient knowledge. We shall proceed, therefore, with the time honored 
linear matrix element approximation to К _ decay. 
The final state of three pions in К _ is completely determined by 
two independent variables, X and Y. We define X and Y in terms of the 
Lorentζ invariant variables S. in such a way that they reseable the famil­
iar Dalitz variables, Ref. (Da.53): 
X - - Л (S1 - S2)/2^Q . (1.5.1) 
Y - -3 (S3 - So)/2^Q . (1.5.2) 
with 
Q - m,^  - \ ж^ . (1.5.3) 
i » 1,2,3, representing w , w", and w respectively, 
S i • <Ρ1 - Ρπΐ ) 2 • <\ - V 2 - 2 V i ' i 1 ' 5 · 4 ) 
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S
o
 =
 Τ
 (S1 + S2 + V • <•* - V 2 - ! -RQ ' f1·5·« 
Ρ is the four-moment um and T. is the kinetic energy of it. in the center 
of mass of the K-meson. A useful expansion of the matrix element M(X,Y) 
for K(+-0) decay is in powers of X and Y as follows: 
M(S,Y) = a + bX • cY • higher order terms (1.5.6a) 
This expansion is not quite valid, see Ref. (Da.63), when there exists a 
strong π-π final state interaction, but we shall pursue the consequences of 
this expansion anyway. In the "linear matrix element approximation" one 
ignores the higher order terms; this reduces Eq. (1.5.6a) to 
M(X,Y) = a • bX + cY . (1.5.6b) 
When CP invariance holds, it is easy to see that the matrix element for K_ 
decay should not contain any odd powers of X, thus b « 0 and Eq. (1.5.6b) 
becomes 
M(X,Y) = a + cY . (1.5.6c) 
Substitution of Eqs. (1.5.2) - (1.5.5) into Eq. (1.5.6c) yields 
M(X,Y) = a + c(3T3 - Q)/Q . (1.5.7a) 
This can be rewritten, using Τ - 20/Ζ, as follows: 
'
 6
 max
 ч
 * 
M(X,Y) = a[l • σ
ο
(2Τ 3 - T m a x ) lymj;] , (1.5.7b) 
2 
where σ = 3c m /2a Q HL., which is called the slope parameter. The defi­
nition of σ was chosen to make Eq. (1.5.7b) conform to the units used in 
Trilling's compilation of the slope parameter in К _ decay, Ref. (Tr.65). 
The observed spectrum is given by |M(X,Y)| /φ, where φ is the normalized 
invariant phase space. Thus, 
|Μ(Χ,Υ)|2/Φ = 1 • 2σ
ο
(2Τ3 - Т ^ ) mK/ml ; (1.5.7c) 
in this expression the quadratic term has been ignored. Equation (1.5.7c) 
is called the linear spectrum approximation. Expressions that are similar 
to Eqs. (1.5.6) and (1.5.7) also hold for the following decay modes of the 
charged K-meson 
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К* -»· π* + π
1
 + π
+
 [τ or Κ(++-)] , (1.5.8) 
Κ
1
 -»• π* + π
0
 + π
0
 [τ· or Κ(+00)] . (1.5.9) 
± ο 
Note that the odd pion in К decay'has the same role as the π in K(+-0) 
+ 
and furthermore that Bose statistics for the two like pions in К decay 
+ 
require that the expansion of the matrix element for K~ decay does not have 
odd powers in X (since X is proportional to the energy difference between 
the two like pions). 
Geli-Mann and Pais, Ref. (Ge.SSA), have suggested the existence of 
a |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule for non-leptonic strangeness changing weak decays. This 
rule allows only those transitions which involve a change |Δΐ| = 1/2 in 
the total isotopie spin of the system. It leads to the following predic­
tion, Refs. (We.60) and (Ba.63), for the slope parameter "σ" of the odd 
pion spectrum in К _: 
σ (+-0) = σ
+
(+00) » - 2σ_(++-) . (1.5.10) 
Another prediction, Refs. (Ba.63) and (Da.63), of the |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule 
relates "γ", the decay rate corrected for phase space, as follows: 
γ(
+
-0) « 2γ(+00) = Ι γ(
+ +
-) = | γ(000) . (1.5.11) 
It is inçortant to investigate to what extent the non-leptonic |Δΐ| = 1/2 
rule holds because the nature of the rule is not clear. There are two 
points of view: 
a) The |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule holds strictly in the absence of electromag­
netic interactions. All violations of the rule are induced by virtual 
electromagnetic corrections to the primary |Δΐ| = 1/2 weak interaction. 
b) The |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule for non-leptonic weak interactions is approx­
imate, even in the absence of electromagnetic interactions. The weak 
interaction itself includes a |Δΐ| = 3/2 admixture, and perhaps |Δΐ| = 5/2 
and 7/2. 
The current times current theory of weak interactions does not lead 
in a natural way to the non-leptonic |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule. In the "eightfold 
way" approach, see Ref. (Ge.64), the strangeness-changing part of the non-
leptonic weak interaction is the sixth component of a unitary octet plus a 
term that transforms like the representation 27. The octet part obeys 
|Δΐ| = 1/2 while the 27 part has |Δΐ| = 1/2, 3/2. 
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There are two possibilities to obtain the non-leptonic |Δΐ| = 1/2 
rule: 
a) That there exist other terms, formed from neutral current pro­
ducts to eliminate the |Δΐ| = 3/2 term. This gives the strict |Δΐ| = 1/2 
rule. 
b) That there is a selective enhancement of the |Δΐ| = 1/2 term 
over the |Δΐ| = 3/2 term. This leads to the approximate |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule. 
Suggestions in this category include the predominance of scalar and pseudo-
scalar meson intermediate states and the octet dominance through bootstrap 
theory, see Ref. (Da.64). 
The decay mode К -*• π • π is a clear violation of the non-leptonic 
|Δΐ| = 1/2 rule. To get some idea about the order of magnitude of the 
violation, consider the ratio R = Γ(Κ+ -»· π + • π0)/Γ(Κ° -»• π + + π") = 1/530. 
If the К -*· π + π decay is of electromagnetic origin, one would expect 
2 -5 
that R "ν (α/ττ) ^ 10 . From this, one might conclude that the approximate 
|Δΐ| = 1/2 rule is the correct one. However, it has been suggested, Ref. 
(Ca.64), that Γ(Κ
ς
 -»-π + ir ) is probably suppressed by a factor of 10 or 
20 because the K_ decay occurs only through the SU(3) breaking inter­
action. 
Lee and Yang, Ref. (Le.60), have suggested that the existence of 
two neutral vector bosons besides the two charged ones could account for 
the strict |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule. The objection against these neutral vector 
bosons is that they do not seem to be coupled to the leptons with the ex­
pected strength. 
Returning to К _ decay, it is noted that the possible final states 
of these pions can have isotopie spin I = 0,1,2,3. This gives the possi­
bility of |Δΐ| = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 transitions. As shown already by 
Dalitz, Ref. (Da.63), and Barton et al., Ref. (Ba.63), the observed rates 
for τ and τ' decay are indicative that the 1 = 3 final states are absent 
or very small. The presence of an I = 2 final state can be investigated 
only through a comparison of the odd pion slopes of the various К decay 
modes. For a quantitative evaluation of the sensitivity of the observed 
ratios of the slopes, we express the slopes in terms of the various ampli­
tudes to symmetric and non-symmetric final states of three pions. We 
assume that the Зтг final state with isotopie spin I = 3 is negligible. 
This is consistent with the observed decay rates for K(+00) and K(++-), as 
discussed in Refs. (Da.63) and (Tr.65). The slopes are given by: 
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σ( + -0) Α ( 1 > L ) , (1.5.12a) 
A0(1,S) 
. + , . . ч . + . 
σ(+00)
 g А (1,1) - А {2,1) ^ (1.5.12Ь) 
A (1,S) 
. + , . . ч . + 
zoc-) « AILÜ-LAiLÜ. . (1.5.12с) 
A (1,S) 
We have used the notation and def init ion of Ref. (Ba.63). Thus, A (1,L) 
i s the t r a n s i t i o n amplitude in K. decay to the 1 = 1 nonsymmetric f inal 
s t a t e , and A (1,S) i s the same to the symmetric f inal s t a t e . A (1,L) i s 
the t r a n s i t i o n amplitude in К decay to the 1 = 1 nonsymmetric f inal s t a t e , 
e t c . In t h i s analysis we assume CP invariance, and our analysis holds for 
K_ decay, but not for IL . The ra t ios of the odd pion slopes are : 
(1.5.13a) σ(+-0) ., A
0(1,L)
 y A*(1,S) 
σ(+00) A+(1,L) - A+(2,L) A0(1,S) 
°<+-0) = f M ж ** У & , (1.5.13b) 
- 2σ(++-) A+(1,L) • A+(2,L) A0(1,S) 
σ(.ΟΟ) , A*(lyL) - A*(2yL) ш (1.5.13c) 
- 2σ(++-) A+(1,L) + A+(2,L) 
If the |Δΐ | = 1/2 rule were s t r i c t l y val id, the ra t ios in Eqs. (1.5.13a) -
(1.5.13c) would a l l be one. 
Note that Eqs. (1.5.13a) - (1.5.13c) are not an exhaustive t e s t of 
the va l id i ty of the |Δΐ| = 1/2 ru le . Even when there i s no t r a n s i t i o n to 
an I = 2 s t a t e , the t r a n s i t i o n to the 1 = 1 final s t a t e can occur via a 
|Δΐ | = 1/2 and via a |Δΐ| = 3/2 t r a n s i t i o n . A possible way to invest igate 
t h i s problem is to compare the rates for K(+-0) and K(+00) decay, Ref. 
(Da.63). 
In Section 1.8 we discuss some interes t ing off-mass-shell predic­
tions for the amplitude for К _ decay by the theory of equal-time current 
commutators. This theory leads to a prediction for the shape of the even 
pion spectrum in K(+-0) and for the amplitude for K(+-0) decay through the 
re lat ions between the rates for К _ and К · see Refs. (Ne.66) and (Ne.67). 
CP violat ion is discussed in Section 1.7. 
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1.6 RARE DECAY MODES 
"Rare decay modes" i s the c o l l e c t i v e t i t l e for a var iety of decay 
modes that have a branching r a t i o of l e s s than 1/2% each; see Table ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) . 
Several of these decay modes have not been observed as y e t . For the analy­
s i s of the K_- and Κ , decay modes, to be discussed l a t e r , we sha l l ignore 
the ex is tence of the rare decay modes, which i s j u s t i f i e d by t h e i r expected 
low branching r a t i o , as discussed in t h i s s e c t i o n . There are several dif­
ferent c l a s s e s of rare decay modes which we s h a l l now d i scuss . 
a) The most important rare decay mode of the long-l ived K-meson i s 
the CP v i o l a t i n g decay in to two pions : 
K° -»• IT* + π ' , (1.6.1a) 
K° * π 0 + π 0 . (1.6.1b) 
The discovery of this decay and the far reaching implications in particle 
physics will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
b) Another interesting kaon decay mode is the radiative two pion 
decay, namely: 
K° * π* + π' + γ К
ь
(тпту) . (1.6.2) 
The upper limit for the branching ratio of this undiscovered decay mode 
was of crucial importance in the early work that established the CP violat­
ing decay K. -»• π + π". The decay К. (тгтгу) can occur through two different 
mechanisms, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6.1. The first of these is the CP 
violating internal Bremsstahlung process, in which the photon is emitted 
from one of the pions. The second process is called direct emission; the 
photon emerges from the weak interaction vertex (or if one prefers to think 
that the decay proceeds through virtual intermediate states, then the pho­
ton may be emitted from one of the intermediate charged particles). This 
process does not violate CP. It is expected that Γ,(ππγ), the rate for the 
decay Κ. (πττγ) that goes via Bremsstrahlung, is small. A rough guess is 
Li 
that Γ,(ππγ) = αφΓ(θ), where α is the fine structure constant, φ is a phase 
space factor, and Γ(θ) is the rate for К -*• ir + π". This guess gives a 
-5 
branching ratio of order R^iiTy) = (KL •*• ππγ)/(KL •+ all) = 3 χ 10 for 
E > 8 MeV. Concerning the direct emission term, we note that the CP con­
serving decays can only lead to Ml and E2 photon states (we consider only 
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(α) 
Direct Emission 
(b) 
Internal Bremsstrahlung 
о .. + 
Fig. 1.6.1. Decay mechanisms for К. •*• π + ir + γ 
L < 2). The emission of an Ml photon leaves the pions in a relative p-wave 
state and this process is affected by an I » J = 1 π-π final state inter­
action. Amplitudes involving E2 (and higher multipoles) are likely to be 
smaller than the Ml amplitude, Ref. (Ch.62). The much discussed but rarely 
seen о resonance (a 0 dipion resonance with a mass of about 400 MeV), 
Ref. (Br.64), does not manifest itself in radiative two pion decay, since 
conservation of angular momentum forbids a final state of one photon and 
the σ-meson. 
The direct emission term has been calculated by various authors, 
Refs. (Pe.64) and (On.64), on the basis of the (boson) pole model, within 
the framework of SU(3) symmetry. Some of the prominent intermediate states 
that play a role in direct emission are η and π , and possibly K* reso­
nances, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6.2. The predicted branching ratio (due 
-4 
to the direct term) according to Ref. (Pe.64) is Rj(Tnry) = 7 x 10 , while 
-4 
Oneda et al., Ref. (On.64), predict R = 1 χ 10 . 
It should be mentioned that recently the "other" radiative decays, 
namely Κ
ς
 -*• π + π + γ and К -*• π •ir + γ, have been observed, Refs. 
(Be.66) and (CI.64). Preliminary analysis of a modest number of events 
indicates that the inner Bremsstrahlung process is the major one in both 
cases, as expected. 
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"К, 
Ψ 
TT 
"К, 
Ψ 
/Ρ* /Ρ* /κ" 
» 
TT TT 
Fîg. 1.6.2. "One pole" intermediate states prominent in the 
direct emission process in K° •*• π + + π" + γ. 
c) Radiative К-, or К _ decay has not been observed as yet. The 
expected rate for the inner Bremsstrahlung mode is (α/π) times the rate 
for K.j or К _, and we estimate therefore that the branching ratio will be 
smaller than 10~ . In support of our estimate of the branching ratio for 
radiative К _ we note that a similar estimate for Κ , is supported by ex­
periment, Ref. (St.65). 
d) The decay mode К . has not been seen so far. The expected 
branching ratio for this mode is R - 3 x 10* ; this number was derived 
from the theory of equal-time current commutators. This estimate is con­
sidered to be reliable since the current commutator theory predicts cor­
rectly the observed К . branching ratio, Ref. (We.66). 
e) Recently, the rare decay mode К •*• 2γ has been observed, Refs. 
-4 (Cr,66) and (Cr.67). The branching ratio is about 7 x 10 and therefore 
does not pose any problem for our investigations of the K-decay modes. 
f) The last three decay modes of Table (1.2.2) combine to read 
K° •* С + A" (where I is μ or e). They involve a neutral lepton current 
Li 
which is forbidden, at least there is at present no experimental evidence 
for such a current. It is important to find out to what level neutral cur­
rents are absent, particularly in view of a theory by Lee and Yang, Ref. 
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(Le.60). They investigated the possibility that the weak interactions are 
mediated by two charged intermediate bosons and pointed out that in such a 
scheme the strict non-leptonic |Δΐ| S 1/2 rule could be explained if there 
would also exist two neutral intermediate bosons. To explain the absence 
of K. •*• SL + i~ one must assume that the coupling of the neutral boson to 
the leptons is very small, which would make it difficult to construct a 
universal weak interaction. The present upper limit of the rate for 
K° -*• μ" + μ + and for K° -*· e + + e" is R < 5 x 10" , as reported by the 
Illinois group at the Berkeley meeting, Ref. (АЬ.ббВ). Other groups have 
reported similar limits, Ref. (Ca.66). The upper limit for the decay 
K° •* μ + • e is R < 10" , as reported in Ref. (Са.ббВ); however, this 
decay is already prohibited by the conservation of muonic and electronic 
lepton number. Very recently new upper limits for the decay of the neutral 
K-meson into charged lepton pairs have been reported by Bott-Bodenhausen 
et al., Ref. (Bo.67A). 
A lower limit for induced neutral currents can be reliably calcu­
lated from quantum electrodynamics, using the recently measured decay rate 
K° ·*• 2γ. The result for the decay K° -»· μ + • μ" is R * IO - 8, Ref. (Se.66). 
The rate for K.+e + e~ is suppressed by more than three orders of magni­
tude due to the helicity factor. 
1.7 NONCONSERVATION OF CP AND VIOLATION OF TIME REVERSAL INVARIANCE 
The experimental observation that the short as well as the long-
lived neutral K-meson decays into two pions constitutes proof that CP is 
not conserved, see for instance Ref. (Ne.64) and the discussion in Section 
1.1. Because of the fundamental importance of this observation we review 
here the evidence. The experimental particulars are selected from the work 
of the Illinois group, Ref. (Ab.64). Technical details of the K. beam and 
the spark chamber detection apparatus are given in the next chapters. 
Briefïy, the experiment which was carried out at the Brookhaven A. G. S. 
went as follows: a K° beam with a well defined direction (уъ 3 mrad), but 
im defined energy, passed through an evacuated box. The vacuim box excluded 
interactions of the beam with air and the regeneration of K- mesons. There­
fore, all charged particles (which appeared in pairs with opposite charge) 
that emerged from the box, originated from K. decay. A careful measurement 
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of the momenta--using spark chambers and a magnet—of the two charged par­
t i c l e s made i t possible to distinguish K. •*· π + ir" decays (henceforth 
called θ decays) from the other decays 1 In the limit of a perfect meas­
urement, θ i s the only decay that produces two charged particles that ful-
2 2 -*•·*• 2 f i l l the requirement m = m,., where m = (E. + E-) - (p. + p_) , and where 
C K С X ¿ L ¿ 
the two charged particles are considered pions. An added feature of θ 
decay is the fact that the two decay pions are coplanar with the incoming 
bean, see Fig. 1.7.1. The huge background (500 * signal) demanded that 
both criteria for a θ decay be used simultaneously in a manner that is 
illustrated in an historical picture. Fig. 1.7.2. In this picture the num­
ber of events that have a reconstructed mass m in the interval ± 5 MeV 
0 с 
around the К mass is plotted as a function of (1 - cost»), where ω is the 
angle of coplanarity. In Fig. 1.7.2b the same distribution Ν(ω) in the 
interval ± 5 MeV around the K. mass minus 10 MeV is shown for a comparison. 
(Note: we have used the phrase "around the K. mass" because of a small un­
certainty in m , due to an uncertainty in the magnetic field.) The peak in 
Fig. 1.7.2a is real, beyond statistical uncertainty. Further evidence that 
the θ. has been observed is apparent from the fact that the charged parti­
cles of two events from the peak had interacted in the range chamber in a 
manner characteristic for pions. No reliable particle identification was 
possible for the other events since one of the tracks had left the range 
chamber. The branching ratio R = (K° -*• π* + iÖ/K° ·* all = 1.5 ж 10~ ; 
see Table (1.2.2). 
An important confirmation that the CP violating θ. decay indeed ex­
ists was obtained in a subsequent experiment where interference was observed 
between Θ. and (regenerated) θς, which stands for K- -»• π + ir . Such in­
terference provides useful information concerning the nature of the CP vio­
lation; also, it allows one to exclude several alternate hypotheses, in lieu 
of CP violation, which have been advanced to explain the above described 
observation of Θ, decay. Briefly, the idea of the experiment is as follows: 
Li 
it is known that f, the amplitude for К nucleón scattering, is different 
from 7, the amplitude for К nucleón scattering. Therefore, when a K. 
beam passes through a block of material, the К and К constituents will be 
affected inequally and the beam that emerges from the block consists of К 
plus some regenerated К_ mesons that have the same energy and direction as 
the К beam. Since К as well as К decay to the same two-pion final state 
Li Li О 
(called θ here), one expects interference, which manifests itself as an 
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ρ (ж*) 
?(*") 
Fig. 1.7.1. Vector diagram of the momenta In K-decay. piK. ) Indicates 
the momentum of the K° meson. The decay mode K° •* ir + π" 
-*• - » · + ' - - » . _ 
is characterized by the fact that ρ(Κ,) = ρ(π ) + ρ(π ), 
which implies that ω = 0. 
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Fig. 1.7.2. Distribution of the angle of coplanarity of all К decays that 
have the reconstructed mass m in the interval ± 5 MeV around 
с 
К mass. For comparison is enclosed the same distribution in 
the interval ± 5 MeV around the K. mass minus 10 MeV. The 
dotted events have been identified as Κ , decays. 
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osci l lat ion in the intensity of θ as a function of time. The time can be 
measured conveniently by noting the decay point after the regenerator. 
This osci l lat ion i s modulated by the half-l i fe of Κ
ς
 and К . Quantitative­
ly one has the following: the proper time distribution of θ events after 
a regenerator i s 
I( t ) = I 0 { | p | 2 exp(-r st) • | n | 2 exp(-rLt) 
+ 2|p| | η | со5[(ф
р
 - φ
η
) • tAn] exp[-(r
s
 • rL) ± t ] } . 
(1.7.1) 
I(t ) i s the θ intensity; 
t i s the proper time of К at the instant of decay, expressed in 
units related to the distance I from the downstream edge of the regenera­
tor: t = mJL/p-, 
ρ = |p | ехр(іф ) , which is the amplitude of the transmission regen­
erated Kg, relative to К and which can be expressed in terms of the 
forward regeneration amplitude, the thickness of the regenerator and the 
, mass difference; see Refs. (Ch.65), (Bo.67), (Ru.67) and (Mi, 
η * | η | ехр(іф ) , which is the ratio of the amplitudes θ /θ ; 
Дт « m(K ) - m(] 
Γ * decay rate. 
The interference term in Eq. (1.7.1) is only present when θ and θ are 
truly decays of the same К - К system and there would be no interference 
if θ were a new particle. The experiment is discussed in Ref. (Mi.67). 
It used the following thicknesses of regenerator: 0 inch, 1/2 inch, 3/2 
inch and 3 inch. The results are shown in Fig. 1.7.3. In this figure is 
plotted the number of θ-decays as a function of their proper decay time, 
which is taken from the end of the regenerator. A θ-decay is defined as a 
coplanar K-decay (the angle of coplanarity of the two decay particles is 
2 2 
ω < 13 mrad), with invariant mass m = 500 ± 15 MeV [where m = (E. + E.) 
- 2 c C 1 2 
- (p. + p_) ]. The solid lines in Figs.1.7.3a and 1.7.3b show the fit to 
the data assuming interference. The fit assuming m> interference is shown 
by a dashed line in Fig. 1.7.3b for comparison. For a proper fit of the 
data it is obviously required that there be an interference term. Indi­
cated with triangular points in Fig. 1.7.3b is the time distribution of a 
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(b) l/2"Cu REGENERATOR 
• ALL θ-DECAYS 
» BOTH PIONS 
IDENTIFIED 
- Ю 
, NO INTERFERENCE 
Ol 
4 5 0 I 
TIME (І0-Ю5ес) 
Fig. 1.7.3. Distribution of the decay time of the events that 
fulfill the e-decay characteristics. 
a) After the 0-, 1/2-, I 1/2-, and 3-in. copper 
regenerator. 
b) After l/2-ln. copper regenerator. Triangular 
data points are those events where the two 
charged decay products were identified as plons 
by their Interaction in the range chamber. The 
solid curves show the fit assuming Interference 
between Θ. and θ_. The dashed curve shows the 
best fit assuming no interference. 
special sample, consisting of all θ-events of which both pions had inter­
acted in the range chamber. The time distribution of this special sample, 
when conpared with the full sample, demonstrates that proper selection 
criteria have been used in defining a θ-event. The best fit which is indi­
cated by the three solid curves through the regenerator data of Fig. 1.7.3a 
gave the following value for the mass difference: 
Am = (± 0.57 ± 0.10) ΐιΓ_ 
This value is in good agreement with other measurements of the same quan­
tity, Ref. (Ro.67). Furthermore, a value was obtained for the phase 
difference, namely (φ 
φ ) = ± 1.10 ± 0.34 rad, also in agreement with 
other measurements, Ref. (FÌ.66A). Through an optical model calculation 
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one could try to evaluate φ , but the work is full of pitfalls, see for 
instance Ref. (Ru.67). For a comprehensive discussion of an optical model 
calculation for this case we refer to the work by Mischke, Ref. (Mi.66). 
The implications of CP nonconservation are many. One expects time 
reversal non-invariance as a consequence of the CPT theorem. Furthermore, 
one expects a charge asymmetry in decays such as К.., К _ and Κ (τπτγ). We 
shall discuss here the implications of CP nonconservation to К decay. 
Depending on the nature of the CP violating interaction, the form 
factors f
+
 in K-_ decay might be complex. This could give rise to a 
transverse polarization of the muon in К _ --transverse to the decay plane, 
•*• "*" I " * " "*• I 
along the direction (ρ x P
u
)/ΙΡ
π
 * P
u
l --which would be a direct manifes­
tation of Τ violation. The К , is particularly convenient for an experi­
mental investigation, since the muon is its own polarization analyzer. 
Evidence for Τ violation has recently been sought in an experiment that 
measured the muon polarization in the decay K. -*• π + μ + ν, as reported 
in Ref. (АЬ.ббА). In this investigation the spark chambers were used to 
measure the momenta of π and μ from Κ , decay. (The setup is described 
in the next chapters under Experiment II at Argonne.) The у was brought 
to rest in a thin aluminium plate spark chamber, which is a non-depolarizing 
medium; the polarization was inferred from the angular distribution of the 
positrons from μ decay for various places on the К _ Dalitz plot. For 
ease of presentation and comparison, we have defined the following averaged 
quantities : 
dN/d(cos 4fL) = 1 + α P L cos Ψ 
dN/d(cos Ψ
τ
) = 1 + α P T cos Ψ τ 
dN/d(cos Ψ
ρ
) = 1 + α Pp cos Ψρ 
Where: 
Ν = number of μ decays, suitably normalized, 
P. s average longitudinal polarization, 
L· 
РІ » average transverse polarization (perpendicular to π-μ plane), 
Pp = average in-plane-perpendicular polarization, 
cos 4L = (ρμ - îe)/|pu · p j , 
cos Ψ
τ
 = (р^  x ρ ) · Ρ ^ Κ Ρ , Χ ρ ) ' P
e
l » 
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cos Ψ
ρ
 - Ιρμ ж (ρπ ж р у) - ρ β]/|ρ μ Χ (ρπ ж р у) . ρ€ 
α
 ж
 analyzing power, 
ρ » momentum of positron from μ decay. 
The experimental distributions of the averaged angular distributions 
are shown in Fig. 1.7.4. The results are: P". = 1.06 ± 0.14, indicating an 
Li 
- 0.05 ± 0.18, consis-approximate complete longitudinal polarization; P™ > 
tent with zero transverse polarization and with time reversal invariance, 
and finally P p = - 0.30 ± 0.25. The results on P, and P p can be transformed 
into information on ξ » f_/f+» t h e ratio of the form factors in K0_ decay, 
Refs. (Ja.63) and (Ca.66). For Im ζ s 0 the above values for the average 
polarization correspond to Re Ç = - 1.1 ±0.5. 
Our results on the transverse and perpendicular polarization are 
COS^L COSi//T COS^p 
Fig. 1.7.4. Angular distributions of positrons from μ decay in 
the K?, rest frame for kinematically unambiguous 
events, corrected for variation in the detection 
efficiency. 
a) Longitudinal distribution. 
b) Transverse d i s t r i b u t i o n (transverse t o μ-ττ plane), 
c) In-plane perpendicular d i s t r i b u t i o n . The cos of 
Ч^, Ψ
τ
 and Ψρ is defined in the t e x t . 
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confirmed by a very recent counter experiment by Young et al., Ref. (Yo.67), 
in which they measured the polarization integrated over the Dalitz plot. 
Similarly, our results are in agreement with the К data, Ref. (FÍ.66A). 
Another consequence of CP nonconservation is the possibility of a 
charge asymmetry A in К-_ decay, defined as A = R - 1, where 
R « Rate (K° * π" + I* + v)/Rate(K° -»· π + • l' * v) 
We discuss this here in detail. The following notation is used for the 
various K,- decay amplitudes: 
K0 + Tf' + I* + ν 
K0 -»• π + • £" + ν 
К
0
 •+ π ' + Ä* + ν 
К
0
 + тг+ • Г + V 
f 
g 
g 
f 
AS = AQh 
AS = -AQh 
AS = -AQh 
AS = AQh (1.7.3) 
(Because of the close relation between the amplitude and the form factor 
we have used identical symbols.) We use the phase convention of Ref. 
(By.65), and CPT invariance is assumed. This implies that Ύ = - f* and 
"g = - g*. While CP invariance would imply f = f* and g = g*, that is, f 
and g are real, which is also the requirement of Τ invariance. The 
AS = AQv rule implies g = g = 0. The form factor f consists of two compo­
nents : 
f « /27з f1/2 • Л7з f3/2 . 
The CPT requirement Τ » - f* implies that T. .- = - fí/j· Because there is 
no final state interaction in K¿. (except for the Coulomb interaction, 
which can be ignored), a possible charge asymmetry in K,- decay due to CP 
violation is not affected by the existence of a f_.2 amplitude. The sub-
scripts 1/2 and 3/2 indicate the transition amplitudes with a change of 
isospin for the hadron of |Al| • 1/2 and 3/2 respectively. The leptonic 
|AI| = 1/2 rule implies that f.,- = 0. For К _ there are two form factors 
f and f , and two form factors, g and g . We limit further discussion 
to К -, for which f and g can be neglected in view of the small lepton 
mass, so that only f and g play a role, cf. Eqs. (1.3.9) and (1.3.10). 
From the definition of the Κ , namely 
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K° » Ν {(1 • ε ) ! ^ - (1 - ε)!^} , 
we obtain immediately: 
R , (1 • ε ^ - (1 - e ) g 
(1 - ε)7 - (1 - ε)? 
Special cases are: 
a) The leptonic |Δΐ| > 1/2 rule holds: 
( 1 . 7 . 4 ) 
(1 • € ) f 
(1 - e)f* 
2
 l + 2 R e ε + | ε | 2 
1 - 2 Re ε + | ε | 
= 1 + 4 Re ε 
(1.7.5a) 
For a numerical illustration, suppose that ε • Re ε * 0.002, then 
R = 1.008; when ε is purely imaginary, then R = 1. (The small value for 
ε was prompted by the smallness of η .) 
b) CP invariance is valid in leptonic interactions, or f = - Τ 
and g » - ~g, but the AS » AQ. rule does not hold. Define g/f * x, and 
assume |ε| « 1, then one obtains: 
(1 • e)f - (1 - ε)g 
(І - e)f - (1 • e)! 
β (1 • 4 Re ε) χ • 4χ Re ε 
χ - 4χ Re ε 
= (1 + 4 Re ε) (ΐ + 8 Re ε · *
 χ
) (1.7.5b) 
Experimentally, it is found that |x| is at most 1/2, Ref. (Hi.67). In 
this case one gets R = (1 • 12 Re ε). For |x| < 1/2 one obtains 
R < (1 + 12 Re ε); and when χ = 0, one has R = (1 • 4 Re ε), which is 
case (a). 
c) CP invariance holds only for I « 1/2 transitions. Then: 
R = (1 • ε)£ - (1 - ε)g (1 - e)f - (1 + e)g« 
= (1 • 4 Re ε) 1 - (1 - 2ε)χ 1 - (1 + 2ε)χ* 
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Define: χ = | x | ехр(іф) and ε = | ε | ехр(і ) , then: 
R = (1 • 4 Re ε) 1 ~ 2 R e X * | x ^ ~ 4 | x | ? R e ε * 4 l * I H c o s ( 4 > * Θ) 
"5 2~ 
1 - 2 Re χ + (χ) + 4 | х Г Re ε 
Ξ (1 + 4 Re ε) г 
4 | х | |
е
| с о 5 ( ф - θ) 
(1 .7 .5с ) 
When |х| is small and |x| can be neglected we have: 
for θ = 0 that r = 1 + 8ε Re χ , 
for φ = 90° that г = 1 , and 
for θ = 90° that r = 1 . 
The conclusion to be drawn from the above is that the charge asymmetry in 
К _ measures directly the real part of ε, provided χ is known by some other 
means. A large value of R is obtained only when χ is close to one, that is, 
when the AS = AQ, rule is strongly violated. In all other cases the value 
of R is about R = (1 + 4 Re ε). Even a crude measurement of R is important 
to show the smallness of Re ε. This helps to prove that the observed CP 
violation is not large and that the small amplitude for K. •*· тг + π is not 
due to an accidental cancellation, namely if ε and ε' were large but 
ε = - ε', see Section 1.3. The geometrical relation between η , η and 
+ - 0 0 
ε is illustrated in Fig. 1.7.5 for three arbitrary cases. 
(b) 
e" = J? Im A2/2A0 e"=o 
Flq. 1.7.5. Geometrical r e l a t i o n between η. , τι and e for 
three a r b i t r a r y cases. 
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The above calculations depend on the validity of the CPT theorem. 
An accurate measurement of R would be a test of CPT, provided ε and χ are 
known by other means. 
When the form factors f and g are not constant, a small variation of 
the form factor over the Dalitz plot is to be expected. Since f and g are 
2 2 
a function of q , one expects R to be a function of q as well. The varia­
tion of the form factor is parameterized in the usual way: 
f 1 / 2(q
2) « f 1 / 2(0) il • \/24
2/*ξ) 
7 l / 2 ^ 2 ) - 7 1 / 2(0) {1 • T 1 / 2q
2/m2} (1.7.6) 
2 2 2 
and similarly for ^ т/тСЯ ) a nd вт/о^Я )· C P T invariance implies T(q ) • 
- f*(q ) or ίι,οί0) = " f * i / 2 ^ ' a n d ^1/2 = * λ*1/2' e t C" ^ 6 c h a r 8 e а5/1»-
metry factor R is obtained by substitution of Eq. (1.7.6) into Eq. (1.7.4). 
2 
For a numerical illustration assume f,/? s ^ a n d Вт/оСч ) = c o n stant » 
g 3 / 2 ( 0 ) ' t h u s 
(1 • £)f (0)(1 • >1/2q2/m^) - (1 - e ^ C O ) 
T7T R = (1 - e)f1/2(0)(l • >1/2q /Щр - (1 • e)g3 / 2( 0) 
(1 - e)x/(l • e) 
= (1 + 4 Re e) 
1 • > 1 / 2q
2/m2 
ι • >1/2q
2/"v (1 + е)х*/(1 - ε) 
where χ = fi/2 ( 0 ) / gl/2 ( 0 )* 
As a numerical example suppose that χ = x* = 1/2 and λ..2 = 0.07. 
[These values are improbable but not impossibly high, see Ref. (Ca.66).] 
2, For q (min) 
for q (max) 
we find: R = 1 + 12 Re ε , and 
we find: R = 1 + 8 Re ε . 
In the case that g_.- * 0, there i s no variation of R over the Dalitz plot. 
CP non-conservation could manifest i t s e l f as a charge asymmetry in 
K(+-0) decay. One can see this as follows: in the linear approximation 
the matrix element for K0 •+· π + π" • π decay is M(K ) = a • bX • cY, where 
X » [Τ(π+) - T ( 0 ] and Y « Τ(π 0). For К0 
π 
+ π + IT decay we find. 
from the CPT theorem and our convention of the CPT phase, that 
Μ(ΪΓ) =• - a + bX - cY , and 
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K° = Ν {(1 + ε)Κ0 - (1 - еЗК0} ; thus, 
Μ(Κ°) » 2N(a + cY - ebX) . (1.7.7) 
The charge asymmetry comes about through the X dependence of the matrix 
element. Using the terminology of Section 1.5 we can also formulate CP 
violation in terms of isotopie spin final states as follows: 
the K- meson can decay only to I • 1 and 1 = 3 final states of the three 
pions (because of the symmetry requirements for the isotopie spin wave 
function), while the K. meson can decay only to I = 0 and 1 * 2 final 
states. Since K. can be written as: 
|K°> = [2(1 • Μ 2 ) ] - 1 ' 2 {|к°> - е|к°>} , 
the CP violation in K. decay implies a possible small admixture of I = 0 
and I • 2 final states to the predominant 1 = 1 and to the 1 = 3 final 
states. The experimental detection of this admixture is made difficult by 
the fact that the decay rate of the K 0 meson to a final state that has an 
even isotopie spin wave fiinction of three pions is suppressed with respect 
to the 1 = 1 final states, due to the centrifugal barrier, Ref. (Le.66). 
If ε is small, say 0.002 as suggested by the value for η , then it will 
be very difficult to measure ε in К _ decay. However, the early measure­
ment of the charge asymmetry in K__, like the one in К -, served as a use­
ful indication of the smalIness of the CP violation. 
Finally, a comment on the effect of CP non-invariance in the decay: 
„o + 
К -»· π + π + γ 
First, it is important to verify that the decay rate is indeed small, which 
is done in Chapter 3. This justifies the neglect of this decay mode in 
our analysis of CP violation in Section 1.1. Secondly, we expect a charge 
asymmetry. Of particular interest is the region where the direct emission 
amplitude is of comparable size to the internal Bremsstrahlungs term. The 
extremely small decay rate in that region of the Dalitz plot makes the 
experiment difficult to perform. The charge asymmetry due to the direct 
emission has only been briefly considered in the literature, Ref. (Le.66), 
with a particular model for the nature of the CP violation. The expected 
charge asymmetry, defined a s A s ( N - N ) / ( N + N ) , where 
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N
+
 = N(1^) > (Τ ) and N_ = N(1^) > (Т^.), is of order 1%, which would 
make detection virtually impossible. 
1.8 EQUAL-TIME CURRENT COMMUTATORS 
In 1962 Gell-Mann, Ref. (Ge.62), proposed that the vector and axial 
vector current of the hadrons should satisfy exact equal-time commutation 
relations. In the following we will give a short expose of these relations; 
see also Refs. (Da.66), (Ca.66), and (Ве.ббА). As to notation, we follow 
Cabibbo's notation, Ref. (Ca.66). In view of the application to experi­
mental results, we present here a summary of the necessary definitions and 
formulas, but we shall not dwell on certain theoretical problems which 
might be posed in connection with the particular treatment. 
In any Lagrangian field theory which could produce SU(3) as an ap­
proximate symmetry, there will be eight vector currents, j (χ), with 
i = 1,2...8. One can now define eight charges F (t) by integrating the 
time components over space: 
F^t) - ƒ d3x jitf.t) . 
Similarly, there is an octet of axial vector currents g0(x)» and we can 
define eight axial charges: 
F^(t) » ƒ d3x gj(x,t) . 
Gell-Mann suggested the following equal-time commutation relations 
[F^t), Fj(t)] = I i f... Fk(t) 
к
 1JK 
[F^t), pi(t)] = I i f i j kF*(t) 
к ·' 
[FJ(t), FJit)] - J i f i j kF
k(t) 
к
 J 
where f.., are the structure constants of SU(3). This enlarges the original 
1JK 
SU(3) algebra to an SU(3) x SU(3) algebra. The vector and axial vector 
hadronic currents are identified with the various components of the physical 
weak and electromagnetic currents [see for instance Eq. (1.3.4)] as follows: 
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J j m = il * (1/3) /3 j j 
j j e a k = cose(jJ • iJ^) + sine(jj • iJ^) 
a
,.l 1 . .2 . 2 . .
 α
,Λ 4 . .5 . 5 ^ 
= cose(j A + gA + 1 ; , λ + ι 8 λ ) + s in9(j A + £ λ + ΐ ί λ + ig A ) 
The currents obey the following commutation relations: 
[FSJJÍX)] - [F5.gj(x)] » l i fijk j5¡(x) 
[F^gjíx)] = [Fj.jjCx)] » Σ i fijk gjcx) . 
Consequently, the octet «7л(х) = І\М * 8\( χ ) commutes in the same way with 
Fg and F1, thus: 
[F^jJ(x)] = [FSJJCX)] - l i fijk jjcx) . (1.8.1) 
к 
The potentialities inherent in these equal-time current commutators 
(henceforth called ETCC) became apparent when Adler, Ref. (Ad.65), and 
Weisberger, Ref. (We.65), enployed ETCC in connection with PCAC to calcu­
late the absolute ratio of the renormalized axial vector and (polar) vector 
+ 
coupling constant in 3-decay in terms of the π ρ total cross sections. In 
ETCC calculations one often uses the partially conserved axial vector cur­
rent hypothesis (PCAC): 
3AgJ = сф
1
 , (1.8.2a) 
where φ is the pion field and the SU(3) index i has the values of the pion 
field, namely 1, 2 and 3; and с is a constant, namely: 
с = 2gA ^  m2/gr Κ π Ν(0) = mj ί π . (1.8.2b) 
g. s ratio of axial vector to vector 3-decay coupling constants, 
numerically g. » 1.18; 
K..(0) i s the pionic form factor of the nucleón, which i s taken to 
be one; 
g « strong pion-nucleon coupling constant, g_ = 13.6 ± 0.2. 
2 2 It i s assumed that PCAC is valid not only at P_ = m_, but also 
2 2 
for neighboring values of Ρ , including Ρ = 0, hence many physicists pre­
fer the new label PDDAC to indicate this extension of the hypothesis. 
(PDDAC = pole dominance of the divergence of the axial vector current.) 
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The Adler-Weisberger sum rule was soon followed by other applica­
tions of ETCC, particularly those involving "soft pion emission" (also 
called a zero energy theorem) which relate the process A + B + irtoA+B 
in the limit of zero four momentum of the pion, Ρ •+· 0. We mention the 
relations connecting K-., K., and K.., Refs. (Са.ббА) and (Su.66), and the 
now famous relation connecting К , and К -, Refs. (Са.ббА) and (Su.66A). 
Other applications include relations for the S-wave non-leptonic hyperon 
decays, electro- and photo-pion production, the sign and value of the mass 
difference т(К,) - m(K
s
), etc. 
A serious problem in many confrontations of ETCC with experiment is 
the fact that the interesting relations are obtained when the four momen­
tum of one (or more) of the mesons is zero, which is usually far in the 
unphysical region and can only be reached by a suitable extrapolation. 
The remarkable agreement between experiment and ETCC predictions suggests 
that this extrapolation can be done in a satisfactory manner, Refs. (Ne.66) 
and (Ne.67). 
We discuss briefly the zero energy theorem that is applicable to 
K-decay. Consider the matrix element of a local operator d(0) and two 
states α and β. d(0) can be either a current or the non-leptonic Lagran-
gian. State β contains a pion with four-momentum Ρ and charge state i. 
Thus: 
M - <0 + π 1 | d(0) | o> 
The matrix element can be rewritten in terms of a retarded commutator using 
a standard reduction formula: 
M - - i ƒ d4x exp(-iPx) (d2 - «φ <3|Wi(x).d(0)]|a> θ(χ
ο
) 
- - i ƒ d4x expí-iPx) (Ρ2 - m2) <0| [ф^х) .d(0)] |a> θ(χ
ο
) . 
(1.8.3а) 
The last equation was obtained by partial integration. Now introduce a new 
quantity, defined in terms of the retarded commutator of the operator d(0) 
and the axial current: 
Μ
λ
 = ƒ d4x exp(-iPx) <6|[gJ(x).d(0)]|a> θ(χ
ο
) . (1.8.3b) 
Next we make the quantity P.M. and note that P. exp(-iPx) * іЭ/Зх. exp(-iPx) 
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Integration by parts, with neglect of surface integrals, yields: 
Ρ
λ
Μ
λ
 « i ƒ d 4x exp(-iPx) <ß|[3Agj(x),d(0)]|ci> θ(χ
ο
) 
+ i I d4x exp(-iPx) <0|[g^(x),d(O)]|a> δ(χ
ο
) . (1.8.3c) 
Consider the limit P^ -• 0, then the left side of the last equation 
becomes zero, unless M. has a pole at Ρ » 0, which is not the case here. 
Then, substitution of the divergence of the meson current by the pion field 
through PCAC gives, according to Eq. (1.8.2b): 
Lim i f V ƒ d4x exp(-iPx) <ß|[*1(x),d(0)]|α> θ(χ ) -
Р(тг)-Ю 1Τ * 0 
/ d 3x <ß|[gj(x,o),d(0)]|a> - <ß|[FJ.d(0)]|a> . (1.8.3d) 
Thus, when the limit of Ρ -»• 0 is applied, one finds that: 
Lim f <ß + ^ ІаСОЗІой » <ß|Fj,d(0)|a> . (1.8.4а) 
Ρ(ττ)-Κ) π ъ 
To apply this formula to К meson decay, we take |a> « |K > and d(0) -
4 5 
j. - ij,. The right side of Eq. (1.8.4a) contains thus an equal-time cur­
rent connutator of the type given in Eq. (1.8.1). 
After substitution, the right hand side of Eq. (1.8.4a) becomes the 
matrix element for the decay К •* β • I * v. The left hand side of Eq. 
(1.8.4a) is proportional to the matrix element for Κ -»·β + π 0 + Α + v . 
Substitution of ir for β yields a relation between K.. and K... This re­
lation is available in the literature, Ref. (We.66), and will not be dis­
cussed here. 
Substitution of the vacuum state for β yields the relation 
<0|j!¡|K+> - - i f
π
 <Tr0|j!¡|K+> ЛЁ^ (1.8.4b) 
which relates К-_ with Kj_. The hadronic part of the matrix for K,- is: 
Л І ^ «)|j!¡|K+> » Ì /Σ G ί
κ
Ρ
κ
 5ІП
 А
 . (1.8.Sa) 
The hadronic matrix element for К.- is: 
Λ ζ . ^Γ;<π0 |^|κ+> -
i Л G [f
+
(q2)(PK • Ρ π) • f_(q
2)(PK - Ρπ)] зіп у. (1.8.5b) 
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Substitution in Eq. (1.8.4) yields: 
|f+(«]c) * ' . ^ l " ( V f i T ) ( s i n V s i n V · ( 1 · 8 · 6 ) 
Notice that this relation holds only when P.« 0, thus for a momentum 
2 2 transfer q * m^. Cabibbo has postulated that, in case SU(3) is unbroken, 
the vector and axial vector angle are the same: θ • θ.. Experimentally, 
one finds the two angles somewhat different, presumably because SU(3) is 
broken. From nuclear 3-decay and the known half-life of the muon one finds, 
Ref. (Br.66), that sinO » 0.209 ± 0.006. It is expected that the vector 
Cabibbo angle is not affected in first order by SU(3) breaking, as pointed 
out by Ademollo and Gatto, who proved the case for zero momentum transfer, 
Ref. (Ad.64A). The axial vector Cabibbo angle is obtained from a compari­
son of the rates Γ for К _ and w _ decay, yielding 
t 2 e
 r t V Φ. ( 1 - '»"Φ2 t 8 Θ
Α " "3 2—5T 
Г( ) fj^u-W 
f is the effective coupling constant in ir ·* μν decay, see also Eq. 
(1.8.2b), and f« is the effective coupling constant in К ·*• μν decay, see 
Eq. (1.8.5a). If one assumes that f « f
v
, (me finds sinO • 0.264 ± 
IT к A 
0.003, in surprisingly good agreement with the value obtained from hyperon 
decays, Ref. (Br.66). Using the above values for sin6 and sin6 one 
obtains the value 1.26 for the right hand side of Eq. (1.8.6). In the 
limit of unbroken SU(3), Eq. (1.8.6) is greatly simplified since f_ - 0 
and f • 1, and the right hand side of Eq. (1.8.6) is one. 
When one considers К _ decay, then the f term can be ignored and 
Eq. (1.8.6) reduces to 
f
+
(^) » (fj/y (5Іп
 А
/5Іп ) = 1.26 . (1.8.7) 
From this equation, together with the value of the form factor for unbroken 
SU(3), namely f (0) • 1, we infer that the variation of the form factor is 
probably small. 
There is another way of looking at Eq. (1.8.6), namely, it provides 
a relation between the decay rate Г for К _ and К _ decay, or between К , 
and К - decay, or between К _ and К
 2 decay, etc. For instance, if one 
assumes that the form factors are constant, one finds the following ratio: 
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Γ(Κ^3) (G2 s i n 2 e v п^ fj 0.571/1536ТГ3) χ ( φ 
+ — * —2 2 2 2 5—2~5 » 0.13 
Γ(Κμ2) (G s i n \ fl/^l (1 - m2/»2)2 / 4π 
Езфегііпепіаііу, i t i s found that Г(К*3)/Г(К*2) « 0.071 ± 0.005. The dif­
ference between the theoretical and experimental value i s to be attributed 
to the variation of the form factor in the physical and/or unphysical 
region. For a quantitative evaluation of the variation of the form factor 
in К
 3 decay, consider the following model: 
a) Assume that the equality f * 1, which i s valid for unbroken 
2 2 2 SU(3), holds when the momentum transfer, defined as q » m„ + m_ - 2 nL·. Ε , 
л *j λ τι λ II 
is minimum, thus when q s m = 0 . 
'
 n
 e 
b) Assume that the value of the form factor f is the same when 
p ж о and when Ε_ * 0. This assumption will be discussed later on; it is 
IT ÏÏ r 
sufficient to say here that it works well for К _ decay, see Ref. (Ne.66). 
The variation of the form factor is parameterized in the usual way: 
f
+
(q 2) » f
+
(0) {1 + λ
+
 q 2/m 2} . 
Substitution of the above assumptions gives: 
f
+
(q2 * m 2) = 1.26 = 1 · {1 + λ
+
 \ / и 2 } . 
We find λ » 0.020. This number for λ should be considered a qualitative 
one because of the approximations made in the model and the fact that we 
made use of Eq. (1.8.2) in which Κ
 N(0) was set equal to one, which is 
only justified for zero momentum transfer 
In the Cabibbo version of the weak interaction theory, the weak cur­
rents transform as members of an SU(3) octet. Thus, the leptonic |Δΐ| » 
1/2 rule is automatically incorporated, which insures the following 
equalities: 
<TrVv|H
w
|K+> - ì Л <irVv|njK 0> « 
<IT"£\>|HW|K°> « <irVv|Hw|K°> , (1.8.9a) 
and 
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<Tr0Ä'v|Hw|K"> = i Ά <π+Α"ν|Η І ^ « 
<ïïVv|H |Κ°> » <тг |н |Κ°> . (1.8.9b) 
CP invariance i s assumed throughout this section; this implies that Eq. 
(1.8.9a) * Eq. (1.8.9b). The ETCC relations derived above for K+ are thus 
applicable to K2 decay as well. 
We mention a speculative paper by Mathur et a l . , Ref. (Ma.66A), in 
which they used the current algebra to update the form factor calculations 
of McDonald and others, Refs. (Do.59) and (Pr.62). It i s assumed that the 
form factor variations are dominated by the K*(891) and <(725)-resonances. 
Using for experimental width 50 MeV and 10 MeV respectively, they found a 
small value for λ and further that ξ - f (0)/f (0) = - 0.20. 
Turning now to the non-leptonic K-meson decays, we note that the 
decay mode К •+• 2π i s s t r ic t ly forbidden in unbroken SU(3), Refs. (Ge.64) 
and (Ca.64). In the limit of applicability of the zero energy theorem, the 
decay К ·* 3π i s then forbidden also. Thus, the non-leptonic K-decays pro­
ceed through the SU(3) breaking and they appear to be a challenging test 
for the usefulness of ETCC. 
We use the previous derivation of the zero energy theorem and sub­
st i tute d(0) « H(0) in Eq. (1.8.4a), where H(0) i s a suitable weak current 
responsible for strangeness changing non-leptonic decay that obeys the com­
mutation relations of Eq. (1.8.1) . 
Assuming, temporarily, the validity of the non-leptonic |Δΐ| « 1/2 
rule, the commutation relations lead directly to the following values for 
the amplitude A of the various K__ decays : 
A(K+ ·*· 2π0 • тг') « 0 for Ρ(π") » 0 , (1.8.10a) 
A(K+ •* 2π0 • π+) - 0 for Р(тг°) · 0. or РСіф - 0 , (1.8.10b) 
Α(Κ° -»• π+ + тг" + ir0) * 0 for Р(тг~) » 0, or Ρ(π+) » 0 . (1.8.10с) 
* We have used the fol lowing convention for our notat ion of the 
four-momentum, the energy, e t c . : an unlabeled pion is indicated by a sub­
s c r i p t , f o r instance, Ρ
π
 and Ε
π
. A plon of c e r t a i n charge is indicated by 
parenthesis, f o r instance, P(ir0) and E( i r e ) . 
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Furthermore, one finds the following relations: 
A(KJ * π+ + π') = i f
v
 A(K° + - о л 
Α(Κ 21Γ0) i £
π
 Α(Κ° * 3π0) 
for Ρ(πϋ) » 0 , 
(1.8.11a) 
for any Ρ(π0) - 0 . (1.8.11b) 
The aiçlitude i s defined here as A • /ñl · /rate , where wfiT i s the Bose 
symmetry factor for η identical bosons. [Note that the factor ι^ ΓΓ is 
absent in the original wort of Ref. (Са.ббА), which explains the apparent 
disagreement in the last equation of that paper.] 
To compare the ETCC predictions with experiments, one must extrapo­
late the observed decay amplitude to zero pion four-momentum P^ = 0, which 
i s in the unphysical region. The extrapolation problems have been treated 
quite concisely in most papers on the subject, Refs. (Ca.66), (Bo.66), 
(Su.66), (Su.66A), and (Ma.66). 
The kinematics of K(+-0) decay are shown in the three-dimensional 
sketch of Fig. 1.8.1a to aid the discussion of the extrapolation procedure 
from the observable region to Ρ « 0, specif ical ly to Ρ(π ) « 0. Along 
π 
the vertical axis of this figure is plotted the mass m(* ) of the neutral 
pion. The pion mass is constant in all planes perpendicular to the ιιι(π ) 
axis; in the μ-plane we have т(тг0) · μ and in the Z-plane we have т(л ) * 0. 
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The y-plane is shown separately in Fig. 1.8.1b. The observable region is 
inside the ellipse-like contour. At point N [where E (it ) • 0], which is 
far in the unobservable region, both charged pions have a total energy 
• 2 
which is half that of the K-mass. Thus E (ir ) > Ε (π ) * 1/2 DL.C . This is 
one of the kinematical conditions that characterizes the decay mode 
K. -*• π + π", the decay we want to compare K(+-0) decay to. 
The place in Fig. 1.8.1 where the ETCC relations hold is point Q. It 
is easy to see that Ρ • 0 at point Q, since it is located in the Z-plane 
where m(ff ) • 0 and also on the Ε(π ) « 0 line, which goes through point N 
in the y-plane. 
In order to extrapolate the measured amplitude for K(+-0) decay from 
the observable region in the μ-plane to Q in the Z-plane, we assume that 
the matrix element for K__ is a function of Ε (π0) and m(ir0). This assump­
tion about a dependence of the matrix element on the variables of only one 
π-meson is reasonable since the linear matrix element approximation gives 
a good description of K(+-0) decay; see Sections 1.5 and 3.1. The extra­
polation goes in two steps. We first extrapolate the measured amplitude 
to E (ir0) > 0, at point N in Fig. 1.8.1. The next step is from N to Q, 
where Ρ • 0, keeping E(ir ) • 0. In the spirit of PDDAC one may assume 
that the last step, that is, when m(ir ) changes from y to 0, does not alter 
the amplitude. To make plausible our assertion that E (ir ), the total ener­
gy of the π meson, is a reasonable variable to use for the K°_ decay 
matrix element instead of some other quantity, we note the following. In 
a naive field theoretical model (an effective Hamiltonian for К . decay), 
the linear matrix element could be constructed by adding a term that con­
tains the derivatives of the kaon and pion field to the terms without any 
derivatives. Then, the matrix element has a term that is proportional to 
PP.. In the K-mes on rest system one can substitute PP. • Em,., and thus 
it seems not unreasonable that the matrix element for К - decay be a func­
tion of the variable E_. 
The extrapolation method just outlined is not unique, however. One 
could express the matrix element for К - decay in terms of S., S., and S_, 
the Lorentζ invariant variables that were used in Section 1.5, Eq. (1.5.4). 
(The S-variables are common in the MandeIstarn theory, for instance.) Now, 
if we assume the validity of the linear matrix element approximation, we 
can write the matrix element for K(+-0) decay as a function of only ir-meson 
variables, to wit S_ and m(ir0), where S_ Ξ [Ρ - Ρ(π0)] . The extrapolation 
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of the amplitude for K(+-0) decay from the observable region to Q goes in 
two steps, the first being the extrapolation in the μ-plane of Fig. 1.8.1 
2 2 2 2 
to point T, where S_ « nÇ. Since S_ = (P - Ρ ) « m + M - 2 »KE_* one 
finds that Τ is located at Ε(π0) « 18.2 MeV. The next step in the extra-
2 
polation goes from Τ to Q, along a path of constant S_ * ni. In the spirit 
of PDDAC the last step should not alter the value of the amplitude. 
To summarize, there are at least two ways to extrapolate the experi­
mentally measured amplitude for К decay. In the first method, one extra­
polates first to point N in Fig. 1.8.1, where Ε(π0) = 0 and S_ » m^ * m . 
Then keeping Ε(π ) » constant « 0, the extrapolation continues to Q, where 
2 
P_ = 0 and S- « nL.. In the other method, one extrapolates first to point 
Τ in Fig. 1.8.1, where Ε(π0) « 18.2 MeV and S_ - it., and then keeping S. 
constant, continues the extrapolation to Q. Fortunately, the two methods 
give very similar results. We shall use the first method and extrapolate 
to Ε(π ) » 0 at point Ν, the reason being that at N one has Ε(π ) = Ε(π") » 
1/2 m^c , which is one of the kinematical criteria for K? •*• π + π" decay. 
The predictions of the equal-time current commutation relations as 
expressed in Eqs. (1.8.10) and (1.8.11) have been compared with experiment, 
extrapolated to E « 0, in Refs. (Ne.66) and (Ne.67); also see the compari­
son in Section 3.1.2. Predictions and extrapolations agree to about 10% 
which is gratifying and surprising at the same time. This indicates that 
the assumptions made in the analysis, namely the linear matrix element 
approximation and the extrapolation procedure, are not unreasonable. 
Some authors, Refs. (Su.66A) and (Bo.66), have tried to avoid the 
extrapolation to zero pion four momentum by using the following symmetric 
expressions: 
<TrVw 0|H
w
|K 0> -
( І і ф { « тг01 + <iT~ir+ir0| + <ir"ir0ir*| • 
<іЛг | • <тг0іт | • <іт тт-| } Hw|K0> . 
The pion on the extreme left of <тппг| i s always reduced. This leads to a 
prediction for the amplitude of the various К _ decays at the center of the 
Dalitz plot, similar to Eq. (1.8.11). This approach does not explain the 
spectral distribution, however. 
We end this section with a comment on possible |Δΐ| * 3/2 transi-
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tions. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for A- and A--, the octet and 27 
plet conçonents of the various К _ amplitudes, have been computed by Bose 
and Biswas, Ref. (Bo.66), and others, Refs. (We.66A) and (El.66). The 
presence of an A-- component would imply a deviation from the predictions 
of Eqs. (1.8.10) and (1.8.11). The limited accuracy of the experiments on 
the various К _ decay properties, see Ref. (Tr.65), and particularly the 
aforementioned uncertainty in the extrapolation method, does not warrant at 
present a detailed evaluation of the A-- component, except to say that A.-
is small. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BEAM, APPARATUS AND DATA TREATMENT 
2.1 NELTTRAL BEAM AND DETECTION APPARATUS FOR EXPERIMENT I AT BROOKHAVEN 
The Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (A.G.S.) accelerates 
protons up to an energy of 33 GeV. When these high energy protons strike 
the internal target (which consists of a beryllium wire in this experiment), 
then the complete spectrum of "elementary" particles and resonances is pro­
duced. A hole through the shielding surrounding the accelerator on a 
straight line with the internal target, and a sweeping magnet, make a neu­
tral beam. There are two types of neutral particles: 
a) Stable and long-lived neutral particles: neutrons, antineutrons, 
neutrinos» antineutrinos, gammas and K. mesons. 
b) Short-lived neutral particles: Λ0, 1°, Ξ0, K°, etc.; the half-
-10 life of these particles is around 10 sec or shorter, and they have a 
very short decay distance. For instance, the mean decay distance of 5 GeV 
IL· mesons is 27 centimeters. 
A few meters away from the internal target, all short-lived particles 
are decayed and one is left with a beam consisting of neutral particles of 
group (a) only. (At 14 meters from the internal target, the number of 5 
GeV K° mesons is reduced by a factor 10" compared to zero meter.) 
Experiment I was carried out in the 30* neutral beam on the inside 
of the ring of the A.G.S. The beam layout is shown in Fig. 2.1.1. The 
neutral beam was defined by brass collimators, as shown in Fig. 2.1.1. At 
the entrance to the detection apparatus the beam was 3/4 inch wide, 1 inch 
high, and parallel to within 1 2.5 milliradians. In a typical beam pulse 
of 4 x 10 circulating protons about 600 K° mesons and 20,000 neutrons 
passed through the apparatus; the nuaber of antineutrons was very small. 
For most of the experiment the A.G.S. operated at a primary energy of 30 
GeV. For short parts of the run the energy was either 20 or 25 GeV. The 
beam duration was 0.2 sec at intervals of 3.2 sec. Charged particles in 
the beam were removed by two sweeping magnets and a large fraction of gam­
mas were removed by passing the beam through four inches of lead. Such a 
lead filter corresponds to 20 radiation lengths; however, it is only 3/4 of 
an interaction length and does not substantially affect the K-mesons or 
RADIATION ,ΒΕΑΜ STOP 
SPARK CHAMBER M A G N E T ^ H I E L D > 
COLLIMATORS 
-Ι/Ζ" ж 1 / 2 ' x 2 ' 
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Fig. 2.1.1. Beam layout at A.G.S., Brookhaven, for Experiment I. 
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Fig. 2.1.2. Detection apparatus f o r Experiment I a t Brookhaven. 
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neutrons in the beam. To exclude the possib i l i ty of regeneration of Κ
ς 
mesons and to prevent interactions of the neutral beam with air, an evacu­
ated pipe was used, as i l lustrated in Fig. 2.1.1. This pipe surrounded the 
fiducial volune of the beam and only those K° meson decays which occurred 
within this volume were used in the analysis. The mean energy of the K-
beam was about 1.2 GeV. The beam spectrum i s given in Ref. (Са.ббВ). 
Our experimental apparatus was located at 20 meters from the inter­
nal A.G.S. target, and i t consisted of two sections, as i l lustrated in Fig. 
2.1.2, namely: 
a) The momentum measuring section, consisting of the vacuum pipe 
surrounded by th ia spark chambers and placed in a magnet. 
b) The particle identification system, which was made of a β-γ de­
tector and a thick plate range chamber (to identify pions and muons). The 
two-foot long vacuum pipe was oval-shaped, 2-3/4 inches wide by 3-5/8 
inches high, stainless s t e e l , with 1/16 inch walls. The neutral beam passed 
through this pipe along the two-foot axis. There were windows cut in the 
sides and ends of the pipe which were covered with 75 ym Mylar. The pipe 
was surrounded by 21 thin fo i l spark chambers, called momentum chambers, 
to measure the trajectory of the charged particles that emerged from the 
evacuated pipe. The fo i l spark chaabers and pipe were located between the 
pole faces of a large analyzing magnet. The magnet was an Η-type bending 
magnet with a 13 inch gap, the pole faces were 36 inches long and 29 inches 
wide. The field was 10.2 kilogauss over most of the chaober region, i t 
dropped by 10 percent at the end of the chambers. The foi l spark chaabers 
were made of 25 ym aluminum. Details of their construction are given in 
Refs. (Fi.64) and (Ca.65). The β-γ detector consisted of three 12 x 32 
inch shower counters, sandwiched between four thin spark chambers, each 
four gaps, to observe electron showers. The three shower counters Ε., E-, 
and E, were 12 inches high and 32 inches long, each counter being four lay­
ers of 3/32 inch lead sheet between five layers of 1/8 inch sc int i l la tor . 
There were holes in the center of these detectors to let the beam pass 
through without interacting. The hole in the f irst two detectors was 3 in­
ches high and 2 inches wide and in the third detector 2-1/2 inches high and 
1-1/2 inches wide. After the β-γ detector came a range chamber that con­
sisted of 24 two-gap spark chaabers made of 48 x 36 inch aluminum plates 
1/8 inch thick. In front of each of the f irst 20 chambers was a 3/8 inch 
brass plate, and a 3/4 inch brass plate was in front of each of the others. 
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One of the aspects of this experiment was a study of the Κ , spec­
trum. An extra absorber was used during this part of the experiment to 
trigger preferentially on muons. This absorber was located between the β-γ 
2 
detector and the range chambers, and consisted of 320 gm/cm of lead, 25 
2 2 2 
gm/cm of brass, 7 gm/cm of aluminum, and 6 gm/cm of plastic. The re­
sults of this investigation have been reported in Ref. (Са.ббВ). The main 
use of the range chamber was in this experiment. Also, it helped in the 
identification of electrons and gammas. It turned out that in the discov­
ery of the CP violating decay mode K. -*• π + π", mentioned in Section 1.7, 
one event was positively identified as such by the interactions of the two 
pions in the range chamber; see also Ref. (Ab.64). 
The top and side views of the momentum chambers in the magnet were 
photographed through a system of mirrors with a single camera. A 10° stereo 
pair picture of the top view of the shower and range chambers was taken with 
a second camera. Thirty-five nan film was used in both cameras. 
The spark chambers were fired by a coincidence AME.E.E.CZE)?, where 
A is an anticounter in the beam in front of the evacuated pipe that elimi­
nated stray particles. M is a counter placed after the pipe in the magnet 
between the foil chambers that signaled a K-meson decay. Ρ is one of the 
six contiguous counters which indicated that a charged particle had entered 
the range chamber. (ΣΕ) refers to the sum of the three undiscriminated 
pulses from the shower counters that were linearly added in a mixer. The 
discriminator of (ΣΕ) was set "just above minimum ionizing" to suppress the 
triggering of the system by one straight through minimum ionizing particle. 
This requirement made the system trigger somewhat preferentially on useful 
K-decays (which are decays in which the two charged particles entered the 
S-γ detector). About halfway in the experiment, the direction of the mag­
netic field was inverted to minimize the effect of possible counter biases 
on a measurement of the charge asymmetry. The electronic circuitry to fire 
the spark chambers was of conventional design. It consisted of a vacuum 
tube amplifier, followed by spark gaps. The triggering frequency was about 
1 trigger per beam pulse. 
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2.2 DATA REDUCTION FOR EXPERIMENT I AT BROOKHAVEN 
Forty-three thousand pictures were taken with the apparatus described 
in Section 2.1» not including the K° 3 experiment discussed in Ref. (Са.ббВ). 
A typical picture of the momentum chamber is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. The 
photographs of the momentum chamber were scanned for measurable and analyza-
ble K° decays, defined as a "V" with two oppositely curved tracks, appearing 
to intersect in the evacuated pipe. Both tracks of the V had to have a min­
imum of four sparks for a useful momentum determination. Double scanning 
of all pictures yielded 7,400 V's for measuring, or 18 percent. The rest 
were useless photographs which fall into two categories: 
a) Interactions of the beam in counter M in the magnet, which oc­
curred in 58 percent of the pictures taken. 
b) Events either with one measurable prong, or with a single track 
from a stray particle, or with two tracks that curved in the same direction, 
which accounts for 24 percent of the pictures. 
The scanning criteria did not introduce any bias, since identical criteria 
were applied in the Monte Carlo programs that calculated the detection ef­
ficiency. See Section 2.3. 
Flg. 2.2.1. Typical event seen In the momentum chamber of 
Experiment I. The straight parallel lines are 
fiducial lines. 
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The measurement of the spark position on the film was done with a 
Hydel measuring machine and processed on an IBM 7094 computer. Each track 
was fitted to a helix using computer programs described in Refs. (Fi.64) 
and (Ca.65). The distance of closest approach of the two helices of each V 
was taken as the decay point of the K-meson. This decay point had to lie 
within the fiducial volume inside the evacuated pipe. This criterion, plus 
reasonable requirements concerning the goodness of the track fitting [for 
details see Ref. (Ca.65, Section III), and Ref. (Fi.64, Section III)] re-
duced the sample to 4,124 useful V's for a kinematical analysis. About 20 
percent of the measured V's turned out to be interactions of the beam in 
the counters A or M which had not been rejected by the cautious scanner. 
Another 19 percent fell outside the fiducial volume, which was shorter than 
the length of pipe, because the decay region was limited to the homogeneous 
part of the magnetic field. It excluded interactions of the beam in the 
front and end window of the pipe. Less than 5 percent of the measured V's 
failed the criterion for track fitting or closest approach of the two heli-
ces. In order to determine our measurement accuracy, over half of the 
events were measured twice. The accuracy of measuring the momentum in the 
laboratory was typically about 3 percent for a track of 1 GeV/c. 
The decay point of every measured event was recorded, and from this 
compilation the beam direction with respect to the fiducials of the momen-
tum chambers was accurately determined. Furthermore, the compilation gave a 
good measurement of the beam size. The beam size thus determined was in ac-
cord with the one calculated from the size and location of the collimator. 
The role of the 3-Y detector and range chamber will become clear in 
the next chapters. 
2.3 TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE STUDY OF K0_ DECAY 
lió 
All V's that originated in the fiducial volume in the evacuated pipe 
were considered K. decays. This was a safe assumption since neutron decays 
could be ignored and the interactions of the neutral beam with the residual 
gas in the pipe were negligible. 
The 4,124 good V's were followed through the β-γ detector and 1,079 
events showed one track that showered, which was indicative of an electron 
track. These events were labeled Κ , candidates. Details about the 
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scanning for electrons are given in Ref. (Fi.64) that deals with the К _ 
CO 
spectrum. The remaining sample of 3,050 events consisted of K(+-0) decays 
and K._ decays—that i s , К _ and undetected К _ —where the electron did 
not pass through the $-γ detector. The rare decay modes, such as K? -*• π" + 
• η » 4· 
π , К -»• π + π + γ, radiative K-meson decay, e t c . , can be ignored here. 
In general, К(000) did not trigger the system, except possibly via the 
Dalitz pair mode: К -»· 3π •* 5γ + e + e". This mode will also be ignored. 
To separate the K(+-0) decays from K,_, we exploited the small energy 
release in K(+-0) in comparison with K._, as has been done in similar exper­
iments; see for instance the references cited in Table 3.1.1. One assumes 
2 2 
that every V i s a K(+-0) decay and calculates Ρ1 , where P' i s the square 
of the momentum of the К meson in that reference frame in which the total 
longitudinal momentum of the two charged particles (that i s , the momentum 
component along the direction of the K-beam) i s set equal to zero: , 2 2 2.2 „ 2 2 . 2 _2 
- (пц. -m - m ) -4m m - 4m„ P.. 
Ρ'
2
 - І З 2 SÌ o ç К ^
 ( 2 з Л ) 
0
 4(Р* • •*) 
SL. i s the mass of the K., m i s the mass of the π , m i s the invariant 
mass of the two charged particles which one assumes to be pions, and Ρ i s 
the sum of the transverse momenta of the two charged particles. The 
P' distribution of our total sample of 4,124 К decays, before removal of 
the К , decays, i s shown in Fig. 2.3.1. Genuine K(+-0) have P' > 0, while 
K0_ have a P' distribution that i s centered around - 20 x 10" 
13
 2 0 2 
(MeV/c) with a small t a i l extending into the region of P' > 0. The fi-
2 0 
nite resolution of our experiment causes the P' distribution for K(+-0) to 0
 2 have a short t a i l into the region of negative P' . The clear separation 
between the K(+-0) and Κ._ peaks i s evident in Fig. 2.3.1. The previously 
mentioned sample of К _ events was also used to obtain a P' distribution. 
2 о 
From a comparison of this P' spectrum of the К _ sample* we concluded that 
our sample of 1,079 K0- candidates contained 60 ± 30 K(+-0) events. The 
mislabeled events were due to pion charge exchange in the 8-γ detector: 
π ·+· π -*• 2γ, where one of the photons converted promptly and simulated an 
electron shower. All Κ , candidates were removed from our sample; this did 
* We assumed a vector i n t e r a c t i o n f o r K*,. The number quoted does 
not change, w i t h i n the stated e r r o r , when the K" form f a c t o r Is varied 
over a wide range. 
-40 -20 +20 •f40 (THOUSANDS) 
P¿2 In (MéV/c)2 
Flg. 2.3.1. Ρ'2 distribution for all V s . The shaded part 
Is the sample after the criteria for small 
measurement error have been applied. Furthermore, 
only events with P'2 > - 9000 (MeV/c)2 were shaded. 
P'2 Is defined In 0 the text, Eq. (2.3.1). 
not affect our measurement of the pion spectra of K(+-0) because the few 
mislabeled (K+-0) events were uniformly distributed over the Dalitz plot. 
All events with Ρ . 2 < - 9000 (MeV/c) were considered K°_ decays and not 
2 further used. This low cutoff in P' insured that all useful K(+-0) were 
retained. Only a few grossly mismeasured K(+-0) decays (we estimate less 
2 2 
than 20) could have P' < - 9000 (MeV/c) . There remained 1,574 events for 
further analysis, with more than 75% being K(+-0). 
A study of the measurement accuracy revealed that the curvature of 
a track of four sparks could not be determined well enough for our purpose 
when the momentum was high. To improve our measurement resolution we re­
moved all events which had a track with only four sparks. Furthermore, we 
required the calculated accuracy of each track measurement, defined by a 
goodness of fit criterion of the fitted helix through the measured points, 
to be better than a certain number, which corresponded to an uncertainty in 
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the measured momentum of less than 4%. In this way we removed 272 bad 
events which could not be adequately measured. This purification did not 
affect the measurement of the pion spectra because the bad events were more 
or less uniformly distributed over the Dalitz plot. (The subsequent analy­
s i s of the slope of the π spectrum was also carried out for the case where 
the bad events had been retained. The resulting value for the slope para­
meter σ was the same as for the purified sample but with a larger error.) 
The shaded spectrum in Fig. 2.3.1 i s the P' distribution of the purified 
sample; the improved resolution i s apparent in the peak to valley ratio. 
2.3.1. Neutral Pion Spectrum 
Assuming for a moment that the whole sample of 1,302 events that re­
mained were K(+-0) decays, one can calculate the π 0 energy of each event in 
the K, center of mass from the equation 
Р Г Л "Ê * ' о " ^ Ε ι ' E 2 - Pi ' h
 r 2 , 2 ì 
E ( , r )
 2ÎÇ ^ » ( 2 · 3 · 2 ) 
• -*•-*• 
where E., E- i s the energy in the laboratory of ττ , IT and p., p» i s the 
momentum in the laboratory. The result i s plotted in Fig. 2.3.2a. Note 
that in our calculation Ε(π0) can have a value smaller than 135 MeV. In 
this way we avoided deleting the spectrum due to small measurement errors, 
especially at E(ir0) close to threshold. Finally, we required that a real 
K(+-0) decay be consistent with the expression: 
[Ε(π0) • 5 MeV]2 > m2 • P2 » (2.3.3) 
where E(ir0) was calculated from Eq. (2.3.2) . The extra S MeV at the left 
side of Eq. (2.3.3) was inserted to avoid deleting the K(+-0) sample due to 
measurement errors, which in general caused an error in E(ir ) of a few MeV. 
The "KOt-O) consistency requirement" of Eq. (2.3.3) removed 104 K°3 decays 
from our sample. We were left with the final sample of 1,198 events for 
the study of the pion spectra in K(+-0) which i s shown in the unshaded dis­
tribution of Fig. 2.3.2a. We have shown also in this figure the phase 
space distribution, normalized to the sample of 1,198 events. We estimate 
that the final sample contained 30 ± 18 undetected К . and 68 i 20 K¿3 
events. These numbers were obtained from a study of ar t i f i c ia l ly generated 
P'2 distributions for K0_ and K°_ which included the triggering efficiency, 
о ел &<э 
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135 155 175 
Е(тгО) MeV 
Flg. 2.3.2. (а) Calculated energy spectrum, using Eq. (2.3.2), 
of π 0 In K*, cm. for the sample of 1302 
events. The shaded part consists of 104 
events that do not fulfill the K* consistency 
requirement of Eq. (2.3.3). The smooth curve 
is the invariant phase space, normalized to the 
"unshaded" part (1,198 events). 
(b) Same as (a) for the subsample of "γ observed" 
events. 
They do not change appreciably when the form factors for К _ and К - are 
varied within the known range. The background consisted of 72 ± 36 events 
due to the following: unnoticed faulty measurements (from a study of re-
measurements we estimate about 20 events), scattering of pions in the wall 
of the pipe and in the scintillator О 25 events), radiative and rare decay 
modes (y 5 events), and π decay in flight (^  22 events). These events are 
more or less uniformly distributed over the K(+-0) Dalitz plot. 
The triggering and detection efficiency of our apparatus for K(+-0) 
decay as a function of the pion energy in the K. center of mass system was 
calculated with a Monte Carlo program, using the matrix method discussed in 
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Ref. (Ca.60B). This program took into account the selection criteria, 
cutoff, etc., imposed on the data. Thus, biases were avoided. The effi­
ciency in various parts of the Dalitz plot was constant to ± 10%. The av­
erage efficiency for bins of constant pion energy varied less than ± 5%. 
The resolution function was obtained from the analyses of remeasurements 
and a study of the measurement accuracy. The r.m.s. error in the pion ener­
gy in the K° cm. system was 2 MeV in the middle of the Dalitz plot. This 
value varied somewhat across the Dalitz plot. In Fig. 2.3.3 is shown the 
r spectrum divided by phase space and corrected for efficiency and resolu­
tion. The straight line through the data points will be discussed in Sec­
tion 3.1. 
2.0 
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NhrQ) 
Φ 
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Fig. 2.3.3. ir0 spectrum divided by phase space φ. The straight 
line is a least squares fit to our final sample. It 
fits the expression Ν(π0)/φ = I + 2a IZTiii0) - Τ 1 
_ о max 
x fiLVm with a = - 0.204 ± 0.018. The solid error 
К IT о 
bars represent statistical errors only. The dashed 
line along the first point shows the systematic un­
certainty on this point; see Section 3.1. 
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2.3.2. Charged Pion Spectra 
We shall now discuss the charged pion spectra. There is a twofold 
ambiguity in the calculation of the laboratory energy of the K. from the 
measured momenta of the charged pions. Consequently, there is a related 
twofold ambiguity in the calculation of the energy of the charged pions 
Ε (π ), in the К cm. system. Monte Carlo calculations showed that the so-
lution which gave the lower laboratory energy for the Κ., called the low-
ECK.) solution, was the correct one for 78% of the K(+-0) decays registered 
by our system. All calculations concerning the charged pions were performed 
twice, once using the Ιοκ-Ε(Κ,) solution for all events in the sample, and 
once using the high-E(K.) solution. Although the positions corresponding 
to the high and low energy solutions on the Dalitz plot may be quite differ­
ent for a particular event, the changes seem to average out. As we shall 
see, both our high and low energy solutions gave the same spectra within our 
experimental errors. 
First we show that the π and ir~ spectra are the same. Then it is 
permissible to add the two curves, which reduces statistical fluctuations. 
A sensitive way to investigate how identical the two spectra are, is by an­
alyzing the ratio of the number of ir mesons and the number of ir mesons as 
a function of the kinetic energy T(ir ). This ratio is illustrated in Fig. 
2.3.4a for the low-E(K.) solution. Though the points on the plot are some­
what scattered, there is no indication of a systematic deviation from one, 
and we conclude that within the limited statistics the π and ir~ spectra 
are identical. The obvious implications of this statement with respect to 
CP invariance will be discussed in Section 3.1.4. In Fig. 2.3.4b the same 
ratio is shown as in Fig. 2.3.4a, but now for the high-ECK.) solution. 
From this picture we conclude that the twofold ambiguity does not introduce 
a charge asymmetry, which is not unexpected. In Figs. 2.3.5a and 2.3.5b 
is shown the charged pion spectrum (sum of π and ir' spectra) for the low 
and high-E(K.) solutions respectively. Also shown in Fig. 2.3.5 is the 
normalized invariant phase space. As mentioned earlier, the ambiguity does 
not seem to have a noticeable effect on the shape of the pion spectrum. 
Finally, in Fig. 2.3.6a is shown the charged pion spectrum for the low-E(KL) 
solution divided by phase space and corrected for the detection efficiency 
and measurement resolution. The corresponding plot for the high-EfK.) solu­
tion is shown in Fig. 2.3.6b. The straight line through the data points 
will be discussed in Section 3.1. 
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Fig. 2.3.4. Number of π / number of ir", as a function of their kinetic 
energy in the K[ cm. Figure (a) is for the low-E(KL) solu­
tion, and Fig. (b) is for the hIgh-E(KL) solution to the 
twofold kinematical ambiguity. The straight line shows the 
ratio for the case of no CP violation. 
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Fig. 2.3.5. Charged pion spectrum as a function of the kinetic energy in 
the K? cm. The smooth curve shows the Invariant phase space, 
(a) snows the low-E(K ) solution, and (b) the hlgh-EdC) 
solution. 
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Fig. 2.3.6. Charged pion spectrum divided by phase space. The 
straight line is a least squares fit with the expression 
Міг ф = I + σ
±
[:2Τ(π±) - T ^ D ty/ti? ; 
it will be discussed in Section 3.1. 
(a) shows the low-EOC ) solution, where we found σ. = 
0.096 ± 0.009; 
(b) shows the hlgh-E(K ) solution with σ = + 0.111 ± 
0.011. L 
In view of the later discussion on CP invariance and the linear ma­
trix element approximation to K° decay, we recast the w and ir~ spectra in 
terms of the X parameter defined in Section 1.5, Eq. (1.5.1): 
X - - Л (Sj - S2)/2iiiK Q - Л [Т(тг+) - T(Tr_)]/Q . 
Fig. 2.3.7 illustrates the Dalitz plot for K(+-0) decay. First we show 
that our data are consistent with a Dalitz plot that is symmetric in the X 
parameter. This is done through the ratio R » Ν(+Χ.)/Ν(-Χ.), where R is 
the number of events in a vertical bin in Fig. 2.3.7 at *Х^, divided by the 
number of events in a vertical bin at -X.. The ratio R as function of X 
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Flg. 2.3.7. Relativistic Dalîtz contour for К 0, decay. 
At the bottom of the figure are indicated 
the Dalitz axis Y « Τ(π0) and X « [Τ(ττ+) - Τ(π~)]. 
is shown in Fig. 2.3.8a and 2.3.8b for the low and high-EfK.) solutions 
respectively. There is no deviation in R from unity that is statistically 
significant, thus the X parameter is symmetric with respect to the point 
X a o, and the left and right half of Fig. 2.3.7 can be added to reduce 
the statistical fluctuations. In Fig. 2.3.9 is plotted the spectral densi­
ty as function of |x|; this is the number of events per vertical bin of 
Fig. 2.3.7 divided by phase space and corrected for efficiency and resolu­
tion. Figure 2.3.9a shows the low-E(KL) solution and Fig. 2.3.9b the high-
EiK.) solution. The end point at |x| = 0.9 is very sensitive to the exact 
resolution of the experiment and to various systematic errors, as discussed 
in Section 2.3.4, and it is considered unreliable. It has been ignored in 
further analyses. The straight line through the data points of Fig. 2.3.9 
will be discussed in Section 3.1. 
There is no noticeable difference between the two solutions of the 
kinematic ambiguity as presented in Figs. 2.3.5 to 2.3.9. In view of the 
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tion for the linear matrix element approximation, Eq. (1.5.7c) 
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symmetry observed between ir and IT in K(+-0) decay, together with an a l­
most uniform detection efficiency across the Dalitz p l o t , t h i s i s not a 
surprising finding. 
2.3.3. Special Sample 
A special sample of K(+-0) candidates was obtained by scanning a l l 
4,129 good V's for a gamma ray in the 0-γ detector. This special sample is 
discussed in Section 2.4, where the scanning d e t a i l s are given. The sample 
was used to search for the decay mode К •*• IT + π + γ . After applying the 
c r i t e r i o n for the goodness of the track f i t and af ter removing the 4-spark 
events, there remained 372 events. The two charged tracks of one event 
looked like e~ and e . This event was considered а К ·*• 3π •* 5γ + e + e 
2 L 
and removed. The P' d i s t r ibut ion of the 371 events i s shown in Fig. 
о _ 
2.3.10. It indicates that the sample contains mainly K(+-0). The Е(тт ) 
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Flg. 2.3.10. P¿2 
ray in the Β-γ detector 
A" distribution for al I events which showed a gamma 
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distribution in the К. center of mass for these events is shown in Fig. 
2.3.2b. It was calculated using Eq. (2.3.2). To remove most of the faked 
events due to either π decay in flight, interactions in the scintillator, 
mislabeled γ events, or radiative K.^ decays, we further required that each 
event be consistent with a K(+-0) decay, defined by Eq. (2.3.3). There re­
mained 343 clean K(+-0) events. The π spectrum of this sample, divided by 
phase space and corrected for efficiency and resolution, is shown in Fig. 
2.3.3. It is in excellent agreement with the large sample. 
2.3.4. Error Analysis 
The experiment described above required a "zero constraint fit" to 
obtain the pion spectra. We investigate here the effect of systematic er­
rors on the results. We shall mainly discuss the π spectrum divided by 
phase space. Fig. 2.3.3. The π energy of each event was calculated using 
+ 
Eq. (2.3.2) and the accuracy was determined by the uncertainty of the π 
momentum measurement and the errors in the masses of the mesons. The obvi­
ous effect of a systematic error in mass or momentum is to shrink or expand 
the area of the Dalitz plot, that is to say, events are pushed in or out of 
the theoretical boundary of the Dalitz plot. Therefore, the first and last 
bin of Fig. 2.3.3 are the ones to be affected. The masses of the pions are 
known accurately enough; however, the mass of K. is not sufficiently known 
for the purpose. In our calculation we have used IIL. * 497.8 MeV. A con­
servative estimate of the uncertainty is óm.. « 0.3 MeV. The uncertainty in 
the magnetic field in our experiment is 1/2%. Table 2.3.1 shows the effect 
of these uncertainties on the population of the first, second, and last 
data points of Fig. 2.3.3. The total systematic error of the first point 
of Fig. 2.3.3 amounts to about 26%. For other points it can be ignored. 
It is clear that no statements can be made concerning a possible depletion 
of the first bin, as has been suggested by other measurements, see Refs. 
(Ba.65), (AS.65A) and (As.65). Because the error bars in Fig. 2.3.3 indi-
cate the statistical uncertainty only, we have indicated the systematic er-
rors in the first point by a broken line. 
Similar arguments to the above concerning the effect of the system-
atic errors hold for the charged pion spectrum of Fig. 2.3.5, but only the 
last bin is affected here, and it has been omitted for the numerical analy-
sis. 
As stated earlier, the unnoticed Κ„, decays, mismeasurements in our 
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ι» 
II 
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6mK » 0.3 
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MeV 
MeV 
MeV 
δΕ(π0) 
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1/2 MeV 
1 
1/2 
1 
ъ 
0.2 
0.2 
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MeV 
MeV 
MeV 
0 
MeV 
MeV 
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6Ν(ΤΓ0) 
Φ 
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2% 
4% 
л* 0 
6.5% 
1% 
^ 0 
Data point 
in Fig. 2.3.3 
first 
first 
second 
second 
last 
first 
second 
last 
Comment 
ρ(π ) = ρ(π ) 
pCir*) » ?(π+) 
ρ(π ) = ρ(π ) 
рС^) » Ρ(*+) 
Table 2.3.1. Systematic errors and their effect on the π β 
spectrum. δΕ(π0) is the shift or change in the 
calculated π 0 energy, using Eq.
+
(2.3.2), due to 
the uncertainty in m. or in ρ(π -). 
sample, etc., are more or less uniformly distributed over the Dalitz plot. 
Their nimber is small and the uncertainty in this contamination does not 
affect the slope of the pion spectra beyond the statistical error. (We 
estimate that this background has less than 6% effect on the slope.) 
Finally, we mention the finite resolution function of our system 
which tends to "smear" some events outside the boundary of the Dalitz plot. 
We have calculated and measured the resolution function, see Section 2.3.2. 
It has been taken into account in obtaining Figs. 2.3.3 and 2.3.6. Again 
the first and last bin of Fig. 2.3.5 and the last bin of Fig. 2.3.6 are 
most sensitive. We have checked the shape of our resolution function by 
comparing the observed P' distribution with a calculated distribution in 
which the resolution function was folded in. It is worthwhile to remark 
2 
that a good check is provided by the position of the peak in the P' dis-
3 2 
tribution. This peak lies between 0 and 1 * 10 (MeV/c) and depends sen­
sitively on the value of the magnetic field and on the direction of the K^ 
beam. 
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2 . 4 TREATMENT OF EXPERIbCNTAL DATA TOR THE STUDY OF THE DECAY 
K° •*• tt* * ir" + γ 
All V's measured with the moment un chaiAers were inspected in the 
acoHpanying photographs of the 0-γ detector for a gamma ray shower. This 
yielded the "special sample" already referred to in Section 2.3.3. To in­
sure a good determination of the momentum, only V's which had five sparks 
per track in the momentum chamber were considered. A gamma ray shower was 
defined as follows: 
a) Three or more associated sparks in the second, third or fourth 
chamber of the β-γ detector (note that each chamber has four gaps). 
b) No sparks along the line of flight of the gamaa in the first 
spaile chamber of the Β-γ detector. (This first chamber is located before 
the shower counters; see Fig. 2.1.2.) 
c) No straight, "clean" track in the range chamber following the 
detector along the line of flight of the gamma ray. This was an extra pre­
caution against charged particles that had not produced a track in the 
first chamber. We note that every electron, before reaching the range cham­
ber, had to travel through eight radiation lengths of material in the β-γ 
detector. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that no electron would 
produce a clean, straight track in the range chamber. 
The scanning for gamma candidates was done twice, each time by a 
different scanner, following the most liberal interpretation of the above 
rules. The final gaimaa identification was done by a physicist, and the 
following criterion was observed in addition to the above: 
d) The gamma candidate should not appear along the line of flight 
of a charged particle. The flight-line was obtained from an extrapolation 
of the charged particle trajectory in the momentum chaaber. 
Special attention was given to: 
a) Possible delta rays which, through Bremsstrahlung, could fake a 
low energy photon in the neighborhood of a charged particle track. 
b) Pion charge exchange: ir •+ π •»• 2γ. 
c) The "characteristic appearance" of an energetic gamma ray (> 100 
MeV). A trained observer can distinguish with remarkable accuracy a gamma 
ray from a spurious track (say, from a neutron interaction), from a spark 
chamber breakdown, etc., due to the characteristic shower pattern of a gam­
ma ray. 
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Out of the total collection of measured events, only 372 events ful­
filled the above criteria for a gamma ray. One event showed expected char-
e + e~ + 5γ and was not further considered. acteristics* for the decay π 
The remaining 371 events are, in principle, candidates for the decay 
K° •*· IT* • ir" • γ 
Κ
Ιί
(ππγ) (2.4.1) 
However, we expect mainly К .; see also Section 2.3.3. The branching ratio 
for К - is about 12%, which is much larger than the branching ratio esti­
mated for К(тпгу), Refs. (On.64) and (Pe.64). 
For every candidate the energy of the missing particle in the K. 
cm. was calculated from the direction and momenta of the two 
charged particles in the momentum chamber. In this calculation we assumed 
that the missing particle was a gamma and the charged particles were pions. 
The result is shown in Fig. 2.4.1. As far as the kinematics extracted from 
i -
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Fig. 2 . 4 . 1 . Photon energy of a l l events with a gaimta ray In the β-γ 
detector, calculated from the charged pion t r a j e c t o r i e s 
in the magnet under the assumption t h a t the decays are 
K? -*• Tt+ + Tt~ + γ. The shaded events are inconsistent 
with К^з decay; a l l others are consistent with K", decay. 
* The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are an e l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n p a i r and one or 
more gamma rays. 
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the two charged pions is concerned, the K__ decay mode is indistinguishable 
from Κ(·ητγ). Moreover, one of the gamma rays from π can appear in the de­
tector at the same place as the photon from Κ(ππγ). To facilitate the han­
dling of this К_ background—which is fortunately restricted to the upper 
part of the photon spectrum of Κ(ιπτγ)—the sample was divided into two 
groups, as marked in Fig. 2.4.1 by the broken vertical line. 
GROUP I. Events for which the energy of the assumed gamma ray in 
the К cm. is smaller than 105 MeV; these events cannot originate from K0_. 
There are six events in this group. 
GROUP II. Events for which the energy of the assumed gamma ray in 
the K. cm. is larger than 105 MeV. Besides the candidates for Κ(πτΓγ), 
ь _ 
this group contains the background of К_ decays. There are 365 events in 
this group. 
Since the laboratory momentum of the incident K. is unknown, there 
are in general two solutions for the direction of the gamma ray in the lab­
oratory. This is another manifestation of the kinematical ambiguity dis­
cussed in the preceding section. For each candidate we compared the 
observed vertex position of the gama ray shower in the $-γ detector with 
the two positions calculated from the kinematics of the charged pions in 
the magnet chaaber. The accuracy in locating the vertex of a gamma ray 
shower is better than one inch. In none of the six events belonging to 
Group I is the observed gamma ray closer than four inches to the predicted 
position, except one event at 2-1/2 inches. For this event, the fit of the 
sparks to one of the tracks was not good, despite several remeasvirements, 
and we believe that this was due to scattering of the pion in the momentum 
spark chamber. All events of Group II were fitted with the К_ decay hy-
^ 2 , <к2 . i
n
 . „
л
 .,_„,_.2 π ό pothesis, namely, E ( О * - • О Н • |Pt • 20 MeV/c| . This equation 
makes allowance for uncertainties in the track measurement. The inçortant 
quantity here is the sum of the measured transverse momenta of the two 
charged pions, for which we allowed 20 MeV/c uncertainty.* Three-hundred 
fifty-one events of Group II were compatible with Κ , decays; they are not 
used for further analysis. Only 14 events remained which were incompatible 
with K°_ decay. They are shaded in Fig. 2.4.1. For 13 of these events, 
the difference between the predicted and the observed position of the gama 
* This criterion Is a little less stringent than the one applied in 
Section 2.3, Eq. (2.3.3), to select Indisputable Κ·, decays. 
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ray in the 8-γ detector is greater than four inches. The observed gamma 
ray of the one remaining event is within 1/2 inch of the predicted position, 
and the measurement of the tracks in the magnet chambers is very reproduc­
ible and accurate. Both tracks are short of their predicted range in the 
range chamber; thus, they are pions. This event is our only candidate for 
К(тгпу), the radiative two-pion decay of the K, meson. 
We can account for the 19 events that neither fit K° -»• τπτγ nor K°_ 
in one of the following ways: 
a) Unidentified К _ decays because one of the charged pions decayed 
in the magnet and the ρ track gave rise to an apparent wrong transverse mo­
mentum. We estimate about six events in this category. 
b) Scattering of pions in the wall of the vacuum pipe, in the scin­
tillator, or in the spark chamber material. We estimate three to nine 
events. 
c) Unidentified K__ decays because of an error in the momentum 
measurement of the pion tracks sufficient to make more than the allowed 20 
MeV/c error in the transverse momentum. This is mostly the case for tracks 
with five or six sparks or for tracks that go nearly parallel to the spark 
chamber plates. These cases occur mainly in Group II. We estimate that 
there are about six events. 
d) Radiative K.- decays. We estimate one event. 
e) Radiative К _ decays. 
Our one remaining candidate cannot be accounted for as a case of (a), (c), 
or (d). Since (e) is rare, we can state that to the extent that (b) is un­
likely, we have observed one radiative two-pion decay of the K. meson. The 
ray center of mass energy of this event is 120 MeV. 
2.5 NEUTRAL K-MESON BEAM AND DETECTION APPARATUS FOR EXPERIMENT II AT 
ARGONNE 
The second phase of our investigations of the decay of the neutral 
long-lived K-meson was carried out at the Argonne National Laboratory using 
the 12.5 GeV Zero Gradient Synchrotron (Z.G.S.). The layout of the 31° K° 
beam is shown in Fig. 2.5.1, and it is very similar to the layout of the 
neutral beam described in Section 2.1. A minor difference was the thickness 
of the lead filter which was reduced to 2 inches to enhance the K-flux. 
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Fig. 2.5.1. Layout of 31° neutral beam for Experiment II 
at Ζ.G.S. at the Агдопп . 
During the experiment the Z.G.S. operated at an energy of 11.6 GeV. The 
repetition rate was one per 2.5 sec. Two internal targets were used, name­
ly a 1/8 inch x 1/2 inch x 1/2 inch beryllium target and a 1/8 inch χ 1/4 
inch x 3.85 inches Cu (Al-bronze) target. The internal beam varied between 
1-5 x 10 protons per pulse and the beam spill varied from 50 - 400 milli­
seconds. The beam was defined by a four-foot long brass collimator at 46 
feet from the internal target; the aperture was 1.2 inches χ 1.8 inches. 
Besides the defining collimator the beam had three intermediate collimators, 
a sweeping magnet to remove charged particles, and the aforementioned two-
inch thick lead filter to remove gammas. The number of K-mesons passing 
through our detector was 550 per pulse per 1 χ 10 protons on the Cu 
target, and the number of neutrons was estimated to be 50,000. The detec-
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tion apparatus was located at 57 feet from the internal Z.G.S. target. It 
was conceptually the same as that used for Experiment I, but al l components 
were new. The apparatus, see Fig. 2.5.2, consisted of two parts: 
a) The measuring section, consisting of a vacuum pipe surrounded by 
thin spark chambers placed in a magnet, to measure the momentum vector of 
the charged decay products of K, decay; see Fig. 2.5.3. 
b) The identification system, consisting of a large spark chamber 
to identify the decay products; see Fig. 2.5.4. 
The vacuum pipe, which enclosed the fiducial volume, was a thin, stainless 
steel oval pipe with sides and ends made of 0.005 inch Mylar and dimensions 
of 3-5/8 inches χ 2-3/4 inches χ 12 inches. The pipe was inserted into the 
f irst nine chambers of the momentum chambers through a 3-inch χ 4-inch hole 
cut in the fo i ls of the f irst nine spark chambers. The momentum chamber 
consisted of 24 gaps which were made of 2 χ 0.001 inch aluminum foi l each, 
and they were 10-3/8 inches high and 30-1/4 inches wide. There were 22 
gaps v is ib le; each one was 1/4 inch wide. The momentum chambers were locat­
ed between the pole pieces of a special analyzing magnet of 30 inches χ 
45 inches, and the gap height was 14 inches. The average value of the mag­
netic field over the v is ib le gaps was 7.78 kG. The magnet had a slotted 
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Fig. 2.5.2. Detection apparatus for Experiment II. Top view 
sketch of К0, decay. 
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Fig. 2.5.3. Side view of momentum spark chambers and magnet 
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Fig. 2.5.4. Side views of range spark chambers and optics elevation. 
top pole piece through which the momentum chambers were viewed. This slot­
ted magnet pole was made by inserting 22 T-shaped steel plates and accurate­
ly made spacers, all solidly bolted together, in the existing 30-inch * 
40-inch hole of the top pole piece. The use of the slotted pole instead of 
the original pole with a hole reduced substantially the current consumption 
of the magnet, and thereby eased the cooling requirement during the hot 
summer months. It also reduced the number of necessary power supplies. A 
side benefit of the slotted pole was a lesser nonuniform magnetic field 
which simplified the analysis a little. Also, it gave somewhat less stray 
field which was important in the К _ experiment in which the μ polariza­
tion was measured. The optics for the momentum chambers consisted of an 
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echelon of 22 one-inch-wide mirrors, one for each gap, mounted at appro­
priate angles over the magnet to look through the s lots in the upper pole; 
see Fig. 2.5.4. A more detailed description i s given in Ref. (АЬ.ббА). A 
90° stereo view was obtained with the aid of a pair of additional mirrors 
alongside the chambers, inside the magnet. Both viewers were recorded on 
a single 35 mm film frame. A typical picture i s shown in Fig. 2.5.5. 
The range chamber consisted of five modules. Each module was made 
of 23 plates of 1/8-inch aluminum, with 20 useful 5/16-inch gaps per mod­
ule. Each spark chamber plate was 4 feet wide and 3 feet high. The range 
chamber was viewed by three cameras. Two cameras on top gave a small angle 
stereo (average 22"). Both viewed a set of five top mirrors, one over each 
module. An additional set of five mirrors located alongside the range 
chambers and a third camera were used to obtain another view of each track. 
The redundancy in views faci l i tated the measurement of the muon polariza­
tion in the K^ - experiment. In the К _ experiment we made good use of the 
fact that three different cameras were available. The lens of one camera 
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Fig. 2.5.5. Typical picture of the momentum chambers in 
Experiment II at Argonne. 
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was kept wide open. It showed clearly many faint sparks from electron 
showers. The sacrif ice in depth of field was not serious since this was 
taken care of by the two other cameras. The film used in a l l cameras was 
standard 35 mm. 
In the К _ part of the experiment, an absorber consisting of 2.9 
col l is ion lengths of material (4 inches of brass and 20 inches of aluminum) 
was installed in the magnet, directly downstream from the momentum spark 
chambers. The absorber was used to scatter or absorb pions through nuclear 
interaction. To reduce the precession of the muons which stopped in the 
range chamber, a two-layer mu-metal magnetic shield house was built around 
the range chambers. The side of the house facing the analyzing magnet also 
contained a one-inch-thick stee l plate. The average magnetic f ield at the 
range chamber in the house was about 0.3 Gauss. The absorber and steel 
plates were removed for the Κ , experiment, and analyzing magnet and range 
chambers were placed closer together. There remained between the momentum 
and range chanbers 2.9 gm/cm of material, namely 3/4 inch CH, 1/32 inch Cu 
and 11/16 inch Al. During the К _ experiment the magnetic f ield was peri-
odically reversed. 
The counter logic required a Α Α
β
 Μ Μ- Ω. Ω- coincidence for firing 
spark chanbers. This triggering mode tended to enhance the two-body decay 
mode for the К -*• 2ir regeneration experiment and required the charged decay 
products to enter the range chanber. Anticounter A prevented charged 
particles in the beam from triggering the system, while Α
β
, which was 
placed beside the beam, eliminated stray particles, etc . The two M count­
ers, each 1/4 inch thick, were placed between gap 12 and 13 of the momentum 
chanbers; see Fig. 2.5.2. They were separated by 3/4 inch at the beam'line. 
The Ω counters were two 3/4-inch-thick counters placed side by side and 
symmetrically with respect to the beam. In the К _ experiment a few extra 
counters were added and the triggering was s l ight ly altered to enhance de­
tection of the muons; see Ref. (Ab.66). 
The spark chambers were fired by spark gaps which in turn were driv­
en by a master gap and a hard tube amplifier. In the К _ experiment the 
range chambers were triggered after a delay of 2.2 microseconds to allow 
60% of the stopped muons to decay. The clearing f ield was reduced to 1 
Volt in this case, the normal operating value being 10 Volts. The clearing 
f ie ld of the momentum chamber was always 2 Volts (this low value was neces­
sary to reduce the spark displacement due to the Ε χ H effect to 0.4 mm). 
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The triggering rate was close to one per Ьеаш pulse when the Ьеаш on target 
was 2 x 10 protons or larger. 
2.6 DATA REDUCTION FOR EXPERIMENT II AT ARGONNE 
Experiment II was carried out at the Z.G.S. at the Argonne National 
Laboratory, and i t had several different aspects. The one we are mainly 
concerned with here i s the search for a possible charge asynmetry in K0_ 
decay to probe CP invariance; see Ref. (Ve.66). Other aspects of this ex­
periment are a search for a transverse polarization of the union in the de­
cay K, •*• π + μ -f ν and a seasureaent of the interference between the two-
pi on decay of the long-lived neutral K-aesons and regenerated short-lived 
ones. The results of these investigations have been mentioned in Section 
1.7 as part of our discussion on CP violation; they are reported in detail 
in Refs. (Ab.66), (Mi.67), (АЬ.ббА) and (Mi.66). The experimental data for 
the К - study were taken concurrently with the regeneration experiment. 
Part of the data were taken with a copper regenerator in the beam. The 
location of the regenerator was just before the anticounter A , upstream 
from the vacuum pipe. The regenerator caused K. scattering and JL· regener­
ation, which limited the usefulness of the data. To be complete, we men­
tion that an attempt was made in this experiment to measure the variation 
of the form factor in К _ decay. The analysis i s s t i l l in progress. 
The remainder of this section i s devoted to describing the data re­
duction for the К _ charge asymmetry experiment. A total of 180,000 frames 
of the momentum chamber was taken, plus the corresponding 3 x 180,000 
frames of the range chamber. The momentum chamber film was scanned for 
frames with a "V" suitable for automatic processing. A suitable V was a 
pair of tracks with opposite curvature which intersected in both views at 
the same point along the beam; the origin had to be inside the fiducial 
volume of the vacuum pipe and both tracks had to have four or more sparks 
each. The scanning efficiency was about 98%. Eighty-nine thousand frames 
were found acceptable for digit ization. All these frames were digitized 
on CHLOE, a computer-controlled flying spot scanner developed by D. Hodges, 
et a l . , at the Argonne National Laboratory, Ref. (Ho.63). The work was 
completely automated, including the finding and positioning of the frame, 
the control of the intensity of the cathode ray tube, etc. The scanning of 
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the f i lm was r e s t r i c t e d to the gap areas to speed up the measurement. 
Detai l s are given in Refs. (Mi.66), (Ho.63) and (Са.ббС). Of our scanned 
frames, 92.4% had a good V which was properly d i g i t i z e d , 6% should not have 
been on the scan l i s t , and 1.6% were l o s t due t o poor d i g i t i z a t i o n . The 
d i g i t i z e d measurement of the spark coordinates was linked into tracks using 
an IBM 7094 computer. The pattern recognit ion programs were over 90% suc­
c e s s f u l . The further processing of the track to obtain the h e l i x , to deter­
mine the momentum of the track and to find the coordinates of the or ig in of 
each V, was s imi lar to that for Experiment I , except for a more s o p h i s t i ­
cated program that took in to account the var iat ion of the magnetic f i e l d . 
Almost 27% of the events were not useful because they did not or ig inate 
from ins ide our f iducia l volume, and 5% of the events had two tracks of the 
same charge. The f inal sample consisted of 52,400 events. The average 
root mean square deviat ion of the sparks from the f i t t e d h e l i x was 0.015 
inch in the top view and 0.018 inch in the s ide view. The resultant accur­
acy in the measurement of the momentum averaged 2% for 400 MeV/c tracks to 
5% for tracks of 1 GeV/c. 
The breakdown of the number of events in our f inal sample, according 
to the thickness of regenerator in the beam, was as fo l lows: 
Regenerator Number of measured К decays 
0-inch 14,600 
1/2-inch 26,900 
3/2-inch 7,400 
3-inch 3,500 
Total - 52,400 
2.7 TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE STUDY OF CHARGE ASYbWETRY 
IN K0, DECAY 
e3 
In this experiment it was paramount that the scanning for К - decays 
be identical in both the (β~π ν) and in the (e π"ν) mode. Fortunately, the 
absolute detection efficiency was not important. The identification of a 
о ± 
К , decay was based on the shower characteristics of the e in the aluminum 
eä
 + 
115 plate range chamber. As the e~ traversed the plates of the spark cham-
ber it lost energy by ionization collisions and by Bremsstrahlung. For our 
purpose, both processes can be considered identical for electrons and 
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positrons. The main difference between e and e i s annihilation in 
f l ight, which i s very snai l , and wil l be discussed later. The e could be 
recognized as such if: 
a) one or more of the radiated photons produced an electron-positron 
pair within the fiducial volume of the chaober; 
b) one energetic delta ray or several less energetic but v is ible 
delta rays were produced; 
+ 
c) the e~ track in the range chamber was wiggly and not straight 
due to frequent co l l i s ions. 
Criteria (b) and (c) are strongly dependent on the e energy and are not 
quantitative. 
To investigate the shower characteristics of e in our range chamber, 
we studied the behavior of electron-positron pairs. These pairs were ob­
tained at the end of our experiment in a special run as follows. The lead 
f i l t e r was removed from the neutral beam and a 1/32-inch copper converter 
instal led at the entrance of the vacuum pipe. The triggering requirement 
+ 
was rearranged to trigger on e pairs produced in the converter. Besides 
supplying us with very useful e pairs, this special run provided checks on 
the mirror alignment, beam direction, computer programs, etc. These checks 
were possible because the e pairs were to a very high degree coplanar with 
the beam. 
The behavior of pions in our range chamber was studied in some de­
t a i l , particularly to find out i f pion charge exchange, that i s , π ·*• it ·*• 
2γ, could simulate an electron shower. For this purpose we used a saiqple 
of pions containing less than 1% electrons. This sample was obtained from 
the 3-inch generator run, in which coherently produced Κ„ mesons that de­
cayed through the mode Κ° •»• π + π~ were selected by the usual criteria, 
namely the right invariant mass and coplanarity with the beam. 
The range chanter pictures of the measured events were scanned for 
+ 
possible e~ candidates by trained scanners. The selection was based on the 
most liberal interpretation of the shower characteristics as manifested in 
the electron-positron pair pictures. About 6,000 possible К _ candidates 
were found. We estimate, through tests and rescanning by physicists, that 
+ 
the scanners were 95% or more eff icient for e" larger than 600 MeV. The 
scanning efficiency decreased with energy, dropping to 75 ± 15% at about 
400 MeV. 
For the purpose of investigating a possible violation of CP invari-
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ance, the most in teres t ing data sample was that of the pure K. decay, the 
so-called zero-inch regenerator events. We estimate, based on an e l a s t i c 
scat ter ing cross section of 290 nb for K? in copper, Ref. (G0.6IA), that 
the K, scat ter ing in the 1/2-inch regenerator i s 3%. With a thicker regen­
era tor , the scat ter ing i s worse; furthermore, the decay of regenerated K° 
mesons into two pions takes up a substant ia l fraction of the p i c t u r e s . 
Because of the small number of pictures taken, i t was decided that the part 
of the data with the 3/2-inch and the 3-inch regenerators was not prof i t ­
able for invest igat ing charge asytnetry, and these data wil l not be further 
discussed here. The 0-inch regenerator data were scanned twice, which 
yielded 3,200 К - candidates. The 1/2-inch film was scanned only once, 
yielding over 11,000 К _ candidates. 
The f inal se lect ion of good Κ , decays was done by phys ic i s t s , who 
ел
 + 
applied the most meticulous c r i t e r i a to obtain a pure sample of e events, 
real iz ing that the absolute detection efficiency was not inçor tant . The 
f inal r e su l t was the following: 
0-inch regenerator: we posi t ively ident i f ied 746 electron- and 793 
э 
decay. 
positron-events; each event was consistent with the kinematics for К _ 
1/2-inch regenerator: we ident i f ied 1,119 positron- and 1,195 
electron-events. 
We obtained an integrated r a t i o R (observed) = (K° -*• тГ * e + ν) / 
(K° ·* π* + e" + ν) : 
0-inch regenerator: R(obs.) * 1.06 1 0.05 
1/2-inch regenerator: R(obs.) « 0.94 ± 0.04 
The following corrections were considered: 
a) Differences in t r igger ing efficiency due to pion absorption.— 
The only s ignif icant absorbing material before the f inal s c i n t i l l a t i o n 
counters (Ω) was a 5/8-inch aluminum wall (the backwall of the box that 
enclosed the momentum chamber). Zero-prong interact ions ar is ing from p i -
meson absorption in t h i s wall produced differences in the t r igger ing eff i­
ciencies for electron and positron events. From a study of the absorption 
of the above-mentioned sample of pions in the aluminum range chamber, we 
concluded that (1.6 ± 0.2)% of the π + mesons and (2.4 ± 0.2)% of the π" 
mesons would produce zero-prong events in the 5/8-inch wall. The corrected 
r a t i o i s thus 
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0-inch: R(corr.) » {(1.024/1.016) ± 0.005} R(obs.) - 1.07 ± 0.05 
1/2-inch: R(corr.) « {(1.024/1.016) ± 0.005} R(obs.) - 0.95 ± 0.05 . 
(b) Differences in showering properties of electrons and positrons.— 
No differences were observed in the showering behavior of approximately 200 
e pairs in our range chamber. This sample was obtained from the above-
mentioned converted gamma rays. Experiments reported in Refs. (Fi.53) and 
(Ma.64) show that the differences between electron and positron BremsStrahl­
ung are concentrated at the high energy end of the photon spectra. Since we 
have over 4 radiation lengths of material in our range chamber, our abi l i ty 
to see showers produced by these high energy (300 - 1000 MeV) Bremsstrahlung 
photons i s very high and nearly independent of energy. At Bremsstrahiung 
photon energies, which are a small fraction of the energy of the showering 
e , the e~ spectra appear to be the same. 
(c) Positron annihilation in f l ight.— Measurements of the e + anni­
hi lation in f l ight show that for 200 MeV e + about 0.2* wil l be annihilated 
in f l ight in the f irst radiation length; see Refs. (Co.53) and (Ma.63). 
For our average e energy of 600 MeV, this number drops to 0.1%. 
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(d) False identification of a pion as an electron.-- While studying 
the pion interaction in aluminun we looked for pions which simulated a 
shower. This could occur by a charge-exchange reaction producing a π 0 which 
decays into two photons, at least one of which goes forward and converts. 
We found that less than 1% of all entering pions could have been falsely 
identified as electrons. Thus, we estimate that the effect of the above 
(b), (c) and (d) on our relative efficiencies for e and e" was less than 
1%. 
There was no discernible difference between the observed ratio when 
the magnetic field for the momentum chambers was up or down. The nuabers 
quoted refer to all events, combined for both polarities. 
We should mention here a valuable test on the absence of К - decays 
in our K0, sample, namely the P' test. The unit P* has been defined and 
e3 r ' о 2 0 о 
discussed in Section 2.3, Eq. (2.3.1). The P¿ distribution of our Ke3 
sample is shown in Fig. 2.7.1. This figure should be compared with Fig. 
2 
2.3.1. The absence of any peaking in the region P' > 0 clearly demaa-
strates the absence of any К - background. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
3.1 ANALYSIS OF K°3 EXPERIMENT 
Traditionally the ir0 spectrum in K(+-0) decay i s f i t ted with the 
expression 
Ν(Τ3)/φ - 1 • atymjj , (3.1.1) 
where N(T_) is the nuaber of it of energy T_, α is the slope paraaeter and 
φ is the invariant phase space; see the conpilation by Hawkins, Ref. (Ha.66) 
We have conpared our data on the w spectrum to this formula and obtained 
from a least squares fit the value 
ft. - * 0.4
Λ 
α
 " "
 ( 6
·
7
 - 0.53 ' 
Our result i s in satisfactory agreement with other experiments, as shown in 
Table 3.1.1. 
We prefer to f i t our π 0 spectrum to the symétrie f irs t order linear 
Spectna approximation (syanetric with respect to the center of the Dalitz 
p lo t ) , which was introduced in Section 1.5: 
N(T3)/# - 1 • 2 σ
ο
(2Τ 3 - Т ^ ) m^ /mj , ( l .S.7c) 
where m,, - 497.7 MeV, в^ - 139.6 MeV and Τ - 53.8 MeV. A least squares 
f i t to the data—indicated by the straight l ine in Fig. 2.3.3—was used to 
obtain the slope paraaeter: σ - - 0.204 ± 0.018; the error i s s t a t i s t i c a l 
only. When we include an estimate of other experimental errors, the final 
value i s σ • - 0.204 ± 0.025. 
о 
The charged pion spectrum, shown in Fig. 2.3.6, was fitted to an 
equation which is similar to Eq. (1.5.7c), naaely 
Ν(Τ
±
)/φ - 1 • 2 σ
±
{(2Τ
±
 - Т^Ог
1)} mK/mJ . (1.5.7d) 
Note that Τ (π1) » 53.1 MeV. We ignored the last bin of Fig. 2.3.6, as 
discussed in Section 2.3.3. A least squares fit—indicated by the straight 
line in Fig. 2.3.6a—resulted in the value σ
±
 - • 0.096 ± 0.009 for the 
Ιον-Ε(Κ,) solution. The quoted error is statistical. The high-E(K.) 
Reference Events 
Lu. 64 
Ad. 64 
As. 65 
Ho. 65 
Gu. 65 
As. 6SA 
Be. 65 
Ha. 66 
An. 66 
This expt. 
83 
79 
66 
1729 
566 
310 
130 
126 
280 
1198 
-7.3 
-7.3 
-5.5 
-7.9 
-5.8 
-(7.3 
-(7.65 
-8.6 
-(8.2 
-(6.7 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
• 
• 
± 
• 
• 
1.6 
1.7 
1.5 
0.9 
1.4 
0.6 
0.8J 
0.95. 
1.25J 
0.7 
0.9 
1.3J 
0.4. 
0.5J 
Table 3 . 1 . 1 . Published measurements of the ir slope parameter α 
In K(+-0> decay. 
solution for the charged pion spectrum, see Fig. 2.3.6b, was treated in a 
similar way as the Ιον-Ε(Κ,) solution. This resulted in σ+ - 0.111 ± 0.012. 
We consider the agreement between the two values of σ. a sufficient reason 
for neglecting any effect of the twofold ambiguity. 
Since σ and σ+ are different projections of the same density varia­
tion of the Dalitz plot of K(+-0) decay, they are related. In the linear 
matrix element approximation to К _ decay, as well as in the linear spec-
tr ie approximation, this relation i s a very simple one when one assumes CP 
invariance. Consider the Dalitz plot for K0_ decay of Fig. 2.3.7, assume 
that the three pion masses are equal and that the density along the X-axis 
i s uniform. From Fig. 2.3.7 one concludes immediately that σ « - σ cosθ • 
- σ cos 60° • - 1/2 σ . The mass difference between π and π introduces 
0 0
 о + 
a correction to this relation of the order of Τ (ττ )/T (ir ) • 1.01, 
max max 
which i s negligible. From the measurement of the neutral pion spectrvn we 
obtained σ * • 1/2 χ 0.204 « + 0.102 ± 0.009, in good agreement with the 
direct measurement of σ.. We interpret this close agreement between the two 
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determinations of σ. as evidence that the linear spectrum approximation is 
valid for К(+-0) decay. 
Fig. 2.3.9 shows that there is no structure in the spectral density 
as function of X, as expected from the discussion of the charged pion spec-
2 
trum. It is noted that no X dependence of the spectrum is apparent in 
2 
Fig. 2.3.9. An X term is the simplest observable correction to the linear 
matrix element approximation or to the linear spectrum. 
We have made a least squares fit of our data to a linear matrix ele­
ment, Eq. (1.5.7b), which should not be confused with Eq. (1.5.7c). We ob­
tained σ» > - 0.21 ± 0.02 and σ· « 0.102 1 0.012. We conclude that the 
о • 
linear matrix element approximation as expressed either in Eq. (1.5.7b) or 
in Eq. (1.5.7c) gives an adequate description of K(*-0) decay, and that any 
meaningful distinction between a linear spectrum and linear matrix element 
is beyond the sensitivity of this experiment. (To avoid confusion, we have 
labeled the slope parameter as σ' when the data were fitted to the linear 
matrix element, and as σ when the fit was made to a linear spectrum.) 
3.1.1. Isotopie Spin Analysis 
We colare here the slope parameter "0" of the linear spectrum, Eq. 
(1.5.7c) in K(+-0) decay with К(+00) and КО-»·-). We use 
- - 0.204 1 0.025 , 
• - 0.25 ± 0.02 ,* 
- + 0.093 ± 0.011 .* 
The ratios of the slopes are therefore 
σ (+-0) 
σ^7ϋϋΤ" 0 · 8 2 ± 0 · 1 2 · ( З Л - 2 а ) 
σ (+-0) 
•ЧУ (••.) ' 1 Л 0 t 0 · 1 9 » (3.1.2b) 
* Weighted average quoted by Trilling, Ref. (Tr.65). Note that the 
experiment of Kalmus et al., Ref. (Ka.64), Is quoted by Trilling to yield 
σ+(+00) » -0.24. This Is not correct, since Kalmus et al. used a linear 
matrix element, Eq. (1.5.7b), while Trilling used a linear spectrum, Eq. 
(1.5.7c), to fit the experimental data. These different fits could give 
different values for the slope parameter, as shown, for Instance, by Bis I 
et al., Ref. (BI.65). 
σ
ο
(-0) 
σ
+
(+00) 
σ (••-) 
100 
σ (+00) 
-q (••.) • ^ 3 4 * 0 · 1 9 · (3.1.2с) 
Because of discrepancies between the various experiments on the slopes of 
the odd pion spectra in К - decay as apparent from Trilling's copulation, 
it is safe to say that our experiment, as expressed in Eq». (3.1.2a) and 
(3.1.2b), is in agreement with the |Δΐ| « 1/2 rule. This rule says that 
the ratios listed in Eqs. (3.1.2a) - (3.1.2c) should all be one; see Sec­
tion l.S, especially Eq. (1.5.13). However, the data do not exclude an 
admixture of ^  15% of A (2,L) compared to A (1,L). Therefore, we cannot 
rule out the existence of a small |Δΐ| « 3/2, 5/2 transition to the I « 2 
nonsyimaetric final state in К decay. In view of the approximations that 
were used in the linear matrix element expansion and the aforementioned 
discrepancies in the experimental data, this percentage of I • 2 admixture 
should not be taken too seriously. 
Note that a comparison of the odd pion slope in K(+-0), K(+00) and 
K(++-) decay is not an exhaustive test of the validity of the |Δΐ| • 1/2 
rule. Even when there is no transition to an I » 2 state, the transition 
to the I » 1 final state can occur via a |Δΐ| • 1/2 and via a |Δΐ| • 3/2 
transition. A possible way to investigate this problem is to coapare the 
rates for K(+-0) and K(+00) decay; this is discussed by Dalitz, Ref. 
(Da.63), and Barton et al., Ref. (Ba.63). 
3.1.2. Equal-Time Current Commutators 
Next we compare our measurement of the pion spectra in K(+-0) decay 
with the theory of equal-time current commutators expounded by Callan and 
Τ re i man, Ref. (Са.ббА), and discussed in Section 1.8. Ne shall evaluate 
A(+-0), the amplitude for K(+-0) decay, for E
w
 • 0, rather than for P, • 0, 
τι Tl 
as demanded by ETCC. This was discussed in Section 1.8; see also Ref. 
(Ne.66). 
In Fig. 3.1.1 is shown our measurement of A(+-0), plotted as a func­
tion of Ε(π"). Notice that in the physical region, A(+-0) is a linear 
function of Ε(π ). This is no great surprise since we have seen earlier 
that K(+-0) decay is described very well by a linear matrix e It—at. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to use a linear extrapolation for A(+-0). In this 
way we obtained A(+-0) - 0.13 ± 0.10 at E(ir ) » 0, which is in agreement 
with the prediction by Callan and Τreiman; see Eq. (1.8.10c). Because of 
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K* decay. 
this success, we venture that the slope of the π spectrum is actually de­
termined by the fact that A(+-0) * 0 at £(**) • 0. If the matrix element 
for K(+-0) decay is linear in E(ir), then the value for the slope parameter 
is σ| « C"1T)/[BK(TjBax • 2ι»π)] - • 0.118. Both the sign and the order of 
magnitude of the co^mted slope agree with our measurement of σ' • • 0.102 
± 0.012. 
When the four momentum of the π 0 is set equal to zero, the following 
relation is obtained, see Eq. (1.8.11a): 
A(K π • ir ) - i f A(+-0) (3.1.3) 
The constant f^ has been defined in Eq. (1.8.2b). Numerically we find that 
f - 0.32 ± 0.02. 
From Tri l l ing's compilation we deduced the following value for the 
left side of Eq. (3.1.3) : 
AiKj + » " • * ) · (7.9 ± 0.2) x 10" 
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From the decay rate for K(+-0), Ref. (Tr.65), we calculated that A(+-0) > 
(8.3 ± 0.3) x 10' 7 at T(ir0) - 1/2 Τ (ir0), and thus that 0.32 A(i-O) -
- max 
(2.7 ± 0.2) x 10" . To obtain the value at Е(тг0) « 0, we multiplied by the 
extrapolation factor 
f
 •
 1
 "
 0¿(T«ax * 2|Ч> V " í - 2 · 7 4 * 0 Л 6 · 
where σ' is our experimental value: σ· » - 0.21. Thus, the right side of 
Eq. (3.1.3) is (7.4 ±0.7) x 10" , in agreement with the left side (see 
also Fig. 3.1.2). A relation very similar to Eq. (3.1.3) was obtained by 
Hara and Nanbu, Ref. (На.ббА), and independently by Suzuki, Ref. (Su.66A), 
who treated the case of K(++-) decay. The main difference is that these 
authors symmetrized the 3π final state, while Callan and Treiman did not. 
This results in an extra factor of three on the right side of Eq. (3.1.3); 
however, no extrapolation of A(*-0) is required. The numerical results ob­
tained with the symmetrized calculation are identical to those of Callan 
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and Treiman when the extrapolation factor f » 3 [corresponding to a slope 
+ + 
for the π spectrum which gives A(+-0) = 0 at Ε(π~) » 0 ] . When f « 3, the 
right side of Eq. (3.1.3) becomes (8.1 ± 0 . 7 ) x 10' , which i s also in ac­
cord with the left side. 
Bose and Biswas, Ref. (Bo.66), included in their calculation the 
case that the weak Hamiltonian for К _ decay contains 27 plet components 
H-- besides the octet H.. Specifically, they coscared the various К _ and 
К _ decay rates. We can add to this that an admixture of H.. results in 
A(+-0) )< 0 when Ρ (π ) • 0 and also that Eq. (3.1.3) does not hold. Very 
recently an aspect of this was discussed by Elias and Taylor, Ref. (El.66). 
In conclusion, we can say that our data are in agreement with the 
theory of equal-time current comutators as proposed by Callan and Treiman, 
Ref. (Ca.66A), when the extrapolation procedure outlined in Section 1.8 i s 
used. Our ir spectra indicate that the contribution of the 27 plet to the 
Hamiltonian for K(+-0) decay is insignificant. We want to remark that our 
measurement of the π slope in K(+-0), without reference to any other slope 
measurement, indicates—in the spir i t of the equal-time current algebra and 
above assumptions about extrapolation—the approximate validity of the 
|Δΐ| • 1/2 rule and octet dominance in K(+-0) decay. 
3.1.3. К - Decay Models 
The pion spectra in K(+-0) decay, see Fig. 2.3.3, show that the pop­
ulation of the Dalitz plot deviates markedly from a pure phase space dis­
tribution. The decay i s well described by a linear matrix element. A 
similar situation i s found in К(+00) and K(++-) decay, Ref. (Tr.65). Sev­
eral authors have attempted to explain the observed K__ spectra as a result 
of ir-ir final state interactions. It i s assumed that the decay proceeds 
i n i t i a l l y to a total ly syneetric I • 1 state, which i s then modified by 
final state S-wave π-π interactions; P-waves are ignored. This model pre­
dicts that the S-wave ir-ir interaction is attractive in the 1 - 2 state and 
repulsive or weak in the I « 0 state; see Ref. (Lo.61). However, this i s 
at variance with results obtained from crossing relations, Refs. (De.61) 
and (Br.61). A more sophisticated calculation of the π-π final state inter­
action that includes multiple scattering of the pions has been made by 
Gribov, Ref. (Gr.62), and Anisovitch, Ref. (An.65A). The Feynman diagrams 
that i l lustrate these models are shown in Fig. 3.1.3. 
A closer look at the π-π interaction models reveals that they lead 
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JL 
^тт: 
7Гз 
7Γ2 (α) 
'ΤΓζ 
- ^ ^ -
^ττ: 
Fig. 3.1.3. Feynman diagrams for К_, decay indicating possible final state 
ττ-π interactions that might account for the observed devi­
ations from phase space, (a) single π-π interaction, (b) and 
(c) multiple pion scattering. 
K c 
щ K* (α) 
Fig. 3.1.4. Models for К -*• Зтг and η •*• Зтг decay, (а) К* Intermediate state 
for К , decay, (b) σ Intermediate state for Κ , decay, 
(c) σ intermediate state for η decay. 
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in many cases to a nonlinear matrix eleeent. To search for possible evi­
dence for th i s , we f i t ted our measured π spectrum to the expression 
Ν(Τ,)/φ - a • b(2T_ - Τ ) • c(2TT - Τ ) 2 . v
 3 " x 3 max' v 3 max' 
We found that the error in the coefficient с was larger than the coefficient 
itself, and thus conclude that there is no detectable quadratic term in the 
matrix element. This is no surprise, since we could not distinguish between 
a linear matrix element, Eq. (1.5.7b), and a linear spectrum (Eq. 1.5.7c), 
as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. The absence of a quadratic 
term, together with the absence of any X dependence as shown in Fig. 2.3.9 
—which is easier to detect experimentally—imposes strong limitations on 
the models that try to explain the observed deviation of the Dalitz plot 
from phase space by a strong S-wave ff-ir interaction. The inclusion of a 
P-wave w-w interaction, the p-meson, markedly influences the theoretical 
prediction of the pion spectra; see Ref. (Ba.62). Our experiment is not 
accurate enough to draw useful conclusions concerning this theory. 
It has been suggested by Riazuddin et al., Ref. (Ri.61), that К -
decay proceeds via the K*(891) intermediate state as indicated in Fig. 
3.1.4a. This is an interesting speculation in view of attempts to calcu­
late the form factor in К - and К . using this resonance, Refs. (Ja.63) and 
(Ма.ббА). The K* model predicts an almost linear matrix element for К -
decay, see Ref. (Ri.61), in reasonable agreement with our experiment. 
Brown and Singer, Ref. (Br.64), have suggested the existence of a 
0 dipion resonance named a, which acts as an intermediate state in К and 
η-decay as shown in Figs. 3.1.4b and 3.1.4c. The π spectrum should have 
the form 
A -
В -
Ν(Τ3)/φ 
•σ
Γ
σ/2-κ > 
(А - τ / н 
& 2 \ -
• В
2 
С is a normalization constant, 
и„ is the mass of the σ-meson, 
Г is the width of the o-meson, 
о 
The present status of the σ model may be evaluated from Table 3.1.2. The 
К and η experiments, for which a comparison with the σ-model has been nade, 
are tabulated here. This table indicates that there are two preferred 
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Reference 
Ka. 64 
Bi. 65 
Ru. 65 
As. 65A 
An. 66 
Fo. 65 
Cr. 63 
K+ 
K+ 
K* 
K0 R2 
к
0 
K2 
η 
η 
- * • 
-* 
• * 
•*• 
· * • 
-*• 
•*• 
Decay 
π
+ 
IT 
+ 
TT 
• 
ir 
ir 
π 
π 
+ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 
π
0 
π
0 
+ 
π 
ir" 
ir" 
π" 
π" 
• 
4 
+ 
• 
• 
+ 
• 
ж
0 
π
0 
π" 
*
0 
π
0 
π
0 
π
0 
Events 
1792 
2027 
3587 
310 
229 
109 
274 
»σ 
(MeV) 
337 ± 4 
350 
340 
346 Г J4 
350 ± 10 
329 1 9 
«> : lì 
г
? 
(MeV 
87 ± 9 
80 
90 
75 + 2 7 
 - 16 
75 ± 15 
88 ± 15 
117 ± 15 
Table 3.1.2. Compilation of published determinations of the mass m , 
and the width Γ , of the σ dip Ion resonance of Brown 
and Singer, Ref. 52, based on Κ , and η(+-0) decay 
spectra. 
values for the mass of the o-aeson: •„ = 345 MeV and m^ » 400 MeV. In 
о о 
Pig. 3.1.5 is shown our ir spectrum coapared with the σ hypothesis for 
a. > 345 MeV and also for в„ « 400 MeV. This figure shows that our π 0 
spectrua—which suffers froa a large systeaatic error in the first bin, as 
discussed in Section 2.3.4—does not warrant drawing a definite conclusion 
concerning the σ hypothesis. Our experiaent in its entirety (in particu­
lar the relation between the slopes of the charged and neutral pion spec­
tra) favors a simple linear aatrix eleaent for K(+-0) decay, as stated 
earlier. Evidence against the existence of the σ-meson with a = 400 MeV 
is the observed branching ratio η(+-0)/η(000) and the data on К . decay, 
Ref. (ВІ.65А). In a very recent paper Lovelace et al., Ref. (Lo.66), con­
cluded froa a study of the dispersion relations for backward π-ρ scattering 
that there either exists a o-aeson with a very large width, Γ = 400 MeV, 
or that there is aore than one ir-ir resonance in the σ region. Our experi­
aent is not sensitive enough to reveal the existence of such a resonance. 
Our aeasureaent of the pion spectra neither shows evidence for the repul­
sive S-wave ir-ir interaction theory of Mitra and Ray, Ref. (Mi.64), nor for 
the ABC anoaaly, a strong ir-ir interaction with effective mass of about 320 
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Ю 
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T(r')MtV 
J L 
50 
Fig. 3.1.5. A fit of our data to the σ hypothesis of Brown and Singer. 
The dashed line along the first point Indicates the uncer­
tainty In this point due to systematic errors. 
K' 
Ί 
Fig. 3.1.6. Feynman diagrams for the one-plon pole model for К •* 3π 
and η •*• Ък decay. 
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MeV, see Ref. (Во.63). 
Finally, we mention the one-pion model in which η(+-0) and К _ both 
proceed predominantly through a one-pion intermediate state, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.1.6. This model predicts that σ (К® -*• τ • ir" • π0) • 
σ (η -»-π • тг" • π 0). Experimentally σ(η) » - 0.20 ± 0.03, in good agree­
ment with our measurement. However, this is not a very convincing test in 
favor of the one-pion model since the equality of the slopes follows from 
any model in which the К and η have the same I « 1 final state and the slope 
is determined by ιτ-w final state interactions. A serious difficulty of the 
one-pion pole model is the fact that it does not explain the observed 
branching ratio for η(+-0)/η(000). 
3.1.4. CP Conservation 
As discussed in Section 1.7, violation of CP invariance might mani­
fest itself as a charge asymmetry in K(+-0) decay through the X dependence 
of the matrix element: 
M(K°) - 2N(a • cY - ebX) . (1.7.7) 
The magnitude of this effect depends on ε, which is unknown but probably 
small. We have searched for a linear X dependence of the matrix element in 
K(+-0) decay through the ratio R - N(^Xi)/N(-Xi) which is shown in detail 
in Fig. 2.3.8. As remarked earlier, the data points are consistent with no 
slope in the ratio R, thus there is no X dependence and no evidence for CP 
violation. For completeness we have included the high-E(K,) solution in 
Fig. 2.3.8. A quantitative statement concerning CP conservation is con­
tained in Table 3.1.3. We have included the ratio of a sub-sample (large 
X only) to enhance a possible effect, but no effect was seen. Of course, 
tfiere are many ways to search for a charge asymmetry which is not simply 
related to X. In addition to Fig. 2.3.8, therefore, we mention the соц>аг-
ison of the π and π' spectra, illustrated in Fig. 2.3.4, which does not 
indicate any charge asymmetry either. Both tests are consistent with no 
asynmetry and thus a value for ε that is very small or zero. A particular 
model in which the CP violation is confined to |Δΐ| >_ 3/2 transition has 
been proposed by Truong, Ref. (Tr.66). He predicts a charge asysetry of 
the order of a few percent, which is beyond the scope of this experiment. 
Other models, such as that of Sachs, Ref. (Sa.64), and Lee, Ref. (Le.65), 
predict even smaller mabers. It is no surprise, therefore, that our 
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measurements do not indicate any CP violation in K(+-0) decay. 
Solution of 
Aibiguity 
Low E d ^ ) 
Low E(ICL) 
High E(KL) 
High Efl^) 
Coment 
total saaple 
only events with 
|T(ir*)-T(ir")| >_ 21 MeV 
total sanple 
only events with 
|T(ir*)-T(ir")| > 21 MeV 
timber of 
events with 
V>-T(ir>0. 
593 
2S9 
607 
293 
НіиЬег of 
events with 
Т(іг*)-Т(»')<0 
605 
273 
591 
257 
Charge Asyawtiy 
T(ir*)-T(w")>0 
1.02 ± 0.04 
1.05 1 0.06 
0.96 ± 0.04 
0.88 1 0.06 
Table 3.1.3. Measurement of Charge Asynroetry In the Decay 
K° - ir+ + ir" + π0. 
3.2 ANALYSIS OF K° * v* + if' + γ EXPERIMENT 
In Section 2.4 we discussed the discovery of one candidate for the 
decay mode К ·*• ir • ir" • γ; see also Ref. (Ne.66A). This candidate ful­
f i l l s a l l our selection criteria, but i t i s the only candidate in a one 
constraint experiment. We believe that a larger sample i s required to make 
an unambiguous identification in a search of this kind. Therefore, we 
shall express the results of this experiment as yielding an upper limit for 
the branching ratio of the radiative two-pion decay mode of the long-lived 
neutral K-meson, rather than the branching ratio i t se l f . 
The calculated relative detection efficiency for photons from К(тпгу) 
decay as a function of the photon energy in the K. center of mass i s shown 
in Fig. 3.2.1b. In this calculation we assumed that the detection efficien­
cy of our β-γ detector for gammas smaller than 100 MeV in the laboratory 
was zero, and that i t was constant for a l l gammas larger than 100 MeV. This 
cutoff in the detection efficiency has no harmful effect on the final result; 
however, i t avoids the diff icult evaluation of the detection efficiency for 
low energy gamas. This cutoff i s the reason for the decreasing detection 
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1.0 
0.5 
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φ · PHASE SPACE 
««RELATIVE 
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У DETECTION M 
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4 0 80 
E r (cm) IN MeV 
Fig. 3 . 2 . 1 . Search f o r the decay K° ·*• τ + тг" + γ . 
(a) Photon spectrum of a l l γ-events. Only the shaded 
events are inconsistent with Κ , ; see also Fig. 2.4.1, 
(b) Relative detection e f f i c i e n c y of detector f o r Kdnry). 
(c) Phase space f o r Κ(ΐΓπγ), as calculated by H. Chew, 
Ref. (Ch.62). 
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efficiency for photons with energy smaller than 40 MeV in the K. center of 
mass as shown in Fig. 3.2.lb. On the other hand, the decreasing relative 
4 detection efficiency for gammas with energy larger than 105 MeV in the K? 
center of mass is due to the method employed for removing К _ decays. The 
triggering efficiency of our system for Κ(τπτγ) decays was calculated with a 
Monte Carlo program, similar to the one that was used in calculating the 
К _ efficiency in Section 2.3. The detection efficiency of our β-γ detec­
tion for ganas larger than 100 MeV was assumed to be 90%. The shape of 
the decay spectrum used in the calculation was assumed to be that of phase 
space as calculated by H. Chew, Ref. (Qi.62), and shown in Fig. 3.2.1c. 
This shape does not change appreciably if one takes into account the effect 
of the p-meson. This refinement has been discussed by H. Chew, also. A 
different approach to obtaining the detection efficiency for Κ(ιΠΓγ) decay 
is based on the number of K__ events observed in the same experiment, where 
a photon from π has showered in the Β-γ detector; this is the "special 
sample" of Section 2.3.3. In this way one more or less avoids the contro­
versial evaluation of the absolute detection efficiency for gammas. This 
approach yielded the same efficiency as the above calculation. 
Our one candidate for Κ(ππγ) corresponds to a branching ratio R • 
_3 
(0.8 ± 0.2) x 10 ; this figure is calculated under the assumption that 
there are no final state interactions. The uncertainty quoted is the un­
certainty in the absolute detection efficiency. The upper limit (with 85% 
confidence) for the radiative two-pion decay mode of the K, meson is 
R < 3.0 x 10"3 
This upper limit is not of sufficient accuracy to check the predic­
tions of Oneda et al., Ref. (On.64), and Pepper et al., Ref. (Pe.64). How­
ever, the number obtained is sufficiently small to warrant ignoring К(іпгг) 
decay in our treatment of CP violation in К decay. This experiment is an 
inprovement over other searches, including the recent one by Belletti et 
_3 
al., who obtained an upper limit with 60% confidence of R < 5 x 10 ; see 
Ref. (Be.66). 
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3.3 ANALYSIS OF К0, CHARGE ASYMMETRY EXPERIMENT 
e3 
Our measurement of the charge asymmetry in К . decay from a pure K. 
beam yielded the result: 
R » (K° -»• π" • e + + v)/K° + v* * e" + v) « 1.07 ± 0.05 , 
which is consistent with unity and does not constitute a case of CP viola­
tion. The measurement of R can be used to set a limit on the value of the 
real part of ε. In Section 1.7 we discussed three possibilities: 
a) The |ΔΙ| - 1/2 rule holds for leptonic decays, then R « (1 + 4) x 
Ree or Ree « + 0.018 ± 0.013. 
b) CP invariance is valid in leptonic decays, but the AS • AQ. 
rule does not hold, then R = (1 + 4 Reε) (1 + 8 Reε · ·* ). A reasonable 
upper limit for χ is 1/2, thus Reε ^  0.006 ± 0.004. 
c) CP invariance holds only for |Δΐ| » 1/2 transitions. In this 
case, R » (1+4 Ree)r, where г is an undetermined factor, see Eq. (1.7.5c), 
that could vary between 1 and (1 + 8ε Re x). A reasonable typer limit for 
r is (1 + 8ε/3), in which case Ree £ 0.007 ± 0.005. 
Our measurement of the charge asynmetry constitutes a marked improve­
ment over the older measurement of the same quantity; the only published 
experiment yielded R « 1.01 ± 0.16, based on 153 events in a bubble chamber, 
Ref. (Lu.64). 
There is no generally accepted theory for calculating ε or Ree from 
first principles. One can use existing experimental information to set an 
upper limit on these quantities if one makes certain assunctions. For 
example: 
a) A reasonable upper limit for the branching ratio for K. -»• π + π 
is 0Л\; see Refs. (Cr.66) and (Cr.67), thus: 
-2 
l%ol * le - 2ε·| < 0.6 χ 10 
K_| - |e + e'l - 1.9 χ 10' 
therefore |e| < 8 χ 10" . 
b) Assume no |Δΐ| > 1/2 transitions; then Im A- • 0 and e' » 0 
and |e| - 2 χ 10"3. 
c) Assume that |η | - 1/2|η |, in which case one of the two 
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possible solutions for ε (assuming the phases are mknown) yields e • 0. 
This is the situation where K, and Κ„ are invariant eigenstates under CPT 
(they are their own antiparticle). 
Our experiment is not of sufficient accuracy to shed lig^ it on any of these 
possibilities. 
We want to digress for a moment on certain pathological possibili­
ties for CP violation, namely those models where the value of R varies over 
the Dalitz plot, while the integrated value is unity, or close to it. To 
investigate these possibilities we have shown in Fig. 3.3.1 the distribu­
tion of events on the Dalitz plot. To obtain this distribution we used the 
low-E(KL) solution of the twofold aabiguity in the detendnation of the 
kinematics; this aabiguity is discussed in Section 2.3.2. The choice of 
the low-E(KL) solution was the right one in 75% of the cases. The remain­
ing wrong solution merely affects the efficiency of finding a possible 
charge asymmetry. No marked deviation from unity is seen in this figure, 
and thus we do not see any evidence for a CP violation and certainly no 
violation of locality. The only nonpathological situation in which to ex­
pect a variation of R across the Dalitz plot is when there is a strong var­
iation of the fon factor f , for which there is no evidence at present. 
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Fig. 3.3.2. The ratio R = (Κ° * π" + + + )/(К° -• π + + e" + ν) as a 
function of the kinetic energy of the ρ Ion In the K-meson 
center of mass. The Indicated errors are statistical. 
In Fig. 3.3.2 is plotted the ratio R as function of the pion energy in the 
K° center of mass; again we used the low-ECK.) solution. R appears to be 
constant in this plot, also. 
Concerning the measured charge asymmetry after the regenerator, we 
can say the following. It is not profitable for us to express R as a func­
tion of the proper distance after the regenerator because of the twofold 
kinematic ambiguity and our relatively small sample. We have lumped the 
whole vacuum pipe into one bin. The regeneration induced charge asymmetry, 
which is small if one assumes the approximate validity of the AS • AQ. rule, 
will be substantially washed out because of the lumping procedure. It is 
no surprise, therefore, that the observed charge asymmetry after the 1/2-
inch regenerator, R - 0.95 ± 0.05, is in agreement with our expectations, 
namely, a value close to 1.0 — as found with no regenerator. 
Note that we have assumed the validity of the CPT theorem in the 
theoretical analysis. If one does not assume this, the measurement of the 
charge asymetry can be used as an experimental check on the CPT theorem, 
provided that ε is known by some other means, through the verification of 
Eq. (1.7.4); see also the Appendix. 
0.7 
D 
> 0.9 
¿ 1.3 
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APPENDIX 
EXPERItENTAL STATUS OF THE INVARIANCES CPT, CP, C, P, AND Τ 
The experiaental justification for CPT invariance is based on the 
сошрагізоп of the total decay rates and the masses of particles and their 
antiparticles. These quantities Bust be equal to first order in the weak 
interaction if the weak interaction Hamiltonian is invariant under the CPT 
operation, see Lee et al., Ref. (Le.57), Luders et al., Ref. (Lu.57), and 
Tolhoek, Ref. (To.64). Other supporting evidence is found in the equality 
of the gyromagnetic ratios of μ and of « . The present experiaental sta­
tus is shown in Table A-l. All experiments support the CPT theorem with 
a possible exception of that of Ayres et al., Ref. (Ay.67), which is pres­
ently being repeated. 
Some important experiments to check CPT invariance involving K-mesons 
that have not been performed as yet are: 
a) Co^iarison of the total decay rate of a K0 and Y? beam as func­
tion of the proper time after production. 
b) Verification that the total charge asyBMtry in the semi-leptonic 
decays of К and IL· is given by: 
(Rate KJ ·*• ж' • i* • ν)/(Rate κ£ ·*- -я* • i' • ν) 
(Rate ¡ζ •• ir" • I* • ν)/(Rate KJ * ir* • 1' • ν) 
(be) f - (1-е)g 
(l-e)7 - tl*e)g 
(be) f • (1-е)g 
(l-e)7* (l+e)7 
„• 
if e, f, and g are known by other means. 
c) Measurement of the differential decay rates for КІ- and КІ,; 
these rates should equal. 
d) Determination of the polarization vectors of £ and I" in K0_, 
for the same momenta p, and ρ ; they should be equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction. 
The above checks are good to first order in the weak interaction. Also, 
elect »magneti с effects have been ignored. 
Experimental tests on CP invariance fall into three categories: 
a) The validity of the CPT theorem is not assumed. The obvious 
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P a r t i c l e s 
± 
к* 
± 
ir 
+ 
ir" 
± 
ir 
± 
π 
к
1 
P.P 
if.r 
± 
e 
± 
Measured 
Quant i ty 
(т + /т_) - ] 
(т+/т_) - 1 
(т+/т_) - 1 
(т+/т_) - 1 
(т+/т_) - 1 
ш(»+)/т(0 
т(К")/в(К*) 
ш(Р)/іі(Р) 
mdcVmOC0) 
gyroaagnet ic 
r a t i o s 
gyromagnetic 
r a t i o s 
Resul t 
0.000 ± 
- a . 0005 ± 
0.0023 1 
0.004 1 
0.0056 ± 
1.0021 ± 
0.998 ± 
1.008 ± 
0.001 
0.0009 
0.0040 
0.007 
0.0028 
0.0027 
0.013 
0.005 
2 p a r t s i n 10 
l / 2 ( g + -
(1 .5 ± 2] 
1/2(g* -
(0 ± 1.5] 
tf/l· 
í/l· 
Reference 
Me. 63 
Lo. 66 
Lo. 66 
Ba. 66 
Ay. 67 
Cr. 57 
Cr. 57 
Co. 60 
F i . 66 
Ri. 66 
Fa. 66 
Table A-l. Tests of CPT 
experiment in this category is the observation of the decay mode K, -»· π + 
IT". This experiment has indicated a small CP violation. Other experiments, 
which involve a detailed comparison of decay rates and spectra of various 
particles, have not been performed. 
b) The CPT theorem is assumed to be valid, in which case a check on 
CP invariance is also an indirect test for time rêverai invariance. The 
present experimental situation is presented in Table A-2. Note the sensi-
tivity of a particular test is not always evident. Dynamical effects can 
suppress possible CP violation effects. (See the discussion about a pos-
sible charge asynetry in К -*• ir + ir" • ir in Sections 1.7 and 3.1.) Fur-
ther note that the quoted results cm the π slope in τ decay do not come 
from a single experiment; they were obtained by comparing different experi­
ments. 
c) The CPT theorem is assumed to be valid. A check on Τ invariance 
is therefore a test am CP invariance. This is discussed below. 
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Reaction 
К? -»· π • e • ν 
L 
KJ - ir* • π" • ir0 
„± ± ± • 
К -»-ir * V •If 
К
0 
pp annih. 
( i n f l i g h t ) 
„± ± ± • 
К -*• ir • π •ir 
Measured Quantity 
Γ(Κ° + w" • β* • ν ) 
r(Kj * ir* • e - • ν ) 
N [ T ( / ) - Τ ( π - ) ] < 0 
N [ T ( / ) - Τ(π")]>0 
Slope parameter 
σ ( * " ) / σ ( - * * ) 
Time d i s t r ibut ion 
(¿ρ * 1.2,x) 
(pp * I , 2 . i ) 
Γ ( τ * ) / Γ ( 0 - 1 
Result 
1.07 ± 0.05 
1.02 ι 0.04 
0.91 ± 0 .03 
|lm X| < 0 .3 
F • (0.4±1.0) x IO" 2 
-0.0004 ± 0.0021 
Reference 
This work 
This work 
Tr. 65 
Ca. 66 
Do. 66 
Fo. 67 
Table A-2. Tests of CP. F ¡s ratio of CP violating amplitude 
to CP conserving amplitude. 
In weak interactions charge conjugation invariance is completely 
violated. A survey of the direct tests on С invariance for the other inter­
actions is given in Table A-3. Included are some preliminary upper limits 
for the branching ratio of rare decay modes of the φ and the ω-meson. These 
branching ratios could be about 1% if С were violated in the electromagnetic 
interaction of hadrons, as suggested by T. D. Lee and collaborators, Ref. 
(Be.65). Proper caution is required for the correct interpretation of the 
numbers in the table. For instance, even if С were totally violated, one 
would expect Г(тг0 •+ 3γ)/Γ(π0 ·*• 2γ) < Ю - 6 , because of centrifugal barrier 
suppression, Ref. (Be.65). 
Parity is known to be violated completely in weak interactions. In 
other interactions Ρ is conserved, as is apparent from Table A-4. Not in­
cluded in this table are the recent controversial measurements of a possible 
parity impurity in nuclear states, see Curtis Michael, Ref. (Mi.64), and 
Bock et al., Ref. (Во.ббЛ). 
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Reaction 
π
0
- 3γ 
e e" annih. 
pp annih. (at rest) 
* _ 
pp annih. 
o • 
η -»· π • e 
η ·*• π* + π" 
η ·• π + π" 
φ •*• ω • γ 
φ -f ρ • γ 
ω -»• π • ττ" 
ω •* η + π
0 
ω ·*• ρ + γ 
(in flight) 
• e" 
* тг
0 
• Ύ 
• π
0 
* Actually a test 
any axis perpendicular to 
Measured Quantity 
Branching ratio 
Rate 3γ (1S
o
) 
Rate 3γ (^) 
(p^nr+X)/pp-^' X) 
(р^КХ)/(рр-Ч( X) 
pp * KJ К* Χ 
pp * KJ Κ" Τ 
Branching ratio 
Charge Asymmetry 
Charge Asymmetry 
Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
Charge Asymmetry 
Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
of CR', where R' is a 
Result 
R < 5 x 10"6 
< 2.8 x 10"6 
F < 0.01 
F < 0.02 
F < 0.01 
R < 0.0009 
0.003 ± 0.011 
0.015 ± 0.025 
R < 0.05 
R < 0.02 
< few % 
R < 0.017 
R < 0.05 
rotation of 180e 
the direction of motion of both ρ and 
Ref. 
Du. 65 
Mi. 67A 
Ba. 65 
Do. 66 
Ba. 67 
Cn. 66 
Во. 67 
Li. 66 
Li. 66 
Fl. 66 
Fl. 66 
Fl. 66 
around 
Ρ· 
Table A-3. Tests of charge conjugation invariance in strong and 
electromagnetic interactions. A is the ratio of the 
С violating amplitude to the С conserving amplitude. 
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Reaction 
Ne20 V ) - О16 • α 
р-р scattering 
n(pol.) • Cd 1 1 3 * Cd 1 1 4 • γ 
О
1 6
* - О
1 6
 • γ 
pCpol.) + Не,С etc. 
Fe 5 7* -»• Fe 5 7 + γ(14.4 keV) 
0 1 6 V ) - α • С12 
Measured 
Quantity 
Rate 
Up-down asymm. 
Asymmetry 
γ cire. pol. 
Azim. asymm. 
Asymmetry 
Rate 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
Resuit 
< 2 x 10"4 
< 1 x 10"2 
<io-8 
< 3 x 10'8 
< 3 x 10"2 
<io-5 
< 2 x 10"6 
Ref. 
Ta. 58 
Ch. 54 
Ha. 59 
Wi. 58 
Ro. 59 
Gr. 61 
Se. 61 
Table A-4. Tests of parity conservation In strong and 
electromagnetic Interactions. F is the ratio 
of the parity violating to parity conserving 
ampi¡tude. 
A direct observation of a violation of time reversal invariance has 
not been made. Yet Τ violation is expected when CPT is valid and CP is 
violated. In Table A-5 the results of various experiments on time reversal 
invariance are presented; they encompass the full spectrum of interactions 
from strong interactions to strangeness nonconserving weak interactions. 
An interesting quantity is the electric dipole moment of the "ele­
mentary" particles. Such a moment can exist only if both Ρ and Τ are not 
conserved. A list of the experimental information is given in Table A-6. 
The measurement of the electric dipole moment of the neutron is approaching 
the region where it can be used to distinguish various theories that have 
been advanced in order to explain the observed CP violation in the decay of 
the neutral long-lived K-meson. 
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Reaction 
„о - + 
К -*• π + у • ν 
KJ - π 0 • μ* • ν 
Λ
0
 -»· π" + ρ 
Σ
ο -. Λ
0
 * e* • β" 
η -»• ρ + e" •»• ν 
Ν β
1 9 .
 F19 + e * . 
* 
pp scatter ing 
ρ • t Χ d + d 
* 
ρ s c a t t . on Fe, 
ρ s c a t t . on Co 
» 24 . .•
 м
 25 Mg + d t Mg + 
ν 
Ni 
Ρ 
(pol . )η • T i 4 8 - T i 4 9 
Rh 1 0 6 * P d 1 0 6 • e" + ν 
* Also s e n s i t i v e 
Measured Quantity 
μ transv. pol. 
μ transv. pol. 
' , - ' ρ 
Λ transv. pol. 
I " A " V I « 1 * 
І і
А
/ 8 к
І Ф 
Ρ and А 
do/tâ 
Ρ and A 
Ρ and A 
exc. curve, do/dfl 
γ-γ correi. 
ß-γ-γ correi. 
to Ρ v io lat ion. 
PT 
ρ
τ 
ρ
τ 
ρ
τ 
Result 
- -O.OS ± 0.18 
- +0.02 ± 0.07 
- 0.002 ± 0.02 
* 0.08 ± 0.10 
Δδ . = ^ . Ο " ± S 
obs. 
A 6
c a l c . • 6 · 5 β * C 
PT 
Φ > 
Φ * 
Ρ -
F < 
Ρ -
Ρ -
F < 
F < 
F < 
- 0.02 ± 0.02 
175e ± 10° 
180.2 e ± 1.6° 
A = -0.01 ± 0. 
0.02 
A « -0.03 ± 0. 
A « +0.03 ± 0. 
0.004 
0.02 
0.04 
.5° 
.50 
02 
04 
04 
Reference 
This work 
Ba. 66A 
Yo. 67 
AB. 66 
Ον. 67 
Gl. 66 
Bu. 60 
Ca. 67 
Hw. 60 
Ro. 59 
Ro. 59 
Ro. 59 
Ro. 66 
Ka. 66 
Fu. 64 
Table A-5. Tests of time reversal invariance. F is the ratio of 
Τ violating to Τ conserving amplitude, Ρ is polariza­
tion, and A is asymmetry. 
Parti« 
η 
Ρ 
u 
e 
:1e EDM y /e 
(-2 ± 3) x I O " 2 2 
1.3 x I O " 1 3 cm. 
2 x I O " 1 6 cm. 
-21 2 x 10 cm. 
cm. 
Reference 
Mi. 67 
S t . 59 
Be. 60 
Sa. 64 
Table A-6. Upper limits on the Electric Dipole Moment (EDM). 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In Chapter 1 of t h i s work we have given an account of the present 
understanding of the various decay modes of the neutral long-l ived K-meson. 
The analysis of K._ decay i s based on the universal, weak, vector-axia l vec­
tor current theory in the amended version of Cabibbo. The analys is of К _ 
decay i s based on the t rad i t iona l l inear matrix element approximation. The 
rare decay modes have been treated s u p e r f i c i a l l y only. The principal ob­
j e c t i v e i s t o estimate the branching r a t i o of the various rare decay modes. 
An exception i s made for the decay mode К -»• π + π" + γ, for which a b r i e f 
phenomenological descr ipt ion i s given 
The recent ly discovered v i o l a t i o n of CP invariance i s discussed in 
Section 1.7. A b r i e f descr ipt ion of the experimental evidence for CP v io­
la t ion i s given here and the consequences of the v i o l a t i o n of CP invariance 
for the various decay modes of the K. mesons are treated in some d e t a i l . 
An introduction to the algebra of equal-time current commutators and to the 
zero energy theorem that r e l a t e s K-2 to K._ to K«. and a lso К _ t o Κ , de­
cay i s given in Section 1.8. The extrapolation procedure for using the 
zero-energy theorem has been treated. The theory of equal-time current 
commutators enables us to give a quant i tat ive descr ipt ion of K , decay 
based on the re la t ions between К _ and K__. 
The neutral K-beam and the detect ion apparatus for two sparii chamber 
experiments for inves t igat ing various К decay modes are described in Chap­
t e r 2. The scanning, measuring and data reduction are discussed in t h i s 
chapter a l s o . The f i r s t experiment was carried out at the Brookhaven Nation­
al Laboratory in the 30° neutral beam of the 33 GeV Alternating Gradient 
Synchrotron (A.G.S.). The second experiment was carried out at the Argonne 
National Laboratory, in the 31° neutral beam of the 12.S GeV Zero-Gradient 
Synchrotron (Z.G.S.) . 
The following r e s u l t s of both experiments are discussed in d e t a i l in 
Chapter 3: 
a) The pion spectra in the decay К ·*• π + π" • π can be described 
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y by the l inear matrix element approximation. Furthermore, 
the extensive analysis of 1198 К _ decays revealed the following detai ls: 
The π 0 slope parameter, defined by Eq. (1.5.7c), i s σ
ο
 = - 0.204 ± 0.025. 
For the charged pions we obtained σ±(+-0) = • 0.096 ± 0.009. There i s no 
evidence for any X dependence of the decay. X i s defined in Eq. (1.5.1). Our 
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value for σ (+-0), when compared with σ (+00) and σ (+•-), indicates that 
the final state of these pions is predominantly the 1 = 1 state, in agree­
ment with the |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule. The slopes do not exclude an admixture of 
+ 
ъ 15% of I = 2 final state in К decay if one takes the published data on 
the К _ spectra at face value and assumes that the linear approximation is 
valid. 
The fact that no deviation was found from the linear matrix element 
approximation for K(+-0) decay imposes definite limits on the models that 
explain the observed pion spectra in К _ decay as a result of ττ-π final 
state interactions. Our data are not inconsistent with the σ or K* inter­
mediate state models or with the pion pole model. 
± о 
Our measured π and π spectra are in excellent accord with predic­
tions based on the algebra of equal-time current commutators. This implies 
the approximate validity of the |Δΐ| * 1/2 rule in non-leptonic K-decay 
without recourse to other experiments; also, i t strongly suggests that the 
deviation of the pion spectra from phase space i s not a result of π-π final 
state interactions. 
No effects that indicate CP noninvariance were observed in the de­
cay K. -*• π + π" + π . In a brief theoretical analysis, i t i s shown that 
L· 
the expected charge asymmetry is too small to be seen in this experiment 
unless unforeseen effects play a major role in К _ decay. 
b) A search was made for the new decay mode K, -»• π •ir + γ. One 
candidate was found amidst 4,124 K. decays which yielded the upper limit 
R = (Rate K? •* π+ + π" + γ)/(Rate K° -»• a l l ) < 3.0 x 10* , at the 85% confi-
dence level. 
c) The charge asymetry in К , has been measured to be (K. -»• π + 
e + ν)/(К, -*· π + e" + ν) = 1.07 ± 0.05; this number i s constant over the 
Dalitz plot. It i s consistent with no violation of CP. Assuming the ap­
proximate validity of the |Δΐ| = 1/2 rule, this implies that Ree = 
* 0.018 ± 0.013. 
In the theoretical discussion of Chapter 1 the following results of 
both experiments have been briefly presented: 
о ± • -
a) The strangeness nonconserving weak decays K. -*· π + e + ν and 
о ± + -
К. -»• π + у + ν are governed by a vector interaction, just as the strange-
L· 
ness conserving weak decays, in agreement with the V-Α theory; see Section 
1.3. 
b) No evidence was seen for neutral lepton currents. The upper 
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limit obtained was (Rate K° -»• I* + Ä")/(Rate K° •*· a l l ) <^  5 x IO -5; see Sec-
tion 1.6. 
c) The rare and unexpected decay mode K. -»• π + π" has been detected. 
This decay implies a small violation of CP; see Section 1.7. 
d) The polarization of the nnion in the decay К ·*• n~ + μ + ν was 
determined. The result i s P", - 1.06 ± 0.14, which indicates an approximate 
complete longitudinal polarization, and PL = - 0.05 ± 0.18, which i s con­
sistent with zero transverse polarization and with time reversal invariance; 
see Section 1.7. 
e) Interference has been observed between the (π τΓ) decay of K, and 
regenerated Κ
ς
. This shows beyond question that CP invariance i s violated. 
The mass difference is determined in this experiment to be m(K. ) - m(K„) = 
(± 0.57 ± 0.10) fi/T
s
; see Section 1.7. 
The experimental status of the invariances CPT, CP, C, P, and Τ i s 
discussed in the Appendix. 
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SAMENVATTING 
De huidige theoretische inzichten en experimentele gegevens betref­
fende het verval van het neutrale lang-levende K-meson zijn beschreven in 
het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift. De analyse van de Kj_- vervals-
wijze is gebaseerd op de universele, zwakke, polair-axiale vector stroom 
theorie in de geamendeerde versie van Cabibbo. De beschrijving van de К _-
vervalswij ze is gebouwd op de traditionele lineaire matrixelement bena­
dering. De zeldzame vervalswij zen zijn slechts vluchtig beschouwd, voorna­
melijk ter schatting van de vervalsfracties. Een uitzondering hierop is 
het verval K. -*• π + π • γ, waarvoor een korte fenomenologische analyse is 
gegeven. De onlangs ontdekte breking van CP is besproken in paragraaf 1.1 
en 1.7. De metingen waarop het niet behouden zijn van CP invariantie is 
gebaseerd zijn vermeld in paragraaf 1.7, verder zijn hier de verschillende 
gevolgen besproken die CP breking heeft voor de K.-vervalswijzen. In para­
graaf 1.8 is een inleiding gegeven op de theorie der gelijktijdige stroom-
commutatoren en op het energie-nul theorema dat een verband legt tussen Κρ_, 
K-_ en K.. verval en tussen К _ en К _ verval. Tevens is de extrapolatie 
procedure behandeld die nodig is voor de toepassing van het energie-nul 
theorema. Met behulp van de theorie der gelijktijdige stroom-commutatoren 
is een kwantitatieve verklaring gegeven van het К , verval door middel van 
de relaties tot К _ verval. 
TTZ 
In het tweede hoofdstuk zijn besproken de K. bundel en apparatuur 
voor twee vonkenvat experimenten die betrekking hebben op verscheidene K.-
meson-vervalswijzen. Tevens is de data behandeling besproken in dit hoofd­
stuk. Het eerste experiment vond plaats te Brookhaven, U.S.A., in de 30° 
neutrale bundel van het 33 GeV wissel-gradient synchrotron (A.G.S.). Het 
tweede experiment werd uitgevoerd te Argonne, U.S.A., in de 31° neutrale 
bundel van het 12.5 GeV gradient -nul- synchrotron (Z.G.S.). 
De volgende resultaten van beide experimenten staan besproken in 
Hoofdstuk 3: 
a) De lineaire matrixelement benadering is een goede beschrijving van de 
pionen-spectra voor het verval IC •* ir + π + π . Een uitvoerige analyse 
van 1198 К _ vervalsprocessen gaf de volgende details: 
De parameter voor de helling van het π -spectrum, gedefinieerd in 
vergelijking (1.5.7c) is а = - 0.204 ± 0.025, de parameter voor de helling 
van het ir'-spectrum is σ
+
 = + 0.096 ± 0.009. Er is geen experimentele 
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aanwijzing voor een X-afhankelijkheid in K(+-0) verval (X is evenredig met 
het energieverschil tussen π en π"). De gevonden waarde voor σ (+-0), 
gedefinieerd in vergelijking (1.5.7c) leidt, bij vergelijking met de 
literatuurwaarden voor σ
+
(+00) en σ (++-), tot de conclusie dat de eind­
toestand van de pionen wordt gedomineerd door de I = 1 toestand, in overeen­
stemming met de niet leptonische |Δΐ| « 1/2 regel. Wanneer men de 
gepubliceerde resultaten voor de К .-spectra letterlijk beschouwt en verder 
aanneemt dat de lineaire matrixelementbenadering nauwkeurig genoeg is, dan 
moet geconcludeerd worden dat een 15% bijmenging van 1 = 2 eindtoestand in 
К -verval mogelijk is. 
Het νfeit dat er geen afwijking van de lineaire matrixelement­
benadering in К(+-0)-verval is gevonden, stelt zekere grenzen aan de 
parameters van de modellen, die de waargenomen ρionen-speetra in K_, verkla­
ren met behulp van ττ-π eindtoestand-interacties. Onze resultaten zijn niet 
onverenigbaar met de ρ of K* intermediaire toestand-modeHen en met het 
"pion-pool" model. 
De gemeten π en π spectra zijn in voortreffelijke overeenstemming 
met voorspellingen gebaseerd op de algebra van de gelijktijdige stroom-
commutatoren. Dit houdt in de benaderde geldigheid van de |Δΐ| = 1/2 regel 
in niet-leptonisch K-meson verval (zonder gebruikmaking van andere experi­
menten) en de "dominerende octet" hypothese van Gell-Mann. De gevonden 
goede overeenstemming suggereert sterk dat de vorm van de ρionen-speetra 
in К , niet het gevolg is van ττ-π eindtoestand-interacties. 
In het K, •* π + π + π experiment is geen aanwijzing gevonden voor 
het niet-behouden-blijven van CP. In een theoretische beschouwing is 
aangetoond dat de te verwachten effecten "onder normale omstandigheden" te 
klein zijn om in dit experiment te worden waargenomen. 
b) In een systematische analyse van 4124 K.-vervalsprocessen werd één 
candidaat voor de zeldzame vervalswij ze K. -*· π • π" + γ gevonden. De 
grens, op het 85% waarschijnlijkheidsniveau, voor de vervalsfractie is 
(K° -»• π + + π" • γ)/(К? •* alle vervalswij zen) < 3.0 x 10~ . 
o 
c) De ladingsasymmetrie in К _ is gemeten, met als resultaat 
(K° •* π" + e + + V ) / ( K L "*" π + e" + V) = l · 0 7 * 0.05. Deze waarde is 
onafhankelijk van de plaats in het Dalitz diagram. De gevonden waarde is 
in overeenstemming met behoud van CP. Onder voorwaarde dat de leptonische 
|Δΐ| = 1/2 regel bij benadering geldig is, betekent dit dat Ree = 0.018 ± 
0.013. 
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Bij het theoretische overzicht in Hoofdstuk 1 is tevens een beknopt 
verslag gegeven van de volgende resultaten van de beide experimenten: 
a) De vreemdheid-niet-behoudende zwakke vervalswij zen K. •+ π + μ + ν en 
К. -*• ir • e + ν vinden plaats door de vector-interactie, in overeenstemming 
met de polair-axiale vector stroom theorie, zie paragraaf 1.3. 
b) Er is geen aanwijzing voor het bestaan van een neutrale leptonstroom. 
De gevonden grens, op het 85% waarschijnlijkheidsniveau, is (K -*• l + f)/ 
η —5 
(К. -*· alle vervalswij zen) < 5 x IO" , zie paragraaf 1.6. 
c) De ontdekking van de zeldzame en onverwachte vervalswij ze K. -»• π • π". 
Dit verval toont aan dat CP niet behouden is, zij het dat de waargenomen 
breking van CP invariantie klein is, zie paragraaf 1.7. 
d) De polarizatie van het muon in het verval K. -*• π • y • υ is bepaald 
als Ρ, » 1.06 ± 0.14 en PL » - 0.05 ± 0.18. Dit toont aan dat het muon 
practisch volledig longitudinaal gepolarizeerd is, terwijl er geen trans­
versale polarizatie is. Het laatste is in overeenstemming met invariantie 
voor tijdsomkering in een vreemdheid-niet-behoudende zwakke interactie, zie 
paragraaf 1.7. 
e) Interferentie is waargenomen tussen het (η π ) verval van K. en van 
geregenereerde Κς. Het niet-behouden-zijn van CP is daardoor onaanvecht-
Ъааг aangetoond. Het massaverschil is bepaald in dit experiment op 
m(K°) - m(Kg) = (± 0.57 ± 0.10) · li/Xg, zie paragraaf 1.7. 
In de Appendix is een overzicht gegeven van de experimenten die 
betrekking hebben op CPT, CP, C, Ρ en Τ invariantie. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
De extrapolatie methode gebruikt bij de toepassing van gelijktijdige stroom commutatoren.op de 
wijze besproken in dit proefschrift, kan gebruikt worden om een kwantitatieve verklaring te geven 
voor de overheersing van laag-energetische тг" over it- mesonen in KV, verval. 
Dit proefschrift, paragraaf 1.8. 
II 
De wijze waarop Auerbach en anderen experimentele gegevens gebruikt hebben bij de berekening 
van λ_, de parameter die de verandering van één der vormfactoren in К - verval aangeeft, is on­
juist. Het verkregen resultaat is daardoor onbetrouwbaar. 
L.B. Auerbach, A.K. Mann, W.K. McFarlane, and F.J. Sciulli, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 
464(1967). 
III 
De vergelijking der overgangswaarschijnlijkheden van f en т" ег а1, ter bestudering van CP-inva-
riantie, krijgt meer betekenis wanneer gepubliceerd wordt welk gedeelte van het Dalitz-diagram 
bij de meting betrokken is. 
W.T. Ford, A. Lemonick, U. Nauenberg, and P.A. Piroué, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 
1214(1967). 
IV 
De bepaling van de amplitude en relatieve fase van η , de parameter die het CP niet-behoudende 
verval К^ ч π + тг0 karakteriseert, kan aanmerkelijk versneld worden door gebruik te maken van 
een aantal regeneratoren op verschillende onderlinge afstanden en/of dikten. Deze methode ver­
dient de voorkeur wanneer de vervalswijze K, * 2y + π 0 niet verwaarloosbaar zou zijn. 
V 
Voor vele experimenten met een mesonen-fabriek van het linac-type is het herhaaldelijk benadrukte 
nadeel van de R.F. fijn-structuur in feite een voordeel. 
VI 
Het verdient aanbeveling bij het opstellen van data tabellen, zoals bv. die m.b.t. elementaire deeltjes 
door Rosenfeld en anderen, oude metingen te laten vervallen ten gunste van nieuwere, ook al zouden 
deze dezelfde stochastische waarden hebben. 
A.H. Rosenfeld, Α. Barbaro-Galtieri, W.J. Podolsky, L.R. Price, P. Soding, CG. Wohl, 
M. Roos, and W.J. Willis, Rev. of Mod. Phys. 39, 1 (1967). 
VII 
De bouw van een K-mesonen fabriek is te verkiezen boven een nieuwe conventionele protonen 
versneller in het 40-50 GeV gebied. 
Ш 
Voor zoverre algemene structuurkennis van atoomkernen beoogd wordt, verdienen onderzoekingen 
betreffende nieuwe extreem neutronen- of protonenrijke kernen de voorkeur boven routine 
studies van de aangeslagen niveau's der bekende kernen. 
IX 
De ontwikkeling van een kleine, lawaai-arme, electrische auto is van speciaal belang voor 
dichtbevolkte gebieden, zoals Randstad Nederland en Los Angeles Basin. 
Χ 
Een zekere mate van standaardisatie in de gebruikte notatie, metriek en fase-conventie, dient een 
overweging te zijn bij het schrijven, beoordelen en aanvaarden voor publicatie van een wetenschappelijk 
artikel. 
XI 
De verhoging van het zogenaamde studie-rendement dient niet ten koste te gaan van de studie-vrijheid. 
XII 
Het gebruik van de wetenschappelijke bibliotheek in de avonduren en op zaterdag dient aangemoedigd 
in plaats van bemoeilijkt te worden. 
B.M.K. Nefkens 
21 december 1967 
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